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ABSTRACT. Interindustry transactions recorded at a macro 

level are simply summations of commodity shipment decisions 

taken at a micro level. The resulting statistical problem 
is to obtain minimally biased estimates of commodity flow 
distributions at the disaggregated level, given various 
forms of aggregated information. This study demonstrates 

the application of the entropy-maximizing paradigm in its 
traditional form, together with recent adaptations emerging 
from information theory, to the area of spatial and non-
spatial input-output analysis. A clear distinction between 
the behavioural and statistical aspects of entropy modelling 
is suggested. The discussion of non-spatial input-output 

analysis emphasizes the rectangular and dynamic extensions 

of Leontief's original model, and also outlines a scheme for 
simple aggregation, based on a criterion of minimum loss of 

information. In the chapters on spatial analysis, three 

complementary approaches to the estimation of interregional 

flows are proposed. Since the static formulations cannot 

provide an accurate picture of the gross interregional flows 
between any two sectors, Leontief's dynamic framework is 
adapted to the problem. The study concludes by describing 

a hierarchical system of models to analyse feasible paths 
of economic development over space and time. 

KEYWORDS: Commodity flows, dynamic analysis, entropy, 
information theory, input-output analysis, probability 
distributions, regional and interregional modelling. 
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ENTROPY, INFORMATION T HEORY, 

AND S PATIAL INPUT-OUTPUT A NALYSIS 

AbòtACLCt 

A gre at deal of theoretical and empirical attention has been paid to 

input-output analysis, since the appearance of Leontief's original model. 

This study focusses primarily on a number o f mplrUcal difficulties, 

arising from the fact that interindustry transactions which are recorded 

at the aggregated, or macAo, level are nothing more than broad reflections 

(or summations) of individual commodity shipment decisions taken at a 

disaggregated, or micco, level. The resulting statistical problem involves 

making efficient use of various forms of information (including published 

input-output tables) which are available at the macro level, to obtain 

unbiased estimates of commodity flow distributions at the micro level. 

The major purpose of the study is to examine the potential application of 

the zvvtnopy-maximizing paAadigm in its traditional form, together with 

more recent adaptations emerging from infaomcu tLon t hzoiy, to the general 

area of spatial and non-spatial input-output analysis. A cle ar distinc

tion is maintained between the buhavlouAjoJi and the btatlbtical aspects 

of entropy. It is suggested that the entropy-maximizing approach to the 

estimation of interindustry flows can more fruitfully adopt the first 

principles of information theory, in preference to various microstate 

descriptions derived by a nalogy with statistical mechanics. 



The discussion of non-spatial input-output analysis emphazises the 

ntcXanQuhvi and dynamic extensions of Leontief's original static model. 

The information content of an input-output table is also discussed, and 

an ordering scheme for simple aggregation, based on the criterion of 

minimum lo- i-ò o incarnation, is outlined. Bi proportional matrix adjust

ments are also examined. 

In the chapters on spatial analysis three complementary approaches to 

the estimation of interregional and intersectoral flows are proposed, 

using a limited database of industrial and multiregional information. 

Unfortunately, the static, formulations cannot provide an accurate estimate 

of the gAo-6-ò interregional flows between any two sectors. Leontief's dy

namic input-output framework is therefore adapted to the interregional 

estimation problem. 

The study concludes with a demonstration of how the various coefficient 

estimates, derived in earlier chapters, can be used to analyse feasible 

paths of economic development over space and time. A kio AoAchical system 

of models is proposed, and particular attention is focussed on relation

ships between, and within, the national and regional levels. Although, 

this system disaggregates the development problem, it also permits an 

autonomous, self-assertive tendency within each region, to counterbalance 

the integrative forces in the nation as a whole. It is concluded that 

information theory can play an extremely useful, complementary role in 

the analysis of hierarchical social systems. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A grea t deal of theoretical and empirical attention in economics has been 

devoted to the subject of input-output analysis since the appearance of 

Leontief's original national model J There are several good reasons for 

this. Firstly, input-output analysis is a theoretically simple. technique 

for recognizing the interdependent nature of an economic system. By 

grouping the productive activities of firms into various industries or 

sectors, it is possible to describe the overall balance between the 

supply of, and demand for, various products in terms of a simple set of 

linear equations. 

Secondly, input-output tables provide a pnactlcally appealing means of 

representing economic interdependences. Considerable effort has already 

been devoted in most developed countries to the task of either construct

ing or updating intersectoral transaction tables, thereby assuring the 

empirical tractability of input-output analysis at the national level. 

Thirdly, input-output models are being adopted more frequently for &hont 

to medium teAm economic fioiecaòting. Future levels of production can be 

predicted, given known or exogenously determined levels of final demand, 

by assuming constant technical (input-output) coefficients. Moreover, the 

multiplier principle permits the quantitative intersectoral effects of 

prescribed changes in the production levels of one or more sectors to be 

estimated directly. 

1  
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Although much has also been written about the problems and weaknesses of 
2 input-output analysis from an economic viewpoint, we shall not dwell on 

these theoretical problems at any length. Instead, we shall focus primarily 

on a number of empirical difficulties arising from the fact that inter

industry transactions which are recorded on the aggregate, or macro, level 

are nothing more than broad reflections (or summations) of individual 

commodity shipment decisions taken at a disaggregate, or micro, level. 

1.1 The Problem and its Importance 

The statistical problem which is central to this dissertation involves 

making efficient use of various forms of information (including published 

input-output tables) which are available on an aggregate level, to obtain 

unbiased estimates of commodity flow distributions on a disaggregate level. 

A simple example may help to clarify the nature of the problem. Consider 

a case where the national input-output table furnishes information about 

the flows between different sectors, but is incapable of providing any 

information about the geographical origins and destinations of these flows. 

In this rather common situation, we require some means of estimating the 

distribution pattern of commodities over space given their flow pattern 

between sectors. In other words, we wish to derive a full interregional 

input-output table by spatial disaggregation of the national table. 

The obvious drawback to any survey-based development of an interregional 

input-output model, covering the whole national economy, is the 

considerable cost and effort involved in its empirical implementation. 

A simple form of interregional model can be derived given the avail

ability of a single regional input-output table, and another for the 
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same period relating to the remaining wider aggregate. While this type 

of model makes small demands for data, it inevitably understates the true 

extent of interregional ^eedbacfcó and ApAJttov&u. In a genuine inter

regional system, the basic requirement is that each component region 

should be treated equivalently and d irectly, leading normally to 

consideration of a large number of regions. 

Recent research into the formulation of models describing the spatial 

distribution of goods and people within an unban environmen t has largely 

been characterized by the adaptation of theories based on the laws of 

large numbers and of probabilities. These theories originated in the 

physical world of interacting particles and gravitational force, and have 

since inspired the development of many &ntH.opy-bcu>2.d models of spatial 

interaction. More recently, the probabilistic methods evolving from a 

seemingly independent field, namely Ân^onmcutCon thzotuj, have been used 

for similar types of model building. 

Since the initial adaptation of these statistical techniques to the field 
3  of urban distribution modelling by Wilson, there have been ma ny 

refinements and e xtensions to the basic methodology.^ Common t o many of 

these developments is the adoption of the znttäpy-mcLXÅmizÅng pa/uuUgm to 

derive new mo del formulations for various spatial distributions. To 

illustrate the adaptation of this approach to our interregional estimation 

problem, we shall consider two seemingly different interpretations of the 

entropy concept. 



Firstly, we can characterize the entropy function in its traditional 

form as a measure of the probability of a physical system of particles 

being found in a particular state. The entropy of the system is 

logarithmically proportional to the number of possible microstates which 

correspond, or give rise to, that particular macrostate. In elementary 

statistical mechanics, this view typecasts the entropy-maximizing 

procedure as the process of determining the most probable macrostate which 

corresponds to the largest number of microstates. The fundamental 

assumption inherent in this approach is that all microstates are equally 

probable. 

The potential analogy between such physical assemblies containing large 

numbers of particles and the system components describing the spatial 

distribution of goods is readily demonstrated. Suppose we wish to estimate 

x™, the shipment of commodities from sector i in region r for use in the 
^ J 

Y" production of other commodities by sector .j in region s. If we know , 

the total production by sector i in region r, we have 

E  E  x «  =  x r  .  ( 1 . 1 )  
3 s 1J 

Adopting the assumption that each commodity unit is dl&tingulóhabl&, the 

number of ways in which xV units can be distributed into I (= m x n) 

groups, with x1^ (j = 1 ,n; s = 1 ,m) commodities in each group, 
i J 

is given by the combinatorial formula 

xr i 
wr = -1^ . (1.2) 

?xtj! 
js J 

Considering all regions and sectors simultaneously, the complete microstate 
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description becomes 

W = it 
ir 

x,-! 

n x H i  
_ j S  1J 

(1.3) 

We can then determine the most probable commodity distribution by 
5  maximizing W subject to a known system of constraints. 

The second and more recent interpretation of the entropy concept 

characterizes it as a measure of the amount of unce/ctcUnty or lack o fi 

Àn^omcutbon associated with a probability distribution. In theory, this 
r c  

approach necessitates a transformation of variables such as x.;j into 
•  J  

probabilities, wherein the elementary event is the shipment of commodities 

from sector i in region r to sector j in region s; p^ is the probability 
' V» 

of such an event, and is defined by 

xrs 
,rs _ iJ 
ij " ~T (1.4) 

where X = E E E E x... The most probable commodity distri 
i j r s 3 

determined by maximizi ng the entropy function in the form 

bution is then 

S = Z E E Z p ^ log P^ 
i j r s J J 

(1.5) 

subject to a set of constraints containing whatever flow information is 

available. 

This information-theoretical approach provides a constructive criterion 

for estimating probability distributions on the basis of partial 

knowledge, and characterizes the maximum-entropy estimate as a type of 
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Atató>£Le.aJL InfizAznce.. It is simply the least biased estimate possible with 

the given information;and is maximally non-committal with regard to 

missing information.6 

If we consider statistical mechanics to be a form of statistical inference, 

instead of just a purely physical theory, these two seemingly different 

views of entropy are essentially reconcilable. It has consequently been 

argued that the perspective which should be adopted may simply be a matter 

of taòt&J On the contrary, we believe that it is both useful and 

important to maintain a clear distinction between the bthavlouAal and the 

AtatUtLcal aspects of entropy. The former consists of the correct 

enumeration of the feasible states of the system, whereas the latter is a 

straight-forward example of statistical inference. 

1.2 Scope of the Present Investigation 

The author is not currently aware of any comprehensive attempts to 

straddle the gmosicul area of input-output analysis and information-

theoretical techniques. Wilson's early work included some interesting 

speculation, whereas Theil's initial research focussed mainly on 

information decomposition, and on the use of entropy as a measure of the 
O 

information content of an input-output table. A n umber o f interesting 

papers have emerged during the seventies, but each has treated rather 

specific examples of commodity movem ents, in preference to a more general 

theoretical investigation of the area. We s hall discuss these recent 

developments in the appropriate chapters. 

The ma in purpose of this dissertation is to examine the potential 

application of the entropy-maximizing paradigm in its traditional form, 
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together with more recent adaptations emerging from information theory, 

to the general area of spatial and non-spatial input-output analysis. A 

fundamental decision, which w ill be ma de a s early as possible in the 

dissertation, is whether the entropy-maximizing approach to the 

estimation of interindustry flows may m ore fruitfully adopt the first 

principles of information theory, in preference to various microstate 

descriptions derived by a nalogy with statistical mechanics. There is 

clearly a stage beyond which such analogies can become misleading or 

inappropriate. This point may be reached when we enter the multi sectoral 

world of input-output analysis. The rather restrictive assumption that 

all microstates are equally probable may prevent any of the traditional 

statistical distributions from reproducing empirical flows accurately. 

The author's intellectual debt to various social scientists will become 

evident as the dissertation unfolds. To an eminent economist, Wassily 

Leontief, goes the credit for establishing input-output analysis as such 

a valuable tool for the investigation of economic interdependences. To 

an eminent geographer, Alan Wilson, goes the credit for introducing the 

entropy-maximizing technique into the world of spatial analysis and 

model-building. Many other notable scientists, such as Walter Isard and 

Henri Theil, have ma de s ignificant contributions to our multidisciplinary 

area of investigation. We s hall certainly attempt to acknowledge them a ll 

within the following pages. 

1.3 Plan of Each Chapter 

In Chapter 2, we begin by examining the course of theoretical ideas which 

has led to the suggested nexus between the physical concept of entropy, 

and measures of uncertainty and information. Previous applications of the 
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entropy concept, and related measures of information, to the analysis 

of spatial and economic phenomena are selectively reviewed. Particular 

attention is paid to earlier analyses of commodity move ments, and the 

estimation of interindustry flow coefficients. 

Chapter 3 explores the potential similarities between various statistical 

representations of physical systems, and the system components describing 

the spatial distribution of a single commodity. Quite different microstate 

descriptions can be derived, depending upon whether each commodity unit is 

regarded as identical or distinguishable. The chapter concludes by 

recommending that entropy-maximizing approaches to the estimation of inter

industry distributions should adopt the first principles of information 

theory, in preference to various microstate descriptions derived by 

analogy with statistical mechanics. 

Whereas Chapter 3 considers each commodity in isolation, Chapter 4 

demonstates how the flow patterns of various commodities can be linked 

together by subdividing the economy into a system of mutually inter

dependent industries. After examining Leontief's classic formulation, it 

is apparent that some fundamental problems exist. In particular, it is 

clear that more realistic representations of economic interdependences 

may be developed by a dopting the rectangular and dynamic extensions of his 

original static model. A major part of this chapter is therefore devoted 

to a demonstration of the use of various measures and methods, based on 

information theory, for the estimation of key parameters in these and 

other input-output models. 

Throughout Chapter 4, the discussion is essentially non-spatial. The 
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marriage of certain concepts derived in this chapter, with related work 

on spatial analysis, is celebrated in Chapters 5 and 6. To clarify the 

discussion in these chapters, some fundamental distinctions between 

populaA terms are necessary. Although they may not be appropriate on all 

occasions, the following definitions are adopted for the purposes of this 

dissertation: 

REGIONAL - a g&neAal term referring to the behaviour of a òlngle. 

region, with no d etailed distinction between the internal 

and e xternal flow relationships. 

INTRAREGIONAL - a &p&ci&cc term referring to the behaviour inside a ilnglz 

region, with a detailed focus on the IntoJimZ. flow 

relationships. 

MULTI REGIONAL - a gweAal term referring to the behaviour of a qkoup of 

regions, with no detailed distinctions between the 

internal and external flow relationships. 

INTERREGIONAL - a òpucl^lc. term referring to the behaviour of a gtioup of 

regions, with a detailed focus on the flow relationship 

between each pair of regions. 

Chapter 5 begins with an examination of various non-survey techniques, 

both Iyvüw.- and InZHA-tzgloYiaZ, which have been adopted for the spatial 

estimation of intersectoral flow coefficients. It is concluded that no 

acceptable non-survey method for deriving intraregional coefficients from 

their national counterparts has been published. We then propose three 

different information-theoretical approaches to the estimation of inter

regional and intersectoral flows, using a limited database of industrial 
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and multi regional information. 

Unfortunately, none of these static formulations is capable of providing 

an accurate estimate of the qjwòò interregional flows between any two 

sectors. Since the exact distribution of capital flows is unknown, they 

are also unable to analyse the repercussions of regional and industrial 

growth or decline. In Chapter 6, Leontief's dynamic input-output model is 

adapted to the interregional estimation problem. Through the use of a 

simple accelerator principle, a clear distinction can be ma de between the 

intermediate flows, which are described by the usual input-output 

coefficients, and productive capital flows, which are specified by an 

interregional matrix of capital coefficients. Thus the analysis in 

Chapter 6 is formulated in terms of coefficients, in contrast to the flow 

estimates described in Chapter 5. 

The final chapter demonstrates how the various coefficient estimates, 

derived in Chapter 6 and earlier chapters, could be used to analyse 

feasible paths of economic development over space and time. In particular, 

a search is made for a plausible system of models to integrate national 

and regional development. The exploration begins by reviewing some 

existing approaches, which have adopted a dynamic interregional framework 

of the interindustry type, and concludes by suggesting a kiejm^ichical 

system of models. Although this system disaggregates the development 

problem, it also permits an autonomous, self-assertive tendency within 

each region, to counterbalance the integrative forces in the nation as a 

whole. 

As we mov e down our hierarchy, from t he national to the regional level, 
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we progress to a subsystem in which behaviour is more spatially 

disaggregated. In doing so, we face an increasingly difficult data 

problem: that of making efficient use of the information which is avail

able at the national level, to coordinate, but not completely control, the 

pattern of behaviour within and between each region. But this is, in fact, 

the very information problem which is central to this dissertation. 

Clearly, information theory can play an extremely useful, complementary 

role in the development of our hierarchical modelling system. 

As a guide to the nature of each chapter, Figure 1.1 depicts their 

relative positions in a three-dimensional system of spatial, industrial 

and temporal coordinates. 
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Fi gure 1.1 

INTERTEMPORAL 

A INTERSECTORAL 

Chapter 3 INTERREGIONAL 
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FOOTNOTES FOR C HAPTER 1 

1 See Leontief (1951; 1953). 

2 See, for example, Richardson (1972). 

3 See Wilson (1967; 1970 a, b). 

4 See, for example, Fisk and Brown (1975 b), Snickars and 
Wei bull (1977), and Lesse et al. (1978). 

5 It is usually more convenient to maximize log W rather 
than W. 

6 See Jaynes (1957, p 620). 

7 See, for example, Williams and Wilson (1979). 

8 See Wilson (1970 a, b) and Theil (1967). 



Chapter 2 

A R EVIEW O F E NTROPY A ND IN FORMATION T HEORY 

2.1 Introduction 

Despite its long history, which stretches back in excess of one hundred 

years, to many the term e ntsiopy still appears esoteric. In the early days 

of classical thermodynamics, perhaps it was; even though its original 

meaning was grounded in a bedrock of physical facts. But nowadays it is 

becoming increasingly popular in one field after another. To some extent, 

these more recent adaptations are related in a purely formal way to a 

simple algebraic formula which is the cloak under which ent ropy grows 

more familiar to an increasing number of social scientists.^ 

The purpose of the present chapter is twofold: 

(i) to examine the course of theoretical ideas which has led to the 

suggested nexus between the entropy concept of the physicists 

and measures of uncertainty or information; and 

(ii) to selectively review previous applications of the entropy concept 

and measures of information in spatial and economic analyses. 

In section 2.2, we begin by d efining the original thermodynamic concept 

of entropy, and then demonstrate how the emergence o f statistical mechanics 

heralded an important redéfinition of entropy as a measure of the degree 

dl&osuieA existing within a system. At this stage, the concepts of 

ma.csio&£atz and mtcAo&tatz. are introduced. We the n examine the course of 

ideas which has led to the suggestion that statistical entropy is equi

valent to a probabilistic measure of uncertainty. 

14 
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As e arly as 1928, some scientists argued that the entropy of a system 

constitutes an index of our degree o^ Ignonxmcz about the microstructure 

of that system. But another twenty years were to pass before the same 

entropy measure derived in statistical mechanics was formally proposed 

as a measure of the degree of mceAtcU/vty, or nvuòlng Information, in a 

probability distribution. 

Much mo re recently, the rather restrictive views of entropy adopted in 

practice have been widely challenged. Some authors have sought to establish 

other microstate descriptions, in most cases by analogy with statistical 

mechanics. Other changes have been prompted by the desire to incorporate 

a. psU o>U inf ormation (in the form of non-uniform prior probabilities) 

into measures of uncertainty. Some of these current issues are discussed 

near the end of Section 2.2. 

2 Not long after Shannon's classic work on information theory, the terms 

entropy and information were becoming magic words in a variety of disci

plines. Towards the middle sixties, they made their first few appearances 

in the literatures of economists and geographers. Section 2.3 traces the 

ensuing applications in three fields, namely economics, spatial analysis, 

and their interdisciplinary focus, known as spatial economics. 

In these three fields, we find that measures of uncertainty or information 

have been used for two quite different purposes. On the one hand, there 

are those who use information measures as a descriptive statistic to 

provide a statistical summary o f a distribution. In these applications, 

information statistics are employed to measure the dividedness or degree 
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of concentration or specialization existing in a distribution. On the 

other hand, therensthe work pioneered by Wilso n, which is largely 

concerned with generating the most likely probability distribution given 

a certain set of constraints. This body o f work, using the entropy maxi

mizing paradigm, demonstrates the importance of information theory as a 

flexible tool of estimation or statistical inference for practical model-

building. 

Although these two procedures appear somewhat different, when se en as . 

steps in the process of generating and testing hypotheses, they can in 
Q 

fact be reconciled. However, for the majority of the work undertaken in 

this thesis, the use of information theory as a versatile vehicle for 

empirical estimation will be emphasized. 

2.2 Theory 

2.2.1. Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics 

The entropy concept emerged from a memoir of Sadi Carnot dealing with the 

efficiency of steam e ngines.^ At the time, it was disgùised under the name 

CAlofUcuxo.. By 1865, Rudolf Clausius was able to give to the first two laws 

of thermodynamics their classic formulation: 

"The zno/igy of the universe remains constant; 

the e.n&wpy of the universe at all times moves 
5 towards a maximum". 

Entropy was defined as a ratio relating the quantity of heat exchanged 

isothermally in a heat engine to the absolute temperature during the 
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exchange. Clausius seems to have understood the importance of recognizing 

the evolutionary nature of the entropie process, for he coined the word 

entropy from a Greek word, equivalent in meaning to zvoùjrfxon (xpoirri), 

by adding the prefix en- to resemble energy. 

It was q uite difficult not only for physicists but also for other men of 

science to reconcile themselves to the blow inflicted on the supremacy of 

mechanics by the science of heat. No wonder then that ever since thermo

dynamics appeared on the scene, physicists fervently strove to reduce 

heat phenomenon to locomotion. The result was a new ther modynamics., better 

known by the name of statistical mechanics. Within this new th eoretical 

framework, entropy came to be redefined as a measure of the degree o& 

di&ondoA. existing within a system.^ 

Statistical mechanics circumvents the difficulty of actually defining 

disorder by me ans of two basic principles: 

(a) The d isorder of a mlc/ioòtatz is ordinally measured by that of the 

corresponding macno&tatz. 

(b) The d isorder of a macrostate is proportional to the numbeA of 

corresponding microstates.7 

A micro state is a state the description of which requires that each indi

vidual particle be identifiable. A macrostate corresponds to a group of 

microstates. The de gree of disorder, computed according to rule (b), 

depends on the manner in which microstates are grouped into macrostates. 

Since statistical thermodynamics is concerned only with the mechanical 
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co-ordinates of particles, all particles are treated as qualityless 

individuals distinguishable only by their names. The concept of macrostate, 

in which no particle names are used, corresponds to the obvious fact that 

the physical properties of an assembly of particles do not depend on which 

particle occupies a certain 6tatz. Each arrangement of particles in a given 

macrostate constitutes a microstate. However, the criterion according to 

which two such arrangements constitute two difäasieM microstates is an 

additional convention which varies from one approach to another. So does 

the criterion for what constitutes an acceptable macrostate. 

In the earliest but still the basic approach,** two arrangem ents constitute 

two different microstates if and only if the names of the particles in some 

state(s) are not the same. Furthermore, no restriction is imposed upon the 

number of particles having the same state. In general, if there are m states 

and N p articles, the number of microstates, W, corresponding to each macro-

state (N-j, N2» »\)» = is given by the familiar formula of com

binatorial calculus 

Boltzmann's famous formula for entropy, S, viewed as a measure of disorder is 

where log W is the natural logarithm of W and kisa physical constant 

known as Boltzmann's constant. For ùvigz value* of , we can use Stirling's 

approximation 

( 2 . 1 )  

S = k log W ( 2 . 2 )  

log N! = N lo g N - N (2.3) 
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¥ 

to estimate the factorial terms in (2.1). We have 

log U = - £ Ni log (Ni/N) . 

We can now rewrite (2.2) as follows: 

S = - kNH 

where 

H = z p. log p. 

and (2.6) 

Pi = N./N . 

g 
H is the function adopted by Boltzmann to formulate his famous H-theorem. 

Clearly, -kH represents the average entropy per particle. For later re

ference, it is worth noting that H and S vary in opposite directions. 

The H-theorem provides a bridge between the phenomenological investigations 

of Carnot and CI ausi us, and the atomistic views underlying the kinetic 

theory of gases. The proof that -kH and thermodynamic entropy are identical 

led to the unification of statistical mechanics and equilibrium thermo

dynamics. However, it is now q uite clear that Boltzmann's formula (2.1) 

does not fit all conditions. Quantum mechan ics provides at least three 

other known statistics, namely Maxwell-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-

Einstein, which lead to quite different combinatorial definitions for W, 

and hence to different values of S.^ For the same macrostate, W is often 

greatest for Maxwell-Boltzmann, and smallest for Fermi-Dirac, statistics. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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Ever since its conception, statistical entropy has been the object of 

serious criticism; and it still is.^ It should be instructive, there

fore, to closely examine the course of ideas which has gradually led to 

the conclusion that statistical entropy may be equivalent, or at least 

related, to various measures of uncertainty and information. 

2.2.2 Information theory 

As early as 1928, some scientists argued that the entropy of a system 

constitutes an index of our degA.ee ofi -ig no lance, or lack in^ohmoution 

12 about the microstructure of that system. We shall take a very simple 

example to illustrate this idea. Suppose we have four particles labelled 

PI, P2, P3, P4 and two states A an d B. Let us consider the microstate 

PI, P2, P3 in A an d P4 in B, and denote by S the entropy of this micro-

state. Since macrocoordinates do not depend on which particular particles 

are in each state, every microstate in which any three particles are in A 

and the other one in B must possess the same entropy S. From our knowledge 

of S, we therefore know t he macrostate; i. e. we know t hat there are three 

particles in A an d one in B, but not which particular particle is in each 

state. However, we also know that there are four microstates that are 

compatible with S. Now i f we consider the microstate in which PI and P2 

are in A an d P3 and P4 in B, then from our knowledge of the corresponding 

entropy S', we would know that there are six microstates compatible with S'. 

Boltzmann's idea is that S = k log 4 and S' = k log 6. Knowing S, we 

wonder which of the fouc compatible microstates is actually the case. 

Knowing S', the spectrum of possibilities increases to six microstates. 
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Clearly, as the entropy of our system increases from S to S', our degree 

of ignorance - or our degree mcvutcU-rvty - about the actual microstate 

increases as well. As Lewis puts it: "The increase in entropy comes when 

a known distribution is converted into an unknown distribution. The loss, 

which is characteristic of an irreversible process, is loss of information". 

A sp ecific definition of the amount o & In^onmcution in relation to a pro

bability distribution was introduced in 1948 by Norbert Wiener. He adopted 

a decision-oriented approach by suggesting that if we knew a pvLonJ. that 

a variable lies between 0 and 1, and a poòtzAÀotU that it lies on the 

interval (a, b) inside (0, 1), it is reasonable to regard any positive 

and monotoni cally decreasing function F as an ordinal measure of the 

a poòtzrUosU. information, namely 

Amount of information = F { ^ } (2.7) 

where F (x) is strictly decreasing with x. But since it is reasonable to 

expect that (2.7) should yield the same value for all intervals equal to 

(a, b), it is necessary to assume that the variable related to (2.7) is 

uniformly distributed over (0, 1) in which case 

measure of (a,b) 
measure of (0,1) 

is the probability that the variable lies within (a, b). 
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The ge neral principle now beco mes obvious: the amount of information, 

1(E), that the event E of probability p has occurred is ordinally mea

sured by the formula 

1(E) = F(p) (2.8) 

where F is a strictly decreasing function which may be assumed to satisfy 

the condition F=0 f or p=l. Wiener chose the negative logarithmic function, 

namely 

1(E) = - log p (2.9) 

13 which was suggested originally by Hartley. 

The c hoice has obvious merits. If in (2.7) we assume that a = b, then 

the information is extremely valuable because it completely determines 

the variable. According to (2.9), the value of (2.7) is then infinite. 

On the other hand, if (a, b) = (0, 1), then the information tells us 

nothing we did not already know. The value of (2.9) is zero in this case. 

But perhaps the greatest advantage of choosing the logarithm arises from 

its ability to treat successive amounts of information additively. 

14 All this is in order. But Wiener, using a rather obscure argument, 

concludes that "a reasonable measure of the amount of information" 

associated with the probability density f(x) is 

+00 

/[log f(x)]f(x)dx 
-00 

(2 .10 )  
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He further suggests that this expression is the negative of the quantity 

usually defined as entropy in similar situations. In (2.9) we have the 

logarithm of a probability, whereas in (2.10) the logarithm is applied 

to the probability density. We s hall demonstrate shortly why (2.10) 

cannot be regarded as the continuous form of Boltzmann's H-function. 

The most celebrated way o f connecting entropy with information is due to 

C. E. Shannon who, in the same year as Wiener, presented it in a classical 
15 memoir on comunication tkzofiy. Unlike Wiener, Shannon sought a measure 

of the capacity of a code system to transmit or store mz&Aagzó. Shannon 

was not concerned with whether the message contains any valuable informa

tion.^ A ba sic problem in communication theory is which code has the 

largest capacity to transmit information. The shift in the meaning of 

information is accentuated by Sha nnon from the outset: "the number o f 

messages or any monotonie function of this number, can be regarded as 

a measure of information produced when one message is chosen from the set". 

The case of messages transmitted in some ordinary language is a little 

complicated, since not all sequences of signs constitute messages. A long 

sequence of the same letter, for example, has no mea ning in any language; 

hence it must not be counted in measuring the information capacity of a 

language. To arrive at a formula for this situation, Shannon sought a 

function that would fulfil prescribed analytical conditions. However, 

the same formula can be reached by a direct manner which has the merit 

of demonstrating why this formula is identical to Boltzmann's original 

definition of entropy. 
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Accepting that the relative frequency with which every sign (letter, 

punctuation or blank space) appears in any language has an antodio, limit, 

we can denote these frequency-limits by (p-j, Pg, Ps^'^ ^ typical 

message of N sig ns must contain (N-| = p-jN, Ng = PgN.....,!^ = PSN) signs 

of each type. The total number of typical messages is therefore given by 

the combinatorial formula 

W = ÏÏ7ÎTOT~71TT (2J1) 
1 2 s 

This is the same formula as (2.1), from which Boltzmann derived his H-

function. Since 

log W = - N E p.j log p^ (2.12) 

the Shannon information per signal is given by 

= - Z Pi log p, (2.13) 

which is found to be independent of N. 

Like Wiener, Shannon noted the identity between (2.3) and Boltzmann's 

formula, and proposed to refer to it as the zn&wpy of the set of pro-
18 babil i ties. In the case of typical messages, Wiener's formula (2.9) 

yields 

- log (1/W) = log W (2.14) 

which is identical to Shannon's result. For Shanno n, this represents 

the number of binary units in typical messages of length N; while for 
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Wiener the same formula represents the amount of information. To this 

extent, we can see that information theory was founded independently 

in 1948 by Sha nnon and Wiener, although Shannon introduced the expression 

n 
U[P] = - I p. log p. (2.15) 

1 = 1 1 1 

as a measure of the mUò-Lng incarnation, or unceAtcUnty in a probability 

distribution P = (p^, p£, pn). 

It is also worth noting that Shannon suggested an identical formula to 

Wiener for measuring the amount of information in a probability density 

(2.10), but with the opposite sign. Unfortunately, expression (2.15) 

is not invariant to the interval size over which the distribution is 

defined,- so it is not a measure which can be defined consistently in 

both discrete and continuous terms. Both Wiener's and Shannon's treat-

ments of the continuous case are inadequate. 

Some ground between this newly founded information theory and statisti

cal mechanics was established only after the research efforts of Brillouin 
19 and Oaynes were published. Brillouin's information measure assumes 

that information on relative frequencies is obtained solely from observa

tions, and is given by 

IB [N] = ^ (log N! - z log N.!) ( 2 . 1 6 )  
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The strong link between Brillouin's measure and statistical mechanics 

is evidenced by o bserving that (2.16) reduces to Boltzmann's combina

torial definition of entropy (2.2) if k = 1/N. Consequently, Brillouin's 

measure does not rely on Stirling's approximation; it is defined in 

terms of relative frequencies rather than probabilities. 

A sh ort time later, Jaynes demonstrated that Shannon's entropy measure 

is identical to statistical entropy if we consider statistical mechanics 

to be a form of statistical inference rather than simply a physical 

theory. He went on to formulate a principle of maximum un certainty sta

ting thata minimally prejudiced probability function can be estimated 

by maximizin g Shannon's measure subject to related facts which are treated 

as constraints. His argument rests on the fact that the most probable 

distribution is the one which can occur in the maximum nu mber of ways, 

and this corresponds to the state of maximum entr opy. To argue that this 

distribution is the one which will occur in reality is a statement that 
20 is "maximally non-committal with regard to missing information". 

Later, Jaynes realized that Gibbs had already given a similar interpreta-
21 tion of the maximum entropy estimate as early as 1902. Both Gibbs' 

and Jaynes' ideas support Liouville's Theorem in so much as they re

cognize that 

(i) in the long run, a system is most likely to be found in the 

state which has maximum entr opy; and 

(ii) if the system is still evolving, its most likely direction 

of evolution is towards the state of maximum entr opy. 
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The operational nature of Jaynes' principle heralded a plethora of 

applications, some of which shall be discussed later in this chapter. 

Although applications were limited originally to thermodynamics, the 

constraints may embody relationships among variables which describe 

vastly different systems. 

In contrast to the Shannon and Brillouin measures, Kull back suggested a 

measure of -information gain which rests on the assumption that informa

tion is a relative quantity, and compares probabilities before and after 
22 an observation. Information gain is defined when a po&teAJjofi d istribu

tion p.j is compared with a known ptx.01 di stribution . This gain, 

I|^ [P:Q] , is given by 

Ik [P;Q] = E Pi log^/q^ (2.17) 

23 Similar definitions have been suggested by o ther writers. Hobson has 

also demonstrated that 1^ [P: Q 3 is an unique measure of the information 

content in a posterior probability assignment p. when t he prior proba

bilities are q^. The conditions used by Hob son are essentially simple 
24 extensions of the original Shannon - Weaver conditions. 

Equation (2.17) is perhaps the most general of all information measures. 

It represents a relative measure which 

(i) is independent of the number o f events or observations; 

(ii) is always positive; 
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(iii) has more reasonable additive properties than Shannon's measure; 

(iv) can be extended to continuous sample spaces; and 

(v) allows for non-uniform prior probabilities. 

More recently, the use of 1^ [P: Q ] for various applications has re

ceived strong support. It is possible to derive a measure of uncertainty 

in terms of the difference between two information gains, namely 

\ [ P 1  •  ' k  '  W )  -  ' k  t p ' ^  < 2 - 1 8 »  

where P denotes the probability distribution characterizing the state max r 

of maximum knowle dge (certainty). If each element of Q is deemed equi-

probablç, CP3 reduces to Shannon's measure Ug [P] . Furthermore, 

if the posterior distribution is uniform, (2.18) becomes 

Uk = log W (2.19) 

which is Hartley's definition of classical entropy known from statisti

cal mechanics. 

OC 
Kerridge defined a measure of information inaccuracy, U tPQ] , as 

U [P Q] = - Z p. log qi (2.20) 

which, together with Shannon's measure, can be used to derive Ik CP : Q 3 , 
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since 

Ik [P;Q] « U [P Q] - UstP] . (2 .21 )  

Other writers have derived similar functions, like the following definition 

of òpatial zn&iopy: 

in which Ax./ is the interval size over which is defined. This function 

was prompted by t he realization that Shannon's measure is not invariant to 

the interval size over which the distribution is defined. It is apparent, 

however, that (2.22) does not correspond exactly to Kull back's notion of 

information as a relative quantity, since the interval size ( Ax^) is 

simply a ptiopoAfy of the distribution rather than its a ptUotvi proba

bility. 

In conclusion, it now seems clear that Shannon's measure is really a special 

case of Kull back's information gain. The Kull back formula gereralizes Shannon 

entropy and also contains Hartley's form as a special case. However, one can 

readily conceive of the other ways in which both expressions could be gene

ralized. 

For example, Rênyi entropy of order a is defined by 

I[P;dX] = - ï 9i log(pi/Ari) ( 2 . 2 2 )  

V P ]  - t V ° 9 ? P I °  (2.23) 

28 At the limit where a approaches one, UR tP] approaches Shannon's formula. 
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Taneja has suggested a generalization of Kull back's measure, namely 

I T [ P ; Q ]  =  ( 2 A ' 1  -  1 )  (Z P? q !"a- 1 )  ( 2 . 2 4 )  

2 9  which approaches 1^ [P;Q] as a approaches one. 

These generalizations indicate that there may be whole families of in

formation measures merely awaiting discovery. However, we shall regard 

further generalizations as being of little practical importance for the 

forthcoming applications. Nevertheless, their existence is certainly 

acknowledged. 

As a final salute to the remarkable historical developments associated 

with the entropy concept, Figure 2.1 summarizes the most significant 

theoretical constri butions made to classical thermodynamics, statistical 

mechanics and information theory. 
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2.3 Selected applications 

Soon after Shannon's derivation of entropy as a measure of uncertainty, 

information theory was becoming a magic word in a number of disciplines. 

It was adopted by biologists in 1953, sociologists in 1954, psychologists 

in 1956 and e cologists in 1958. In some cases, the pioneers in some of 

these fields were a little optimistic. Nevertheless, applications continued 

to spread. 

Economists and geographers were more apprehensive. But towards the middle 

sixties, the concepts of entropy and information made their first few 

appearances in the literature of both these disciplines. We s hall firstly 

trace the relevant developments in two specific fields, namely economics 

and spatial analysis. Then we shall briefly review the use of entropy 

measures in the youthful interdisciplinary field known as spatial economics. 

* 

2.3.1 Economic Analysis 

Perhaps the first invitation to include the theory of information in the 

economist's tool box came in 1967. In that year, Theil devoted a whole 

volume to the presentation of this idea, with many introductory examples 

falling within the economist's field of vision. Two of the earliest areas 

of interest were industrial concentration and input-output analysis. 

Proposals to use Shannon's expression as an inverse measure of industrial 
30 concentration were made independently by a number o f economists. If we 

consider an industry that consists of n firms, we can write p-j^, ..pn 
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for the annual sales (or number of workers, etc) of these firms measured 

as fractions of the total annual sales (or number o f workers) in the 

industry. The e ntropy, S, is then interpreted as an inverse measure of 

concentration, where 

S will be zero in a monopoly situation , and reach a maximum of log n when 

all n firms are of equal size. This maximum w ill increase as the number of 

firms increases. 

One of the major attractions of the entropy measure for industrial con

centration, and indeed for many other applications, is its ability to 

handle problems of aggregation and disaggregation. If we combine n firms 

into N groups of firms, with G. (j=l ,N) firms in each group, the 
J 

entropy at that level of groups is then 

n 
S = - E p. log p. 

i=1 1 1 
( 2 . 2 5 )  

n 
S' = - E P. log P. 

j=1 J J 
( 2 . 2 6 )  

where 

( 2 . 2 7 )  

for j=l, ,N. Theil refers to S' as the beXwzM-gtioup zn&Lopy, and 

then develops the following relationship between S and S': 

n 
S = S' + Z P. s. 

j=1 3 3 
( 2 . 2 8 )  
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where 

(2.29) 

for j=l, N. S. is interpreted as the entropy within group 
J 

so the term £ P. S. i s the avenge uiiXkin-gKoup zn&iopy. 

G., and 
J 

the context 
j J J 

of industrial concentration, S' and S. measure déconcentration 
J 

at the 

group level, and within group G., respectively. Clearly, these ideas could 
J 

be extended to measure and compare industrial concentration in different 

geographical regions. 

Theil was also instrumental in applying some information concepts to input-

output analysis. In collaboration with Tilanus, he adopted the expression 

I[P;Q] in Equation (2.17) as a measure of the information inaccuAxuiy of 
32 decomposition forecasts. The forecasts relate to the input structure of 

certain industries in a future year. Using a similar approach to the one 

adopted in the earlier studies of industrial concentration, they developed 

expressions to monitor the predictive achievements of subgroups of input 

coefficients. The information measures so defined were then applied to a 

ten year time series of input-output tables for the Netherlands. 

Building on this initial input-output work, Theil then examined the 

question of aggregation bias in the consolidation of individual firms 

into industrial groups. He introduced a measure for the information 
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33 content of an input-output table, namely 

Pi i 1 = E Z p -i log -—lì- (2.30) 
i j J pi.".j 

where p.. is defined in terms of the interindustry flow between sectors 
' J 

i and j measured as a fraction of the total output of all sectors, and 

Pi and p . are the corresponding row and column sums, respectively, Èy • • J 
looking at the difference between the information contents before and 

after aggregation, he formulates an information decomposition equation 

for input-output aggregation. This equation is then applied to the same 

time-series of Dutch input-output tables to identify, in particular, the 

relative contributions of input and output heterogeneity to the information 

lost by agg regation. 

Theil's exploratory work on this important aspect of input-output analysis 

was full of valuable insights, but remains unfinished. He concentrated on 

measuring the information lost by a ggregating the input-output coefficients 

of a larger table into a smaller table of piedeteAmóied industrial groups. 

However, a scheme for choosing the most appropriate set of industrial 

groups, from the original table of disaggregated industrial information, 

can also be formulated with the aid of information theory. We s hall out

line such an approach in Chapter 4. 

But the most common application of information theory to input-output 

analysis appeared initially in disguise. Studies of changes in input-

output relations over time have been constantly frustrated by lack of 

time-series data. In 1962, Stone suggested that the problem of estimating 

a normalized transaction matrix {p-..-} fo r a specific year can be simpli-
I J 
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fied by a djusting a known ma trix {p.-.-î to fit known row sums u. and IJ I 
column sums v. for that specific year. He proposed a sequence of bipro-

J 
portional matrix adjustments, generally referred to as the RAS method, 

34 r i to find this estimate. Elements in are given by 
• J 

p . .  =  r -  s .  q . .  ( 2 . 3 1 )  

where the coefficients r. and s. are defined by an iterative adjustment 
' J 

process. 

However, several authors have noted that the same solution can be achieved 
35 by formulating the problems as one of minimum information gain, 

namely 

Minimize I = E I p.. log(p../q..) (2.32) 
i j J J J 

subject to 

I  p ..  =  u .  ( 2 . 3 3 )  
j J 

I P,, = v. (2.34) 
•j ' \J J 

and the usual non-negativity conditions. The original RAS method is 

actually equivalent to a special application of the principle of minimum 

information gain, in which the constraints are of the form specified in 

(2.33) and (2.34). 
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A de tailed comparisi on of various methods which have been used for the 

adjustment of input-output tables over time is included in Chapter 4. 

2.3.2 Spatial Analysis 

At much the same time as Theil was advocating the use of information 

measures as descriptive statistics for the analysis of economic behaviour» 

geographers were beginning to analyse spatial phenomena in a similar 

manner. In most early geographical applications, it was assumed that 

Shannon's measure was the appropriate one to ascertain the degree of 

concentration or diversity existing in an observed spatial distribution.^ 

The main thrust towards new information measures for spatial analysis 
37 has only occurred recently. 

Batty's concern was prompted by a realization that Shannon's measure is 

not invariant to the interval size over which the distribution is defined. 

He therefore developed a number of new measures for the analysis of spatial 
OO 

distributions, including one defined earlier as òpcUial znüwpy. His 

primary aim was to find a spatial measure which can be defined in either 

discrete or continuous terms. Walsh and Webber have also discussed the 

appropriateness of various information measures for the analysis of 
39 spatial problems. 

In contrast to those geographers who use information measures to provide 

a statistical summary o f spatial distributions, there is the work pioneered 

by Wilson which is largely concerning with generating the most likely 

probability distributions to describe patterns of spatial behaviour.40 
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This body o f work, using the entropy maximizing paradigm, was largely 

stimulated by the ideas of Jaynes. 

Entropy maximizing models may be distinguished according to the nature 

of the spatial phenomenon which they analyse. Two ma in classes appear in 

the literature. Location models specify the probability that an individual 

is located in a given area. Their purpose is to explain the distribution 

of people or households in various zones of a city or region. The earli

est solutions were derived in the absence of any distance considera-
4 1  tion. In later models, the mean cost of distance from some centre or 

set of centres is specified as a constraint, and the pattern of trips to 
4 2  these centres is regarded as fixed. Typically, a negative exponential 

decline of probability with distance from the centre is obtained. 

Suggested improvements and alternatives to the original residential 

location models have been frequent. Dacey and Norcliffe suggest methods 
4 3  for incorporating zonal capacity constraints in a consistent fashion. 

Their research appears to build upon e arlier work by Web ber, in which 
4 4  entropy-maximizing location models for nonindependent events are derived. 

Webber has also developed some location models in which the distribution 

whose e ntropy is maximized is one of expenditures rather than items, and 

others based on the location and allocation problems of the urban con-
4 5  sumer. More r ecently, attempts to broaden the conventional entropy 

maximizing framework for location modelling have been ma de by considering 

other basic distributions in addition to the familiar Boltzmann statist 
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In reality, residential location models are closely related to the 

second broad class of entropy-maximizing models, namely tolp-dit>tAibu£ion 

define the elementary event as a trip between an origin and a destination. 

The problem i s one of estimating the complete distribution of trips 

between a set of origins r and a set of destinations s. Let Trs be the 

total number of trips from r to s, 0r be the number of trips originating 

at r, and Dg be the number ending at s. The cost of a trip from r to s 

is crs, whereas the total cost of all trips is C. The most probable 

distribution is given by the matrix Trs which maximizes entropy S, 

where 

S = log W, (2.35) 

models. Originally formulated by Murchland and Wilson, 47 these models 

(2.36) 

and 

(2.37 

subject to the following constraints: 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

and 

(2.40) 
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With the assistance of Stirlings' approximation (2.3), the solution can 

be determined, and is 

Trs = exp(-ur - ns - ßcrs) (2.41) 

where ns and 3 are Lagrangian multipliers associated with the 

constraints (2.38), (2.39) and (2.40) respectively. The solution is 

often expressed in the form 

Trs = ArBs°rDs <2'42> 

where 

Ar = [z BsDs exP(^crs)l_1 (2*43) 

and 

Bs = [E Vr exp("3crs)]_1 ' (2'44) 

The constants yr and ns (or Ar and Bg) can be found by s ubstitution, 

whereas ß is normally the subject of calibration. However, if C is 

known, Equation (2.40) can be solved numerically for-ß . Tha:most probable 

distribution of trips given by (2.41) or (2.42) is identical to the 

gravity distribution, developed originally by analo gy with Newtonian 

mechanics. 

Many refinements to this general interaction model are possible. In trans

port modelling, Wilson extended the basic model to incorporate person 
4 8  types, modal and route split, and traffic assignment. Haider derived 

a similar interaction model in terms of expenditures rather than trip 
4 9  statistics, which underwent further refinement by We bber, Fisk and 
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Brown derived new m odel formulations by revising the microstate descrip-
50 tions of the tripmakers and t heir destinations. This work has been 

51 extended by Roy an d Lesse. Dacey an d N orcliffe developed a flexible 
52 doubly-constrained mo del incorporating inequality constraints.  Finally, 

both Fisk and Brown, and Snick ars and Wei bull ,  suggested app roaches based 
53 upon the inclusion of kutotUxLaZ trip distributions. Snickars and 

Wei bull  demonstrated th at the classical gravity model is  considerably 

less powerful as a tool for describing changes in trip patterns than 

models based on a ptUotU tri p distributions. Their investigations con

stituted the first practical planning applic ations of the principle of 

minimum inf ormation gain. The implications of some of these recent in

novations for the estimation of commodity dist ributions will  be expl ored 

in Chapter 3.  

It has been ar gued th at the mos t successful planning applica tions of the 
54 entropy-maximizing par adigm ha ve bee n based u pon i nteraction models.  

A p lethora of formulations have cer tainly emerged since Wilson's funda

mental paper appe ared. Nevertheless,  a number of important issues remain 

unsolved, including the necessary di stinctions between s tatistical en

tropy and an y bzhavlouAal theo ry of human inte ractions. 

It is  perhaps no surprise to learn that certain difficulties have als o 

arisen amongst the school of geographers w ho subscrib e to the use of 

entropy a s a descriptive statist ic.  It now appears that these social 

scientists are beginning t o recognize the potential relevance o f other 

measures for various spatial applications. 
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2.2.3 Spatial Economics 

It  is  now ap propriate to discuss the use of information theory in an 

evolving area wh ich f alls somewhere between geo graphy an d econo mics. We 

shall  refer to this area of interdisciplinary focus as spatial economics. 

The d esire to integrate geographic and eco nomic approaches has been 

hindered by the preoccupation of Anglo-Saxon econ omists with the intro

duction of the time element into their analyses. However, i t  is encouraging 

to observe that the spatial aspects of economic dev elopement are now the 

subject of vigorous enquir y in many parts of the world. 

Attempts to introduce information theory into this interdisciplinary arena 

have been very l imited. Perhaps the earliest contribution came from Uri be, 
55 de Leeuw a nd T heil .  They sugge sted the adoption of an informa tion-

minimizing s olution to constrained matr ix problems dealing with inter

regional and international trade. More p articularly, if  p..  is  the ( i ,j)th 
'  J  

element in an i ntersectoral,  interregional or international trading matrix 

which has been norma lized, then the complete matr ix tp-jj) ca n be rega rded 

as a set of contingent p robabilities.  If q^. is  then regarded as an 

estimate or a pKloKl proba bility of the contingency ( i ,j) ,  the function 

I defined in (2.32) can be view ed as the expected information value of 

the message th at the probabilities are actually {p..}.  
'  J  

They pr oposed t o solve this problem by m inimizing I over (q^) subject to 
'  J  

the constraints 

. ? "1 3 •  »1 ( 2 '4 5 )  
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and 

E q i 3  .  Vj (2.46) 

plus the usual non-negativity co nditions. As { p..} is also unknown, how-
^ J 

ever, a solution to this system for sti l l  requires some estimates 
*  J  

56 of the elements p . . .  1 J 

Theil  persisted with this two-stage app roach w hen he formulated a gravity 
57 r<; model for interregional commodity flo ws. Defining x ^. as the total 

flow of commodity i  from re gion r,  and X. r  as the total production 

and useage, respectively, of commodity i  in region r ,  and X. as the 

total production in the system, he postulated that 

y* *c 
rs X i  X i  rs 

" •  -  X , 1  Q -  ( 2 . 4 7 )  

where 

av»c ^ 

rs x i  X i  Q- = -*s * ( 2 '4 8 )  

X i  X. 

^ A  A  
x.j » X..  ,  X. and X ^ are known values of the variables in some base year. 

Theil  then discovered that his estimate of x^ s  in (2.47) did not satisfy 

2 2 xj s  = X, .  (2.49) 
r s  

He suggeste d mu ltiplication by a normalizing f actor to remedy t his,  but 

discovered that the new estimate did not s atisfy the origin and desti nation 
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constraints,  namely 

E x^S  « xf (2.50) 

and 

Z xj s  = X* s  .  (2.51) 

His fi nal solution was t o replace the normalized estimate o f xC s  by x^ s ,  

obtained by mi nimizing the quantity 

xC s  

I = E E xj s  In (2.52) 
r s xV 

which, he argues, is  a me asure of information inaccur acy, subject to 

Equations (2.50) and (2.51) as constraints.  

Wilson reco gnized the similarities between Th eil's gravity model and a 
58 similar mo del proposed by Leontief and Strout. The latter model does 

not ass ume that independent estimates of the regional totals and X^ s  

are available. It is  of the form 

<2-53> 
X .  1 

where x. .  ,  x..  and x- are the unknown equivalents of X^ ,  X.. ,  and X i  

respectively. 

Wilson's integration of the gravity and input-output mod els,  using 

enùiopy m axÂm-izlnq pjUncÂ.pZeJ>, serves as a fundamental focus for this 
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thesis.  He builds on the multi  regional framework dev eloped by Leontief 

and Strout to achieve one of the mos t promising exa mples of model inte

gration y et accomplished in spatial economics. His approach r ests on on e 

rather elegant assumption: that the ultimate d estination of goods is  

irrelevant to producers, and t hat the origin of goods is  irrelevant to 

consumers. Consequently, x^ s  is now the quantity of commodity i  produced 

in region r and shipp ed to a (notional) demand poo l in region s .  

The integrated m odel based on Leontief-Strout assu mptions corre sponds to 

an unconòt /uxÀnzd input-output version of the gravity model.  The only con

straints included r elate to freight costs and co mmodity balances. Firstly, 

we hav e 

E E c'5  xr .S  = c, (2.54) 
r s 

where c^ s  is the unit cost of deliverying commodity i  from re gion r to 

region s ,  and C .. is  the total freight cost for commodity i .  Secondly, 

we hav e the fundamental relationship: 

E xf = E ar I x1? + yr (2.55) 
s j  J  s J  

y* • r  where a . .  is an input-ou tput co efficient for region r ,  and y .  is the • J 1 
f inal demand fo r commodity i  in region r.  Since there are no separa te 

59 supply or demand con straints,  the mo del is  classified as unconstrained. 

A solution is obtained by ma ximizing entr opy S defined as 

S = -  E E E xj s  log X; s  (2.56) 
i  r s  

subject to Equations (2.54) and (2.55).^ 
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In r eality, this model is  very d ifficult to implement empirically. It  

is more l ikely that historical estimates of X.. (and eve n X.. )  will  be 

available than estima tes of the input-output coefficients (a^.) or the 
* J 

f inal demands (y^). For th is reason, the development of an empirically 

operational entropy-maximizing m odel for the estimation of intraregional 

and interregional flows seems mo re appro priate. Such m odels are the 

subject of detailed discussion in Chapters 5 and 6.  

An alter native approach t o the question o f interregional commodity flows 

has been suggested by Fisk and Brown. ^ They ut ilize Wilson's trip 

distribution framework t o obtain a new m odel formulation for the distri

bution of commodity fl ows. Their revised expression for the entropy of 

the distribution system i s derived using a statistical analogue ema nating 

from q uantum mechanics.  This type o f approach t o the estimation of inter

regional flows will  be discussed in detail  in Chapter 3.  

The abo vementioned wo rk has provided l ittle more tha n an ele mentary bac k

ground to the eventual integration of spatial models within a comprehensive 

economic fra mework. A major objec tive of the present study is to develop 

a production-interaction model in which the elementary event is the move

ment o f commodities from sector i  in region r for use in the production 

of other commodities by se ctor j  in region s ; p^ is the probability of 

such an event. This fully interregional input-output m odel can be regarded 

as a generalization of earlier work on location and interaction models,  

since p^ is an i nteraction probability, .  ? p^ is a location probabi-I J i J  
l ity,  and £ p r^. is the production of sector i  in region r .  

J '  '  J 
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To the authors's knowledge, the only òtatlc input-output interaction 

models to be form ulated using information-theoretical concepts are 

attributable to Bigsten an d Snickars. Making use of different types 

of initial information (to produce prior estima tes of the intermediate 

flows),  they both app ly the minimum inf ormation principle to derive 

estimates of full  interregional input-output tables for Kenya an d Sw eden, 

respectively. Their respective approaches w ill  be ex amined clo sely in 

Chapter 5.  

Rather su rprisingly, various authors have alread y proposed entr opy-maxi-

mizing s olutions for different kinds o f dynamic, input-output interaction 
63 models.  Some o f these models deal with closed economies in which i nter

regional trade, location and gro wth are integrated within a general equi

librium fr amework. In others , the approach i s one o f mathematical opti

mization. In eac h case, the interregional flows are estimated using 

techniques which are equivalent to entropy-maximizing so lutions. Some of 

these models will  be revie wed in the e arly pages of Chapter 7.  

An hist orical summary of the m ore sig nificant applications of information 

theory to input-output an alysis and interaction modelling is depicted in 

Figure 2.2. 
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FOOTNOTES F OR CHAPTER 2 

1 See Ge orgescu-Roegen (1971, p 4).  

2 See Sh annon (1948). 

3 As demonstrated by Sh eppard (1976, p 742-3).  

4 For a full  translation of Carnot (1824), see Magie (1899). 

5 See Clausiu s (1865). 

6 For an auth oritative discussion of this point,  
see Bridgman (1941). 

7 See M argenau (1950). 

8 Introduced by Boltzmann (1872). 

9 Which sim ply s tates that H does not increase in 
a closed system. 

10 For de finitions of each of these statistical forms, 
see Gurney (1949) or Fast (1962). 

11 Georgescu-Roegen (1971, p 147-8) suggests that the root 
of the difficulty l ies in the step by w hich st atistical entropy 
is endowed wit h additional meaning be yond t hat of a disorder index. 
He strongly objects to the numerical values of expressions such as 
(2.2) or (2.5) being described as measures of information. 

12 See, for example, Hartley (1928) and Lew is (1930). 

13 See Hartley (1928). 

14 In w hich he ackn owledges a suggestion from John von N eumann. 

15 See Sh annon (1948). 

16 In contrast to Shannon, Jacob M arschak has been con cerned 
primarily with the economics o f information syst ems and the real 
value of coded messa ges. Useful references in this area are Marschak 
(1971; 1973; 1975 a,  b).  

17 The reason w hy these coefficients are not referred to as 
probabilities is related to the nature of l inguistics.  Although 
the letters in a language do not follow each other according t o a 
fixed rule, neither do they occur complete ly a t random lik e the 
numbers in a die tossing. For further insights into eAgodlc&ty, 
see Haimos (1956) or Georgescu-Roegen (1971, p 153-9).  
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18 On the advice of John von Neumann. 

19 See Bri 11 ouin (1956) and Jayn es (1957). 

20 See Jayn es (1957, p 620).  

21 In 1968, Jaynes (1968) acknowledged the earlier 
suggestions of Gibbs (1902). 

22 See Kull back (1959). 

23 Notably Rényi (1966) and Theil (1967). 

24 See Hobson (1969), and Sh annon an d W eaver (1949). 

25 For ex ample, Hobson (1971), Charnes, Raike an d Bettinger 
(1972), March an d Batty (1975), Snickars and Wei bull  (1977), and 
Webber (1979) have a ll  suggested that I|< [P; Q] be used t o define 
our uncertainty about the state of the system. Others, such as 
Hobson an d C heng (1973) and Batten and Lesse (1979), have clai med 
that 1^ CP ;Q] is  a generalization of the Shannon me asure, by 
allowing for non-uniform prior probabilities.  

26 See Kerridge (1961). 

27 The term "spatial entropy" was f irst suggested by Cu rry 
(1972), although Batty (1974 a,  b; 1978 a,  b) proposed the formula 
in (2.22).  

28 See Rényi (1960,1961) for an expla nation of this convergence. 

29 See Ta neja (1974). 

30 Notably Hildebrand and Paschen (1964), Finkelstein and 
Friedberg (1967), Theil  (1967) and Ho rowitz an d Horowitz (1968). 

31 See Theil (1967). 

32 See Til anus an d Thei l (1965). 

33 See Theil (1967, p 333).  

34 See Stone (1962). 

35 Notably Bacharach (1970) and Mac gil l  (1977). 
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36 Geographical examples based on this assumption in
clude thework of Medvedkov (1967), Chapman (1970), and Sem ple 
and Golled ge (1970) concerning settlement patterns, Ya Nu tenko 
(1970) on zon al partitioning, and Gar rison an d Paul son (1973) 
on s patial concentration. Berry an d Schwind (1969) followed 
Theil (1967) in analyzing migrat ion flows using an algebra of 
probability. 

37 Pioneered predominantly by Batty (1974 a,  b; 1976; 
1978 a,  b).  

38 See Equation (2.22).  

39 See W alsh an d W ebber (1977). 

40 For a broad sp ectrum of his ideas, see Wilson (1970 b).  

41 See Cu rry (1963) and Berry (1964). 

42 See, for example, Wilson (1969 b),  Bussi ère and 
Sniekars (1970), and Sco tt (1970). 

43 See Dacey a nd Nor cliffe (1976). 

44 See Webber (1975). 

45 See W ebber (1976 b; 1977 a).  

46 See, for example, Lesse e t al.  (1978). 

47 Wilson (1967) is  generally credited with the original 
formulation, but he himself acknowledges the earlier work o f 
Murchland (1966). 

48 See Wi lson (1969 a).  

49 See Hai der (1970) and Webber (1976 b).  

50 See Fisk and Brown (1975 a).  

51 See R oy an d Lesse (1980). 

52 See Dacey an d N orcliffe (1977). 

53 See Fisk and Brown (1975 a,  b) and Snicka rs and 
Wei bull  (1977). 

54 See W ebber (1977 b, p 263).  

55 See Uri be, de Leeuw a nd Theil (1966). 
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56 Bacharach (1970, p 84) noted this back-to-front 
method of analysis,  and suggested a modification based on 
the RAS method. His approach reg arded the final estimate as 
the posterior message instead of the prior, thereby ove rcoming 
the difficulties associated with two-stage estimation . 

57 See The il (1967). 

58 See Wilson (1970 a,  b) for his elegant entropy-
maximizing formulation of the multiregional framework devel oped 
by Leontief and Strout (1963). 

59 In the terminology of Wilson (1970 b),  four c ases are 
possible: ( i)  the unconstrained mod el; ( i i)  the production-
constrained mo del; ( i i i)  the attraction-constrained model; and 
(iv) the production-attraction-constrained mod el.  

60 There is no ne ed t o normalize xlp in order to obtain 
the correct solution to this problem. The reader m ay care to 
confirm tha t the definition of S in (2.56) gives an iden tical 
solution to that obtained using the normalized fo rm (x^ /X^). 
The latter is ,  of course, strictly correct i f  S is  to be defined 
as the entropy of a probability distribution. 

61 See Fisk and Brown (1975a). 

62 See Bigsten (1978) and Snick ars (1979). 

63 See, for example, Andersson (1 975), Sharpe an d Batte n 
(1976), Karlqvist et al.  (1978), Andersson and Karlqvist (1979), 
and Andersson and Persson (1979). 



Chapter 3 

PROBABILITY D ISTRIBUTIONS F OR COMMODITY F LOWS 

3.1 Introduction 

In ele mentary st atistical mechanics,  the entropy of a physical system of 

particles can be det ermined s tatistically by countin g the number of 

possible microstates which corr espond to a given macrostate. Although 

all  of the early microstate descriptions were base d upon Bo ltzmann 

statistics,  the advent of quantum mechanics focused a ttention on three 

other statistical forms, namely Ma xwell-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-

Einstein distributions. Each of these forms corresponds to a particular 

assumption about the manner in which microstates are grouped into macro-

states.  

The potential similarities between these three statistical representations 

of physical systems and the system co mponents describing spatial distri

butions of goods and people have rec ently been recogni zed J In the case 

of commodity flows, quite different microstate descriptions can be derived 

depending on wh ether each co mmodity un it is  regarded as identical or 

distinguishable. The purpose o f this short chapter is to explore some of 

these rather s peculative physical analogies,  and to decide whet her entrop y 

maximizing app roaches to spatial estimation problems should adop t the 

first principles of information theory in preference to various microstate 

descriptions derived by analo gy with statistical mechanics.  

Section 3.1 outlines various microstate descriptions and the corresponding 

entropy form ulae whi ch could be ado pted to describe the spatial distribu-

53 
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tion of a single commodity i n a production-constrained eco nomy. The 

entropy-maximizing procedure is  presented in its more tradi tional form, 

namely a s the process of determining the most prob able macrostate which 
2 corresponds to the largest number of possible mi erostates.  The ass ump

tion that each microstate is  equi-probable m ay preven t any o f these 

standard dist ributions from re producing empiri cal flows accurately. The 

inclusion of non-uniform prior probabilities in the entropy formulat ions 

is  therefore discussed. 

Section 3.2 examines the doubly-constrained mod el,  and demo nstrates 

how tw o di fferent microstate descriptions can pr oduce the same so lution. 

This conv ergence m ay hav e important implications for later attempts to 

derive more com plex microstate descriptions relating to spatial input-

output a nalysis.  The presence of supply and d emand constra ints could 

lead to various simplifications which supp ort the use of Shannon un

certainty, or Kullback information ga in, as the most approp riate ob

jective function for a range of constraint situations. 
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3.2 Production-constrained D istributions  

3.2.1 Microstate Descriptions 

In the early pages of Chapter 2,  we introd uced the concepts o f macrostate 

and microstate. It  was state d that the entropy of a system ca n be det er

mined st atistically by countin g the number of possible microstates which 

correspond to a given macrostate. In other words, the entropy de pends on 

the manner in which microstates are grouped into macrostates.  Since the 

maximum n umber of microstates corresponding to any given macrostate 

depends largely on the degree of aggregation s pecified in the macrostate 

definition, it  is clear that entropy i s intrinsically related to the 

degree of aggregation or diversity inherent in the system def inition. 

For convenienc e, we s hall  now repeat Bol tzmann's original formula for 

entropy S as a function of the number of microstates W, namely 

S = k log W .  (3.1) 

Quantum mechanics provides three elemen tary st atistical forms for the 

determination of W. In the standard appr oach, based on Maxwell-Boltzmann 

statistics,  the counting of microstates is  carried out as if  each indivi

dual particle is dUtÅJigul&hablz. Alternatively, systems of ide-ntlcal, 

independent pa rticles are described using Bose-Einstein o r Fermi-Dirac 
3 statist ics.  The form er allows each q uantum sta te to contain an unlimited 

number of particles,  whereas the latter does not permit m ore than one 

particle to occupy the same s tate. 
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The potential similarities between these physical assemblies,  containing 

large numbers o f particles,  and the system co mponents describing the • 

spatial distribution of goods are readily demonstrated. Suppose we wi sh 

to estimate xr s ,  the interregional distribution of flows between regions 

r and s for some type of commodity. We k now X r ,  the total production of 

that commodity in each region r,  such that 

s *„ • xr • (3.2) 

Adopting the assumption tha t each co mmodity uni t is  di&tinguÅAhable,, the 

number of ways, Wr  in which the total number of commodity u nits,  produced 
4 in region r can be distri buted into m groups, with x r $  (s=l m) 

commodities in each group, is  given by 

"r = n t '  ( 3 - 3 )  
s r s* 

This is  seen to be bas ed on the same f amiliar formula o f combinatorial 

calculus (2.1) which cor responds to Boltzmanns original definition of 
5 entropy. Considering a ll  regions simultaneously, the complete micro-

state description becomes 

(3.4) w = n 
r 

V 
n xr s: 

However, expression (3.4) does not take into account the microstate space 

associated with the indiv idual  des t inat ion of each commodity u nit entering 

region s .  In genera l,  Maxwell-Boltzmann s tatistics imply that x r $  indivi

dual commodity u nits arriving in a region s may be assigned to 0$  indivi-
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dual destinations (depots) in (Dg) r s  different ways, when m ore than one 

commodity un it per d estination can be acc omodated. Thus expression (3.4) 

should be modif ied to read 

w = n 
r 

V X  Î1TT n(D ) rs 
„ rs'  s 

(3.5) 

Up to this point,  the commodity un its have bee n treated as completely 

distinguishable. In r eality, this may not always be the case. A distri

butor m ay not consider the sending of a commodity u nit x-j to a destination 

in region s- j » an dan idzwUcajL unit to region S2, as being distinct from 

sending x-j to Sg an d to s-j .  In t his case, either Fermi-Di rac or Bose-

Einstein statistics may be relevant. 

Fermi-Dirac s tatistics are only suitable for commodity flow a nalysis if  

no m ore than one commodity un it can be assigned to each destination. 

Since m ore than on e commodity un it per destin ation is allowed, we s hall  

restrict our attention to Bose-Einstein statistics.  In t his case, the 

microstate description relates to the number of ways in which x r s  iden

tical commodity un its may be assigned to D$  distinct destinations. 

For a fixed origin r,  a glvzn set of xr s  commodity u nits may be assigned 

to each region s in only one distinct way. Using Bose-Einstein s tatistics,  

we can no w calcul ate the number of ways in which the xr s  identical units 

can be distrib uted among the D$  destinations within region s .  The problem 

is analogous t o the following situation: 
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Suppose xr s  balls are to be arr anged in D$  boxes, allowing any n umber 

of balls in a box. The procedure is  to lay out the (x + D )  objects I D b 
(balls and boxes) in a straight l ine, but in a random o rder.® This 

l inear arrangement is  chosen t o start with a box an d mig ht continue as 

depicted in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1. 

Box ^aîT^ ̂ Bal^ Box ^Bal^ Box 

Then, move those balls which are immediately to the right of a given 

box in to that box. For the arrangement depicted in Figure 3.1, there are 

three balls in box 1,  two in box 2 and s o on. Since (x r s  + Dg  - 1) objects 

actually move,^ there are (x r $  + Dg  - 1)! possible arrangements. But 

many of these arrangements are identical.  For exa mple, we mu st divid e by 

3! to take accoun t of the fact that the balls in box 1 are all  identical.  

In general,  there are x r s l  such permutations. Similarly, there are 

(D s  - 1)! permutations of the boxes. The total number of distinguishable 

arrangements, Wr g ,  is  thus given by 

rs 
<Xrs*Ds- , ) !  

WV1" 
(3.6) 

This is  indeed the number of ways in which x r s  identical commodity u nits 

from a given region of origin r may be di stributed among Dg  destinations 

or depots in region s .  If we no w consider a ll  origin and de stination 

regions simultaneously, the complete microstate description is of the 
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form 

U +D -1)! 

" = " X (D -1)1 • ( 3-7 )  
« rs s '•  

Equation (3.7) is similar to the microstate description suggested ori-
O 

ginally by Fisk and Brown. Since Dg  is normally large compared with 

unity, a reasonable approximation of Equation (3.7) is given by 

( xrs+ 0s ) !  
w  s  n  v i-n i (3.8) 

rs rs' s" 

Returning to our analogous arrangement of balls into boxes, Equation (3.8) 
g 

corresponds to a circular instead of a l inear arrangement of objects.  

A s ummary of the microstate descriptions for each of the production-

constrained statistical analogues discussed aboveis given in Table 3.1. 

To f acilitate further understanding of the four basic microstate descrip 

tions, a simple example pertaining to industrial location is discussed 

in Appendix A. A n umber of hybrid mo dels could emerge fro m com binations 

of these microstate descriptions to define multi-indexed variables such 

as interregional,  interindustry flows. It is obvious, however, that it  

becomes increasingly difficult to define the appropriate microstates in 

more co mplex si tuations, and stand ard ass umptions such as homogeneity 

and independence become m ore di fficult to fulfil .  
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TABLE 3.1 

STATISTICAL F ORM W 

Old Bo ltzmann 
V 

n [J^TJ 
r rs' 

Maxwell-Boltzmann 
V X n [—£— n D*rs] 

r s  rs! s s  

Bose-Einstein 
( xrs+V1)! 

N  TX  1  (D -1)i^ 
rs rs s 

3.2.2 Entropy Maximands 

By as suming that each microstate is  equi-probable, we can dete rmine the 

most prob able commodity dis tribution by fin ding that solution which 

corresponds to the maximum number of microstates,  subject to a known 

system of constraints.  Jaynes sug gests that "in m aking inferences on the 

basis of partial information, we m ust use that probability distribution 

which has maximum entropy subje ct to whatever is  known. This is  the only 

unbiased ass umption w e can make".^ Before w e disc uss the appropriate 

constraints,  it  is informative t o define the entropy maximand for the 

various statistical forms introduced in the previous section. 

Maximizing the number of microstates W is  equivalent to maximizing 

Boltzmann's entrop y formula (3.1).  To take advantage of Stirling's 
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approximation for factorials,  namely 

log n! s  n(log n-1) (3.9) 

we sh all  consider log W as the entropy maximand. If  expression (3.4) is  

simplified using S tirling's approximation, we fin d that 

log W = X { Z p log p •  E E p log p } (3.10) 
r r s 

where X = £ X r ,  Pr  = Xr /X, and P r s  = X r s /x- Neglecting a ll  the constant 

terms, (3.10) reduces t o Shannon's me asure of the uncertainty in a pro

bability distribution,^ namely 

S. = -  I  I  p log p .  (3.11) 
r s  

We shall  refer to this reduced form of (3.10) as Shannon en&iopy. 

If we s tart instead with Equation (3.5),  use o f Stirling's approximation 

leads to a different result,  namely 

log W = X{1og D + E p r  log pr  + z p r s  log p$  - E E pr $  log p r s> (3.12) 

where D = |  D$  and P$  = D$ /D. Disregarding all  the constant terms, 

(3.12) reduces to the following: 

S2 =  " E  I prs l o g  ( prs / ps )  ( 3 J 3 )  

It is noteworthy th at Equa tion (3.13) resembles Batty's definition of 

•ipatlaZ znüiopy, if  D$  is regarded a s a measure of regional size in 

terms of commodity useage. We shal l  therefore refer to S2 as Batty 
12 untsiopy. 
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If we no w redefine p r s  as x r s /D$ ,  use o f Stirling's approximation t o 

simplify Equation (3.8) produces the following result: 

log W = E Z D$  {(1+P r s) log (1+Pr s) -  Pr s  log pp s} (3.14) 

Disregarding the constant terms, Equation (3.14) reduces to the following 

form 

S3  = -  Z E {pr s  log pr s  - (1+P r s) log (1+Pr s)} (3.15) 

Since this formula is  based on Bose-Einstei n statistics,  we s hall  refer 

to S2 as Boôe-EÂ.nôteXn znüiopy. 

The entrop y formula for each of these production-constrained statistical 

analogues is included in Table 3.2. 

TABLE 3.2 

ENTROPY F ORMS S DEFINITIONS 

Shannon - Z Z p log p 
r  s  rs y  Krs prs =  xrs / X  

Batty -  Z Z{p log p 
r s r s  "rs =  xrs / X  

- P r s  log p s) P s  - D s /D 

Bose-Einstein -  2 Z{p log p 
r s b  

- d+P r s) log (1 +P r s)> 

p = X /D Krs rs s 
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3.2.3 The M ost Probable Distributions 

In the previous section, a set of entropy form ulae were derived for the 

case of production-constrained interregional flows, namely flows wh ich 

satisfy the production constraint (3.2) for each region r .  Some recent 

research has suggested that trip distribution models m ay be se nsitive to 
13 the location of destinations about the region of origin. The normal 

practice in these models is  to then constrain the {x r s} distribution, so 

that i t  conforms to an or igin-specific cost constraint,  based on the 

a pf i iofU.  knowledge of average d elivery costs between d ifferent regions. 

In the case of commodity f lows, binding constraints are m ore l ikely to be 

associated with the nodes (regions) themselves, rather than with the links 

between nodes. We shall  therefore adopt a general capaci ty  constraint of 

the form 

^ cr xrs -  Cr (3.16) 

for each region r,  where c r  represents the physical capacity requirements 

for delivering each commodity unit from region r,  and C r  is the total 

capacity for handling outgoing d eliveries -rom region r.  This capacity 

constraint is  included in the following formulations simply because it  is 

analogous to the energy const raint imposed on sys tems of particles in 

quantum m echanics.  Its inclusion in later formulations, derived using 

information-theoretical arguments, will  require additional justification. 

We shall  regard the commodity dis tributions resulting from a ny m aximum 

entropy es timate, subject to relations (3.2) and (3.16),  to be part of a 

set of basic solutions. In later chapters, further constraints will  be 
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introduced, and their effect on the basic solutions examined. The mo st 

probable commodity di stribution is found by ca lculating the number of 

mi crostates associated with each dis tribution which con forms to con

straints (3.3) and (3.16),  and choosin g the one which cor responds to 

the m aximum n umber of microstates.  

Formally, the problem i s to maximize W (or S) subject to Equations (3.2) 

and (3.16),  and the standard non-negativity conditions. This constrained-

matrix estimation can be achieved using the method o f Lagrange m ultipliers.  

We shall  demonstrate this solution technique for the case of Batty entropy. 

Firstly, we for m the Lagrangian £,  namely 

£ = log W + E ur(Xr  - Z x r s) + Z P r(Cr  -Ec r  x r s) (3.17) 

where u r  and 6 are the Lagrangian multip liers associated with Equations 

(3.2) and (3.16) respectively. Note that it  is more convenient to maxi

mize log W rather than W , since i t  is then possible to use Stirling's 

approximation to simplify £. We k now that 

log W = log X !  -  Z log x ! + Z x log D (3.18) 
r s rs $ rs 

= X„ " log X „ -  Xr  - Z [ x^ log x„ ç  - x r ç  - x r ç  log DJ .  
s 

The { x r s} distribution which maximizes! ,  and which therefore constitutes 

the most probable d istribution of commodities,  is  the solution of 

S 0 (3.19) 
9 xrs 
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arid the co nstraint equations (3.2) and (3.16).  We have 

ci f .  
jj— s  - log xr s  + log D$  - yr  - $ r  c r  (3.20) 

and 

The f irst derivative vanishes w hen 

xrs =  Ds e x p  (~yr"ßr cr )  ( 2 . 2 2 )  

and the second order conditions are negative definite as long as all  

xrs ^ c on s^a n^ s  a nc '  ß r  c a n  computed from (3.3) and (3.16).  

Results for each of the basic cases are summarized in Table 3.3. 

TABLE 3.3 

ENTROPY F ORM BASIC S OLUTIONS 

Shannon Iexp(.y r  + ßr  cr]-1  

Batty D$[exp(yr  + ßr  c r)]~1  

Bose-Einstein D stexp(yr  + ßr  c r)-1]'1  

It is  interesting to note that the "quantized" s olutions can be express ed 

in the general form 

xrs =  Ve xP^r  +  ß r  c r) +  a3~1  (3.23) 
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where a  takes on the value 0 ,  1  or - 1  depending on wh ether the distri

bution is based on M axwel1-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac, or Bose-Einstein 

statistics respectively. 

3.2.4 Prior Information 

If any of these production-constrained mo dels provides a good representa

tion of the distribution system, the {x r $} matrix wi ll  correspond closely 

to survey r esults .  If not,  there is clearly something ami ss with the 

initial model hypotheses. For ex ample, the assumption (implicit in the 

model formulation) that all  microstates satisfying (3.2) and (3.16) are 

equally probable m ay pro ve u nrealistic owing, for example, to different 

average consumption rates in each region. 

Although i t  is possible to apply various weighting s to the entropy function 

to compensate for a pobtoAÅ.o>vL knowledge (as described for the case of 

Batty entropy), it is also feasible to treat some or all of the a pnÅ.ofvL 

possibil it ies as being, at least in principle,  empirically tractable. 

Suppose we already know, or can independently est imate, prior information 

in the form of an his torical distribution • Designating by q r s  the 

a. p tvLoKi p robability that a commodity u nit from regi on r will  be se nt to 

region s ,  we hav e 

qrs = xJs/X° (3.24) 

where 
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How c an w e introduce this a pfvioni information into our basic model 

formulations? 

Gaseous p articles are known t o exhibit uniform prior probabilities of 

entering various quantum sta tes.  Consequently, there is l i ttle to be 

learned from the various statistical forms discussed earlier, since all  

these analogies are based on the a pfUofU as sumption o f equi-probability. 

For non-uniform prior distributions, a different approach i s needed. 

Fisk and Br own hav e suggested that i f  qr s  designates the a pulonÅ pro

bability that a tripmaker w ill  travel to a destination in region s ,  

the microstate description (for the case of work trip distributions) 

should be wei ghted by the factor 

:  <Vs'V s  

1 4  for each region r.  The r esulting maximization for each of the quantized 

commodity dis tributions would lead to a general solution of the form 

xrs =  qrs Ds t e x p ( yr +  ßr cr )  +  a ] _ 1  ( 3 , 2 5 )  

where a takes on the value 0,  1 or -1 depending on wh ether the distribu

tion is based on Ma xwell-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein s tatis

tics respectively. 

Note, however, that Dg  biases the final distribution according to the 

a. po òteJviofii number of destinations (or depots) in each region s ,  whereas 

qrs  biases the same d istribution according to the a pnÅoni probability 
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that a commodity u nit from regi on r will  be sent to region s .  Solutions 

based on (3.25) therefore imply that Dg  and q r s  warrant eq ual weighting 

in their joint influence on the final distribution. Such an as sumption 

appears t o have neith er theoretical nor empiric al foundation, so Equation 

(3.25) will  not be ado pted as the means of introducing prior probabili

ties in the context of commodity dis tributions. Consideration of con

ditional probabilities and Bayesian likelihood ratios may provid e a 

more acceptable theoretical underpinning fo r such an a nalysis,  but 

these avenues cannot be explored in the space of this dissertation. 

If instead we return to the first principles of information theory, we 
15 could adop t Kull back's measure of information gai n, which r ests on 

the assumption th at information is a relative quantity; i t  compares pro

babilities before an d a fter an observation. For the case of commodity 

flows, our informa tion g ain, I [P;Q] ,  is  given by 

I[P;Q] = H pr s  log (Pr s /q r s) (3.26) 

Adopting Jaynes' suggested ex tension of the maximum entropy paradigm,^ 

we can choose that distribution {p r s> which mini mizes I [P;Q] subject 

to related facts about P, which are treated as constraints.  The principle 

of minimum info rmation gain is equivalent to choosing the most probable 

distribution given that the prior probabilities are non-uniform. Its 

application emphasizes the inertia of the a.  pu loi i  distribution, since 

the final solution is the one which mos t closely resembles the original 

distribution in an informat ive sense. 
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If we mi nimize I [P;Q] subject to constraints (3.2) and (3.16) and the 

usual non negativity conditions, we obtain the following revised solution 

for the mos t probable co mmodity di stribution (x ) :  

xrs =  xrs [ e x p ( yr +  Br cr^~1  * (3.27) 

The important question concerning acceptable means by wh ich the a pnJuouL 

probabilities may be determined remains p artly unanswered. If a complete 

historical flow matr ix { is  available, there is no di fficulty in 

calculating the prior probabilities.  If partial information abo ut histo

rical flow patterns can be obtained, this information can be used to 

derive a complete matr ix o f a piioii  flows, so long as the total flows 

are known. The procedure involved represents a compromise between the 

entropy-maximizing and information-minimizing paradigms. To dem onstrate 

its application, a simple example is  presented in Appendix B. 

If we do not have an y h istorical information a vailable, i t  is doubtful 

whether a. p iloti  probabilities should be "guestimated" by ado pting some 

ad hoc ass umptions (such as regional consumption levels) to bias the 

{ Qr s} matrix. In th is situation, it  seems preferable to return to the 

entropy-maximizing principle (with its implicit assumption o f uniform 

prior probabilities),  which of fers the additional descriptive flexibility 

afforded by the various statistical forms. An en tropy-maximizing s olution 

could ce rtainly be adopted as the a puiofii dis tribution in cases where 

historical information (in the form of constraints) is  superior to our 

current knowledge abou t constraining influences on the distribution of 

commodities.  
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A furth er consideration is the degree to which the a puioni probabilities 

contain di stributional information partly related to that contained in 

the cr  coefficients which bias capacity constraints.  Following the dis

covery that the classical gravity model is  much less powerful as a tool 

for describing historical changes in trip patterns than m odels based on 

a pniouL tr ip patterns,^ it  is not a ll  certain whether any constraints 

l ike (3.16) should be included in any m odel which i s based on a. pttioil  

probabilit ies.  The inertia embodied in the distribution system m ay ensur e 

that historical patterns are a superior guide to distributional behaviour 

in the short to medium ter m. In t his situation, the solution given by 

(3.27) could be modif ied by dro pping the ( ß r  c^ ) term. 

3.3 Doubly-constrained Dis tributions 

Having derived a full  set of basic solutions for the production-constrained 

models,  i t  is now ap propriate t o examine some doubly- constrained models .  

To do t his we introduce the additional constraint 

for each reg ion, where D$  now represents the demand fo r (or useage o f) 

commodities in region s ,  such that 

Equation (3.29) implies that demand equals supply a t the aggregate level,  

so much so that the doubly-constrained mo del is  simply an equilibrium 

model.  If  we no w m aximize W subject to a constraint system w hich includes 

supply (3.2) and de mand (3.28) equations, the resulting fx } distribu

tion is therefore an equilibr ium s olution. 

(3.28) 

E D = E X = X 
-  s  „ r s r 

(3.29) 
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Returning to the three statistical analogues (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2) 

discussed in the previous section, a rather interesting convergence 

occurs if  Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics are applied. When ea ch com modity 

unit is  regarded as distinguishable, Maxwell-Boltzmann s tatistics imply 

that 

X ! X 
w  =  n  U /' ,]  n [D r s] .  (3.30) 

r s  rs '  rs 

Since E X = D ,  the second term in Equation (3.30) can be sim plified 
^ i o J 

as follows: 

X 2  Xrc rs r n [ D ]  = ntD; ]  
rs s 

0,  
= n[D s ]  

s 

= a constant .  

This constant ter m wi ll  disappear when the Lagrangian i s differentiated, 

yielding an i dentical solution to the one obtained using Shannon entropy. 

In other words, the double-constrained solution for Batty entropy re

duces to that of Shannon entropy. 

This convenie nt equivalence feature emphasizes the importance of Shannon 

entropy for doubly-constrained mode ls.  Unfortunately, the same equi

valence does not extend to the Bose-Einstein distribution, which r etains 

a similar solution to the production-constrained ca se. Solutions for the 
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three doubly-constrained mo dels are given in Table 3.4, wherein n is  

the Lagrange m ultiplier associated with Equation (3.28).  

As men tioned in Chapter 2,  there has been particul ar interest in the 

doubly-constrained mod el.  A n umber of writers have indicated that the 

doubly-constrained information-minimizing mo del produces identical solu

tions to those of a group of techniques classified as biproportional 
"J Q 

matrix adjustm ents. The RAS method a nd two-dimensional contingency 

table analysis belong to this group. 

At f irst sight,  this wealth o f investigation into models wh ich have a 

similar structure looks very promising. From the viewpoint of a sp atial 

analyst,  however, methods based on bipropo rtional matrix adju stments may 

sometimes be too restrictive, since they ignore a ll  information be yond 

the standard ori gin (supply) and des tination (demand) constraints.  For 

this reason, biproportional matrix adju stment m ay be regarded as a 

òP<lcJ joJL caie of minimum info rmation gain in which the constraints are 

of a particular form. The latter approach prom ises to provide a very 

flexible approach t o various matrix estimation problems which m ay be 

confronted in spatial economics. For a detailed discussion of bipropor

tional matrix adjustm ents, see Section 4.3.3 in the following chapter. 

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

The an alysis of commodity flows in a production-constrained economy 

(Section 3 .1) reveals that certain analogies based on M axwell-Boltzmann 

or Bose-Einstein s tatistics may be useful,  depending on wh ether each 
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TABLE 3.4 

ENTROPY F ORM SOLUTIONS 

Shannon [exp(y r  + n s  + ß c r)]"1  

Batty [exp( y r  +  n s  +  ß  c r ) ]  

Bose-Einstein 
. 1  

D$[exp( y r  +  n $  +  ß  c r)-1] 

commodity u nit can be regarded as distinguishable or identical respectively. 

The approp riate entrop y maximands for these statistical forms are summarized 

in Table 3.2. It is  noteworthy that each maximand envolves Shannon's measure 

of uncertainty as the f irst term in its entropy ex pression. This common 

feature suggests that i t  may be possible to reproduce all  the "quantized " 

distributions by adopt ing Sha nnon's me asure as the objective function for 

each case , and recasting the conditions imposed by each microstate descrip

tion into the form of additional constraints.  

Further suppo rt for the use of Shannon's measure as a general entropy max i-

mand i s  provided by the doubly-constrained model.  In the presence of both su pply 

and de mand con straints,  the equilibrium solution for Batty entrop y reduces to 

that of Shannon entropy. This has particularly important implications for 

input-output an alysis,  since Leontief's multisectoral world cannot boast a 

homogenous one-to-one relationship between each co mmodity an d the sector to 

which i t  is allocated. Consequently, the need to distinguish different commo

dities in any one sector implies the adoption of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics,  

and ei ther the Shannon or Batty entro py form. 
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The entr opy ma ximizing assumption that each microstate is equi-probable 

may preve nt any of these statistical representations from re producing 

empirical flows accurately. To ov ercome this,  adoption of Kuli back's 

measure of information gain is recommended t o compare prior and posterior 

probability distributions. The principle of minimum inf ormation gain 

searches for the mos t probable di stribution, given that the prior pro

babilities are non-uniform. To t his degree, the need fo r additional 

distributional assumptions, such as Wilson's f amiliar cost constraints,  

may be reduced. 

There is  clearly a stage beyond wh ich analogies drawn from statistical 

mechanics become mislead ing and perhaps even inappropriate. This point 

may be reached as we enter the multi  sectoral world of input-output ana

lysis.  Oaynes' entropy-maximizing par adigm requires no physica l analogy, 

since its use can be j ustified by ma thematical reasoning and a logical 

principle.  For this reason, together with the arguments outline d above, 

we sh all  adopt the first principles of information theory in the remaining 

chapters of this dissertation. 

Henceforth w e sh all  restrict our attention to Shannon's measure of un

certainty and Kull back's measure of information gain . The former w ill  be 

used as the entropy maximand for situations in which no sa tisfactory 

a ptviofU. inf ormation about the flows can be ascertain ed, or in times o f 

change w hen the reproduction of historical trends is to be avoided . The 

latter measure will  be ado pted as the information m inimand for those 

cases where adequate a phloii information i s available, and resistance 

to change is  sustainable. 
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FOOTNOTES F OR CHAPTER 3 

1 See, for example, Fisk and Brown (1975 a),  Dacey 
and Norcliffe (1976), Lesse e t al.  (1978), or Roy an d Lesse (1981). 

2 In t his instance, each macrostate corresponds to an 
interregional commodity d istribution. 

3 These particles are known as bo6om> or fieAmiont,, 
respectively. 

4 In physical systems, these groups corr espond to a 
set of energy states.  

5 See Equation (2.1 ) .  

6 Achieved, for example, by tossing a coin. 

7 Box 1 is  a fixed reference point.  

8 See Fisk and Brown (1975 a).  

9 In wh ich there is no sp ecific reference point.  

10 See Jayn es (1957, p 620).  

11 Shannon's measure i s  given o riginally in Equation (2.15).  
For only two events (say E and not E), i t  can be expressed as 

U CP] = -  [p1  log p1  + (1 -  p^ log (1 -  p ]  ) ]  

which resem bles the familiar Fummi-Vvuic. s tatistical form w ith i  = 1.  
Differentiating U with respect to the probability p-j,  we g et 

dp1  1 -  p1  

which i s  the inverse of the logit function. Theil (1972) concludes 
that the logit model measures the sensitivity of uncsrtainty (or 
entropy) to variations in probabilities.  

12 Spatial entropy is defined by Equation (2.22),  which 
is  the form pr oposed by Batty (1974 a,  b; 1978 a).  A similar de
rivation based on Equ ation (3.5) can be found in Snickars an d 
Weibull (1977), but their interpretation of the {pg} distribution 
differs.  They describe {pg} as the a ptvLo?vL most probable distri-
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bution, which shou ld be of the same order as the a. po-bteAiosU 

{ p r g} distribution. Equation (3.13) is actually biased accord ing 
to the proportion of destinations in each region. 

13 See, for example, Wilson (1973) or Fisk and Brown (1975 b).  

14 See Fisk and Brown (1975 a).  

15 See Equation (2.17).  

16 See O aynes (1968). 

17 See Snickars an d Wei bull  (1977). 

18 See, for example, Bacharach (1970), Macgill  (1977) or 
Hewings an d Janson (1980). 



Chapter 4 

NON SPATIAL IN PUT-OUTPUT A NALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 

In Ch apter 3,  we discussed shipments of goods by considering each commodity 

in isolation. In th is chapter, we s hall  l ink these commodity flows together 

by describing the economy as a system of in teAde.pznde.yv t  activities being 

carried out by m any mut ually interrelated industries.  The traditional method 

of describing these economic interdependencies is  known as input-output ana

lysis,  and was deve loped initially for the American e conomy by Leontief J 

In exa mining Leontief's original static model,  i t  is possible to identify 

some fundamental problems associated with h is classic formulation. Firstly, 

there is the question of units.  In orde r to distinguish between published 

input-output tables which norm ally record interindustry transactions in 

vaüiz terms, and tables which express the volumes of interindustry flows, 

we mu st take accoun t of prices explicit ly.  The conversio n from valu e units 

to physical units is quite straightforward if  the appropriate price data 

are available. Unfortunately, this is not often the case in practice, so 

much so that tables recorded in inappropriate units are used in many st udies.  

Secondly, the fundamental Leontief form a ssumes a square matri x of techni

cal coefficients,  thereby implying that each industry produces just one 

homogeneous product. Although each co mmodity m ay be regarded as homogeneous 

for practical purposes, a one-to-one sector product assumption is clearly 

unrealistic.  Fortunately, the development of rectangular input-output 

77 
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tables has necessitated a specific distinction between sectors and pro

ducts.  The s alient features of rectangular input-output mod els are dis

cussed in Section 4.2.2. 

A third d ifficulty with Leontief's original static model arises because 

the input coefficients do not reflect the capital stock requirements of 

the economy. Leontief recognized this problem an d proposed a dynamic 

extension of his original model to introduce the fundamental characte

ristics of a growth mo del,  in which the influence of time is recognized 

explicit ly.  A major obstac le to the implementation of his dynamic input-

output mode l,  however, has been the scarcity of reliable capital coeffi

cients.  We shal l  describe his original dynamic formul ation in Section 

4.2.3, and then demo nstrate a means by wh ich this empirical difficulty 

might be alleviated. 

Having introduced the essential characteristics of pertinent non-spatial 

input-output mod els,  the rest of this chapter dem onstrates the use of 

methods based on inform ation theory for the estimation of key parameters 

in these models.  In Section 4.3.1, Theil's original measure of the in

formation content of an input-outp ut table is replaced by a more gen eral 
? expression, namely Sha nnon's me asure of uncertainty. The disc ussion in 

Section 4.3.2 embraces so me speculation on an order ing scheme for simple 

aggregation by adop ting the criterion of minimum lo ss of information. 

The objective function is expressed in terms of an inform ation loss 

criterion between the original array,and an arra y of the same size acting 

as a surrogate for the reduced array. 
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In Section 4.3.3, we exa mine biproportional matrix adju stments for up

dating input-output tables.  It is  found that standard iterative solution 

procedures l ike the RAS method a nd the IPFP algor ithm are equivalent to 

certain restrictive applications of the principle of minimum inf ormation 
3 gain. The latter principle is more flexible,  since it  is capable of 

including additional or alternative information to that demanded by these 

standard approaches. Although t his flexibility may not be rega rded as 

essential for the adjustment of input-output tables over time, i t  is 

certainly important when attem pts are made, in later chapters,to adjust 

these matrices over space. 

Finally, two informati on-theoretical models are formulated f or the 

estimation of unknown flow coefficients.  In Section 4.3.4, the assumption 

of one-to-one correspondence between sectors and com modities (which is 

central to the classic Leontief model) is  abandoned in an attem pt to 

simplify the aggregation problem. The resulting model makes use of in

formation contained in rectangular m ake an d absorpti on matri ces,  as 

well as the square in tersectoral matrix, to estimate the elements of a 

new arr ay {x,.^} » in which each elem ent ,  x.^, defines the flow of 

commodity k from indust ry i  to industry j .  Since published flow matrices 

are usually out of date by the time of their release, the initial esti

mates m ay be updated in a second stage of estimation using the principle 

of minimum info rmation gain. 

A similar two-stage approach i s suggested in Section 4.3.5 to improve 

the method of estimating capital coefficients in dynamic mod els.  First-
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stages estimates are computed using a standard two-factor model of in

dependence, which as sumes that a pnlofil c oefficients depend m ore on i n

vestments in the base period than on e xisting capacities.  In the second 

stage, base period coefficients are adjusted to satisfy a poòtoAÀoti 

capacity constraints using the same principle.  

Throughout this chapter the discussion is primarily non-spatial.  The 

marriage o f certain non-spatial concepts derived from the analyses in 

this chapter with related work on spatial analysis will  be celebrated 

in Chapters 5 and 6.  

4.2 Basic Model Characteristics 

4.2.1 The Original Static Input-Output Model 

Consider an ec onomy wh ich is (figuratively) divided into n produ ction 

sectors. Denote by the total output of sector i ,  

and by x .  • the intermediate de mand by s ector j  for goods produced by 
' J 

sector i .  Further denote by y^ t he demand by f inal users for goods pro

duced by s ector i .  The over all  input-output balance of this n-sector 

economy can be describe d in terms of n l inear equations: 

n 
x.  = E x..  + y.  .  ( i  = 1 , . . . ,n) (4.1) 

1  j = 1  1 J  1  

The input-output structure of any particular sector can be described by 

a vector of technical coefficients,  a.. ,  each of which st ates the amount 
' vJ 

of a particular input fro m sec tor i which i s  absorbed by se ctor j  per 

unit of i ts own output. Thus the commodity flows included in Equations (4.1) 
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are subject to the following set of structural relationships: 

x ij  =  a ij  Xj '  =  ^4*2^ 

Substituting (4.2) in (4.1),  we hav e 

n 
X. = E a.  .  X. + y.  .  (i  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.3) 

j = 1 

This is  a system of n l inear equations in which f inal demand can be 

regarded as the steering mechanism. The es sential concern of input-output 

analysis in this most basic form i s to determine future levels of pro

duction (x.) in the endogenous s ectors, given known or exogenously 

determined levels of final demand (y^), and ass uming constant technical 

coefficients (a..) .  This is  done by form ing the familiar Leontief inverse, i  J 
achieved by rea rranging terms in (4.3) to give (in matrix notation): 

X = (I-A)"1Y, (4.4) 

where X is  a vector of endogenous se ctoral outputs,  Y is  a vector of 

exogenous final demands, A is  the matrix of technical coefficients,  

and I is  the unit matrix. 

It  is  worthwhile noting that there is a complementary ro w su m rela tion

ship for the primary an d intermediate inputs.  If v.  denotes the sum of J 
all  primary inputs to sector j ,  the complementary equatio n to (4.1) is  

n 
x.  = E x. .  + v.  (j  = 1, . . . ,n) (4.5) 

J -j _ -J 'J J 
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It is  convenient to represent these intersectoral relationships in 

tabular form, as depicted in Table 4.1 .  

An a ugmented s et of input-output coefficients can be fo rmed by replacing 

v • by X -, . .  In t his case, it  is obvious that J n+1>J 

n+1 
z a i i  = 1  (j = 1, . . . ,n) (4.6) 

i  = 1 1 J  

This pa rticular feature, together with the knowledge that all  coeffi

cients are non-negative, implies that any aug mented column of input-

output c oefficients can e asily be transformed into a vector which has 

the same technical features as a probability distribution. As we s hall  

discover later in this chapter, this characteristic enables us to apply 

concepts derived from info rmation theory. 

There has been no attem pt abov e to offer anything more tha n a rudimentary 

version of the basic input-output me thodology. In so doing, a clear 

passage is left to identify some of the difficulties associated with 

Leontief's original formulation. 

Firstly, there is the question of unùtò. Published tables normally record 

intersectoral transactions in value terms, thereby allowing row a nd co

lumn su ms to be expres sed on a comparable scale.  To study the effect of 

technological conditions upon flow relationships, however, we prefer to 

know flow volumes. In orde r to distinguish between tables which are ex

pressed in physical and value u nits,  we mu st take accou nt of prices ex

plicitly.  
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To eliminate the price effect,  we can convert the technical coefficients 

from v alue units (a.  .)  to physical units (a!. .) .  Mathematically, this 
I J I J 

conversion can be ea sily accomplished by the following m ultiplication: 

a i j  =  a U  ( 4 - 7 )  

where p ." is  the average price of products from sector i .  In pra ctice, 

however, we m ust ove rcome the difficulty of obtaining the appropriate 

data on p rices.  Consequently, many stu dies which dea l with interindustry 

flows have actu ally employed technical matrices computed in value terms. 

For ou r present purpose, a particularly limiting feature of the funda

mental Leontief form is that Equations (4.4) assume a square matr ix of 

technical coefficients,  thereby implying that each sector produces just 

one homogenous product. This ass umption ensu res (amongst other things) 

that matrix inversion and an exact algebraic solution are possible.  Al

though no c ommodity i s  homogenous in the strict sense, i t  may be rega rded 

as such for most practical purposes. However, the one-to-one sector-

product assu mption central to the classic Leontief model is  clearly 

unrealistic,  and gr eatly confounds the aggregation problem. We m ust 

eventually abandon th is assumption if  realistic models of commodity 

flows are to be deve loped. 

Fortunately, some of the theoretical and applied work on input-out put 

tables has acknowledged a specific distinction between sectors and pro

ducts o r, more general ly, between industries and com modities.  This body 

of work has led to the development o f rectangular input-output models,  

discussion of which fol lows. 
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4.2.2 Rectangular Input-Output Mo dels 

Rectangular input-output tables have bee n publish ed in Canada an d Norway 

for some years in response to the 1968 recommendations by the Statistical 
4 Commission of the United Nations for a new sy stem of national accounts. 

These tables exhibit a fundamental distinction between industries and 
5 commodities ,  which i s  il lustrated schematically in Table 4.2. In th is 

diagram ,  capital letters denote matrices,  lower case letters denote 

vectors, and prim es indicate transposed c olumn vectors (row vector s).  The 

complete notation is as follows: 

U is  an abso rption matrix; a typical element u^. represents 

the amount of commodity k used up by industry j ,  

V is  a make matrix ; a typical element v ^ represents the 

amount of commodity k produced by industry i ,  

q is  a vector of total commodity outputs,  

g is  a vector of total industry outp uts,  

y is a vector of final demands for commodities,  

e is  a vector of primary inputs.  

The squar e partitions in Table 4.2 (namely the commodity-by-commodity 

and industry-by-industry pa rtitions) have no entr ies at all .  Any atte mpt 

to use a model as simple a s Equation (4.4) requires e ither one, and only 

one, non-zero elem ent in each row of the absorption matrix so as to 

ensure a one-to-one cor respondence between aggre gated com modities and 

industries,  or must man ipulate the data fro m bo th matri ces to provide 
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entries for the empty squa re p artitions. In the former cas e, the techni

cal coefficients in matrix A co uld be given by u^j/g^ , and the m ake 

matrix V would then be red undant. In the latter case, industries could 

produce any n umber of products,  so matrices U and V need not to be 

square an d assu mptions regarding the internal structure of the square 

matrices are required. 

In ter ms of Table 4.2, the fundamental input-output balance is  given by: 

qk  - Î \ j  • yk  c-8) 
J  

with the corresponding column su ms yi elding 

9j = I  ukj * ej '  ( 4-9 )  

Further rela tionships for the output balances are given by 

q k  =  E  v j k  ( 4 . 1 0 )  

and 

g,  = l  v i k  .  (4.11) 

Various ass umptions that relate to the technical conditions of production 

can be expre ssed as follows: 

(a) The assu mption that intermediate inputs of commodities are 

proportional to the industry outputs into which they e nter, 

namely 

ukj = bkj 9j ( 4 J 2 )  
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where B = {by} is a  matrix of technical coefficients 
6 of dimensions commodity-by-industry. 

(b) The ass umption that each industry ma kes commodities in 

its own fixed proportions, namely 

v. ,  = c.  .  g.  (4.13) ik ki 

where C = is  a matrix of coefficients of 

dimensions commodity-by-industry. 

(c) The assu mption that commodity output s are allocated 

among i ndustries in fixed proportions, namely 

v i k  =  d i k  % ( 4 - , 4 )  

where D = ^d^} is a matrix of market share coefficients 

of dimensions industry-by-commodity. 

Combining (4.8) and (4.12) leads to the following basic relationship: 

q k =  5  " y  +  y k  ( 4 J 5 )  
J  

The assu mption that matrix B describes technical structure implies that 

it  is reasonably st able, irrespective of the levels of final demand an d 

of the resulting levels of commodity an d industry outputs.  However, 

Equation (4.15) is  not y et an input-outp ut mod el.  Such m odels define a 

l inear transformation fro m fina l demands to either industry or commodity 

outputs.  Consequently, a relationship linking industry an d co mmodity 

outputs is  required. 
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Assumption (b),  corresponding to Equation (4.13),  leads to a commodity 

technology m odeZ in which there is only one wa y of producing each com

modity. A c ommodity pro duced by several industries will  have the same 

input structure in each industry, so much so that the input structures 

of industries will  be l inear combinations of the input structures of 

the commodities they prod uce. 

Combining (4.10),  (4.13) and (4.15) results in the following input-output 

relationship for the commodity technolo gy m odel (using matr ix algebra): 

q = B C "1  q + y (4.16) 

In theory, the rectangular mat rix C cannot be inverted, implying t hat 

the assumption o f a commodity technolo gy is only permissible if  the 

number of industries equals the number of commodities.  In re ality, how

ever, a pseudo-inverse of C may ex ist under cer tain conditions.'7  

Assumption (c),  corresponding to Equation (4.14),  leads to an -in duAt/iy 

technology m odzl in which th e market shares of industries are assumed 

to be s table, and are regarded as independent of the levels of commodity 

or industry outputs.  From E quations (4.11) and (4.15),  we can write 

q = BD q + y 
(4.17) 

= (1-BD)"1y 

and 

g = D(1-BD)"1y 

= (1-DB)~1Dy .  (4.18) 
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Thus, i f  we denot e the square input-out put c oefficient matrix by A , we 

find that A = BD for a commodity-by-commodity table, whereas A = DB for 

an industry-by -industry matrix. With the assumption o f an industry 

technology, there is no ne ed fo r the number of industries to equal the 

number of commodities.  

A case can be m ade fo r each o f assumptions (b) and (c) in particular 

contexts.  Moreover, mix ed techno logy m odels have bee n pro posed to allow 

for both assu mptions, depending on the nature of each commodity pro duced. 

Distinctions between principal or secondary products,  joint products 

and by-products can be imp lemented by dividing the V matrix into two 

parts,  V-| and V^ , so that 

V = V1  + V2  .  (4.19) 

The eleme nts of V -j are outputs that more reasonably conform to the assumption 

of a commodity technology; those o f V2  are treated using the market share 

hypothesis.  Appropriate matrice s of coefficients can then be calculated. 

To take full  advantage of the basic relationships embodied in rectangular 
g 

input-output theory, i t  is necessary to introduce a new interindustry 

flow matr ix {x.^} which i s  capable of defining supply-demand inter

actions more r ealist ically than the traditional matrix {x..} .  A typi-' J 
cal element, x^.^, in this new ar ray defi nes the flow of commodity k 

from indu stry i  to industry jj® Subsets of elements in {x..^} can 

be relate d directly to the elements of the absorption an d m ake matrices 

(in Table4.2),  by simpl y noting that summation over i  automatically d e

fines elements in the m ake matrix, and su mmation over j  defines elements 

in the absorption matrix. 
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This three-dimensional array formally recognizes that the functioning 

of an e conomy takes place in terms of specific commodity flows between 

producers and con sumers. The for m allows both produ cer's ( i 's) 

and r eceivers (j's) to be ex plicitly defined, as well as the specific 

item (co mmodity k) which i s involved in any particular transaction between 

them. The m ake mat rix then defines the sources (producers) o f these 

interactions, whereas the absorption matri x defines the sinks (receivers).  

The natur al focus of interest is in the complete interaction array 

{ x. .k  } ,  which i s the subject of further d iscussion in Section 4.3.4 

below. 

4.2.3 Dynamic Input-Output Mo dels 

Before w e disc uss certain information-theoretical approaches wh ich mig ht 

be adopted for the estimation of some key parameters in the input-output 

models discussed above, there is a third difficulty arising from th e 

classical Leontief form which wa rrants our a ttention. In i ts original 

static formulation, the Leontief model describes the mu tual interdepen

dence o f various sectors in the economy by m eans of a set of technical 

coefficients,  which represent the flows bet ween producers and con sumers 

during one time period. However, these input coefficients do not re

flect the stock requirements of the eco nomy. They d o n ot,  and cannot, 

explain the mag nitude of those input flows which serve directly to 

satisfy the capital needs o f each sector.^ 
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In Equ ations (4.1),  (4.2) and (4.3),  all  investment behaviour is con

solidated into final demand (y^)- This m eans that although the e ffects 

of investment d emand are considered, the actual magnitude of this par

ticular demand cann ot be ascertained. Explicit evaluation is only possible 

i f  the stock requirements of all  economic sec tors are included in the 

structural representation of the system, and distingu ished from the flow 

requirements previously described. This dynamic extension of the static 

input-output mo del enables us to recognize the stock-flow relationship 

explicit ly,  and thereby introduce the fundamental characterist ics of 

a growth m odel in which the influence of time is recognized e xplicitly.  

Leontief introduced this dynamic elem ent in 1953. In the following sec

tion, we sh all  begin with his original formulation, and then demonstrate 

a means by wh ich one o f the ma jor empiric al difficulties associated 

with this model might be a lleviated. 

Let us reconsider our n-s ector economy (initially discussed in Section 

4 . 2 . 1 )  a n d  i n t r o d u c e  t h e  t i m e  e l e m e n t  i n t o  t h e  m o d e l .  A c c o r d i n g l y ,  x . ( t )  

and y^ (t) now represent, respectively, total output and final demand fo r 

the goods from sector i  in period t .  Final demand, however, now e xcludes 

the annual additions to the stocks of fixed capital (by w ay of productive 

investment) used by each se ctor to expand th eir productive capacity. 

I f  s . . ( t )  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  s t o c k  o f  a  c o m m o d i t y  p r o d u c e d  b y  s e c t o r  i  a n d  
'•J 

used by s ector j  at time t ,  the rate of change of this stock at any 

point in time can be written as 

d s ij ( t )  

31 
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or simply as s--(t).  Equation (4.1) can now b e rewritten as follows: 
•  J  

n n 
x , ( t )  =  E  x . . ( t )  +  I  s . . ( t )  +  y . ( t )  ( i  =  1 , . . . , n )  .  ( 4 . 2 1 )  
1  j=1 1 J  j=1 1 J  1  

In t his formulation, all  allocations of commodity i  to the current 

replacement an d ma intenance requi rements o f existing capital stocks are 

included in the flow c oefficients x. .(t) .  Accumulated stocks for future 
'  J  

consumption are considered as another for m of consumption, and are there

fore included in final demand, yn-(t).  Consequently, the s^ .(t)  term in 

Equation (4.21) refers only to those changes in stocks which are designed 
12 to increase the existing productive capacity. 

The set of structural equations (4.2) describing the input-output struc

ture of each se ctor must now be sup plemented by a corresponding set of 

capi tal-output relationships, namely 

s^j(t) > b^j Xj(t) ( i ,j  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.22) 

where b ..  is  the stock or capital coefficient for capital goods produced 
'  J  

by se ctor i  and used in sector j .  Changes in stocks can be represented 

by di fferentiating both s ides of (4.22) with respect to time, yielding 

s.jjU) > b.j Xj(t) .  ( i .j  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.23) 

Substitution of relations (4.2) and (4.23) into (4.21) leads to our 

fundamental system of dynamic input-output rel ationships 

n n 
x . ( t )  >  E  a . .  x . ( t )  +  Z  b . .  x . ; ( t )  +  y - ( t )  ( i  =  1  n )  ( 4 . 2 4 )  i  j = 1  iJ J j = 1  U J i  
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which describe the dynamic interdependences of the economy. We ca n 

further simplify relations (4.24) by ass uming that capital goods pro

duced in year t  are installed and operab le by the following year, t+1. 

Then the direct interdependence bet ween the outputs o f all  sectors in 

two su ccessive years can be describe d by the following balance equations: 

X . ( t )  =  Z  a .  .  x . ( t )  +  Z  b .  .  [ x . ( t + 1 ) - x . ( t ) ]  +  y . ( t )  ( 4 . 2 5 )  
i  j  =  1  u J j= 1  iJ J J i  

( i  =  1  » • • .  , n )  

if  we ass ume full  utilization of capital stocks in each period. 

Methods for the solutions of this system of l inear difference equations 
13 have bee n suggested, and the model's inherent stability problem ha s 

14 received m uch att ention. However, a major reaso n for the lag between 

t h e o r e t i c a l  a n d  e m p i r i c a l  d e v e l o p m e n t s  h a s  b e e n  t h e  s c a r c i t y  o f  r e l i a b l e  

c a p i t a l  c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  { b . »  }  
•  J  

With t his obstacle in mind, Brödy assumed a direct relationship between 

the coefficients in the stock and flow matrices to obtain his solution 

for the American e conomy using a closed version o f Leontief's dynamic 

model.^ Although this implicit connection ha d been recogniz ed e arlier,^ 

Brody estimated values for the quotients of the corresponding elements 

in his simplified matrices.  The e xplicit relationship is 

b .  j  =  a i .  t ^  ( i  , j  =  1  n )  ( 4 . 2 6 )  

where t .  . is  defined as the turnover time, being the time required f or 

capital goods from sector i  to be used up in the production of goods 

in sector j .  
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Unfortunately, accurate estimates of the turnover time in each sector are 

u s u a l l y  u n a v a i l a b l e .  A p p r o x i m a t i o n s  a r e  p o s s i b l e  b y  s u b s t i t u t i n g  p h y s i c a l  
18 l i f e  s p a n  f o r  t u r n o v e r  t i m e .  T h e  f o r m e r  i s  m o r e  e a s i l y  m e a s u r e d  a n d  

is  independent o f the current price mechanism. But, in reality, the two 

concepts are not equivalent.  Their exact relationship requires further 

investigation. 

The purpose of the following discussion is to suggest a method for the 

direct estimation of capital coefficients which does not require prior 
19 knowledge of the turnover time in each sector. However, the method 

does not preclude the existence of a relationship like (4.26) between 

t h e  s t o c k  a n d  f l o w  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  W e  s h a l l  b e g i n  w i t h  t h e  s y s t e m  o f  l i n e a r  

difference equations (4.25) developed above. 

The usual manner of investigating the growth p ossibilities in a system 

l i k e  ( 4 . 2 5 )  i s  t o  s t u d y  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  h o m o g e n o u s  s y s t e m  f o r  w h i c h  

y ^ ( t )  =  0 .  F o r  t h i s  c l o s e d  s y s t e m ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  b a l a n c e d  g r o w t h  p a t h  
20 which achieves the largest possible rate of expansion of the system. 

For our imm ediate purpos e, studying this homogenous system w ould be 

inappropriate. Instead we sh all  assume that each sector has a growth 

path of its own, with a corresponding growth ra te at which 

x i ( t )  =  x . ( 0 )  .  ( i  =  1  , . . . , n )  ( 4 . 2 7 )  

Substituting (4.27) into (4.25),  setting t=0, and writing x^ for x^(0),  

we hav e 

n n 
x .  =  E  a .  .  X .  +  r  b .  .  \ .  X .  +  y .  .  ( i  =  1  n )  ( 4 . 2 8 )  

1  j=1 J j=1 J. J 1  
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We shall  assume that base values o f and a ^ are a vailable 

at our reference point in time (t  = 0) .  Thus we can s implify Equations 

(4.28) to the following: 

n 
1  e x .  b . ,  =  ß .  ( i  =  1 , . . .  , n )  ( 4 . 2 9 )  

j = 1  J  1 J  1  

where 

a .  =  X .  X .  ( j  =  1 , . . . , n )  
0 J J 

and 

n 
ß .  =  x .  -  y .  ~  Z  a . .  X .  .  ( i  =  

1  1  j=1 J  J  

We ca n a lso express Equations (4.26) in the proportional form 

( i , j  =  1 , . . . , n )  ( 4 . 3 0 )  
DU i£ z i l  

where I  is a reference column in the appropriate matrices.  Equations 

(4.30) express proportional relationships between the elements in 

columns j  and I  of any row i .  A more conv enient form is 

b. .  .  
^  ( i  , j  =  1 . . , n )  ( 4 . 3 1 )  

where are constants y et to be dete rmined. 

21 Equations (4.31) form a system of n by (n-1) non-trivial equations. 
2 Combining Equations (4.29) and (4.31) results in a system of n equations 
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which can be solved directly by simple substitution, giving 

a i  Y i /  b ^  •  n  .  *  ( i , J  =  1 . . . . , n )  ( 4 . 3 2 )  

3=1 ** ^ 

In Equ ations (4.32),  the a.  and ß. terms ensure con sistency with 
J  '  

22 other elements of the mod el.  As well  as this,  they deter mine the 

relative distribution of capital flows between rows in the matrix of 

capital stocks. In a complementary m anner, the terms determine 

the relative distribution between the columns of the same matrix. 

Since the success of this approach r ests entirely on the accuracy of 

these row an d col umn proportionality terms, we sh all  refer to this 
23 technique a s the BipnopotàionaLcty Method. 

To com plete the estimation,«, however, we require a suitable means of 

predetermining the terms. Two simple p ossibilities spring to mind. 

Firstly, we could follow Brödy's seemingly d rastic simplification, and 

suppose that capital goods from sector i  have a uniform turn over time, 
24 t . . ,  which i s  independent of destination sector j .  Thus we red efine 

our ori ginal square ma trix tt. .}  to be a diagonal matrix o f n turn-
•  J  

over times (t^),  and Equations (4.30) simplify to the following: 
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Assumption (4.33) implies that for each delivery sector i ,  the distribu

tion of capital flows between d ifferent destination sectors j  are in the 

same relative proportions a s the distribution of intermediate flows. To 

implement this approach, no prior knowledge of turnover times is required. 

Secondly, we could postulate an alter native relationship between the 

coefficients in each row, namely 

=  ( I . J  -  1  n )  ( 4 . 3 4 )  
D i  I  K l  

where k. is  the average or marginal capital/output ratio in sector j .  
J  

Equations (4.34) introduce the assumption tha t for each delivery sector i ,  

the distribution of capital flows between d ifferent destination sectors j  

are proportional to the capi tal/output ratios in those destination sectors. 

If the sectoral capital/output ratios are known, the terms may be 

e s t i m a t e d  u s i n g  ( 4 . 3 4 ) .  

Matrices of capital coefficients may be app roximated using Equations 

( 4 . 3 2 )  ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  a s s u m p t i o n  ( 4 . 3 3 )  o r  ( 4 . 3 4 ) .  T h e  r e l a t i v e  m e r i t s  

of each ap proach hav e been assessed in Appendix C, using a closed version 

of Leontief's model adopted or iginally by Brödy in a study of the American 
24 economy. Equations (4.32) were found to produce superior results to 

Brôdy's when the appropriate solutions were com pared. 

Although Equ ations (4.32) provide a convenient m eans of estimating a 

complete matrix of capital coefficients in an ex po&t fa shion, the 

assumptions em bodied in (4.33) and (4.34) are clearly unrealistic for 
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any d etailed model.  Inaccuracy can par tly be ga uged by com parision with 

the existing capital stock, K.,  in each sector i .  Under the assumption 

of full  capacity utilization, the following equations should hold: 

n 
E  b . .  X.  =  K .  .  ( i  =  1  , . . . , n )  ( 4 . 3 5 )  

j=1 1 J  J  1  

In r eality, most sectors are not operating a t full  capacity, so 

Equations (4.35) will  not hold i dentically. It is  more app ropriate to 

regard the existing capital stock as a capacity constraint in each 

sector, namely 

n 
E b . ,  x .  <  K .  .  ( i  =  1 , . . . , n )  ( 4 . 3 6 )  

j=1 

F i n a l l y ,  i t  ma y  s o m e t i m e s  b e  n e c e s s a r y  t o  co n s i d e r  e a c h  i n p u t  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  

a . . ,  as the sum of two com ponents: a current input c oefficient,  a]. ,  and 
I J I J 

an input coefficient for the main tenance of fixed capital,  so that 

a^. = alj  + q i  b^. ( i ,j  = 1, . . . ,n) (4.37) 

where q. is  the average rate of depreciation of goods produced by se ctor 
25 i .  If published input-output statistics record the current input 

coefficients (al.), Equations (4.28) can be mod ified t o read 
'  wl  

n 1  n 
x • = E a . ,  x .  +  E b .  . ( q .  +  X  . ) x .  +  y .  ( i  =  1 , » « » , n ) .  ( 4 . 3 8 )  

1  j = i  J  j = i  1  «  1  
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T h i s  c a n  b e  s i m p l i f i e d  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  

n 
I  a . ,  b . .  =  ß .  ( i  =  1 , . . . , n )  ( 4 . 3 9 )  
j = 1  1 J  1 J  1  

where 

a -  -  =  ( q .  +  X . ) x .  ( i , j  =  1 , . . .  , n )  
' J  1  J  A  

and 

n  1 ß ,  =  X .  -  y .  -  i a . .  X .  ( i  =  1 , . . . , n )  .  
1  j = 1 

Combining (4.26) and (4.37) gives 

b i i  =  { T ^ T t — *  a i i  ( i . j  =  ( 4 . 4 0 )  
1 J  1  q i  i  j  1 J  

and the modifie d general solution becomes 

ß i  y ) l  
b i j  =  " T i  — r ~  '  =  ( 4 . 4 1 )  

J ,  ° u  ^  

An alte rnative approach, which ado pts techniques derived from info rmation 

t h e o r y ,  i s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  S e c t i o n  4 . 3 . 5 .  
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4.3 Some Information-Theoretical Formulations  

4.3.1 The Information Con tent o f an Input-Output Table 

The a pplication of concepts derived from inf ormation theory to measure 

the information content of input-output tables was f irst attempted in 
26 the midd le sixties.  Theil's work is  adopted as a starting point for 

the reformulations discussed in this section. 

27 Returning to our static multi sectoral economy, i t  is possible to 

normalize the original input-output matri x to form a bivari ate probabi

l ity distribution, p.. ,  in two di fferent ways. Firstly, we can express 
*  J  

the intermediate flows as fractions of the total output of all  sectors, 

namely 

n 
p . ,  =  X . . /  i x .  ( i , j  = 1 , . . . , n )  (4.42) 

1 J  ' J  i  K  

Secondly, we can express the same flows as fractions of the Intimidiate. 

output of all  sectors, thus 

n n 
p. .  = x. . /  E Ex.». ( i , j  = 1, . . . ,n) (4.43) ij  U k = 1  £ = 1  K£ 

Theil adopted (4.42) to define his bivari ate distribution, and then 

expressed the in tzAme-dia te .  demand fo r products from sector i ,  namely p^ ,  

in the fractional form 

n  
Pi = (x.  -  y.)/  Ex. ( i  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.44) i .  i  i  k = 1  K 
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together with the totat supply of products to sector j,  namely p. . ,  as 
J  

n 
p . .  =  X . /  E x . .  ( j  =  1 .  , n )  ( 4 . 4 5 )  

J J k=1 K  

The curious feature of Theil1s approach i s that primary inputs are in

cluded on the supply a xis of the bivari ate array, whereas final demands 

are excluded fro m the receiving sectors. Although t his omission m ay be 

justified if  we simply wish t o disaggregate pri mary inputs,  i t  does 

l ittle to clarify the choice between (4.42) and (4.43) as the most 

appropriate bivariate array {p.-,-} for defining the information content 
' J 

of the original table. To re store consistency, we sh all  treat primary 

inputs and fi nal demands endoge nously, and focus our attention on the 

flows between a ll  sectors. 

The column sums, p.j» are given by (4.45),  with 

"• • '• • 

The row su ms, p. ,  are redefined as 

n 
p. = X . /  Z X .  (i  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.46) i .  i  k = 1  K 

n 
where x = z v..  The elements of the array (p. .)  can now b e 

j=1 J  1 J  

viewed as part o f a bivariate probability distribution for which 

n n 
Z Z p. .  = 1 (4.47) 

i  = 1 j  = 1 1 J  

and p. .  >0 for all  i  and j .  Information-theoretical concepts can there-
'  J  

fore be adop ted. 
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Theil defines the information conc ept of the input-output table as the 

expected m utual information of his bivariate array {p..} ,  namely 
'  J  

n n p. .  
1= E E p. .  log—If- • (4.48) 

i=1 j=1 1 J  p i .  p .j  

Expression (4.48) actually measures the difference between the informa

tion contained in the complete input-output distribution, and that con

tained in the row (p . ) and the column (p .)  sums a lone. In other words, I •  •  J 
(4.48) measures the deviation of the actual distribution from a n inde-

29 pendence mo del,  namely p . .  = p. p . .  
I  J  I  •  . J  

A more plausible definition of the total information content involves 

Shannon's measure of uncertainty, U, given as 

n n 
u = - Z S p..  log p.,  .  (4.49) 

i  =1 j  = 1 1 J  1 J  

Expression (4.49) implies that the information contai ned in the table 

is measured relative to the completely ignorant assu mption o f equi-
30 probability. Consequently, U will  be ado pted as a general measure 

of the total, information content of an input-out put table. 

We n ow tur n to a simple exa mple for clarification of this new def inition. 

In h is 1967 analysis,  Theil  chose a 4 by 4 array wh ich included primary 

inputs as an additional row vecto r, together with additional zero en tries 

in the corresponding column vector. Since we hav e chose n to include final 

demands in our bivariate array, the need f or dummy co lumn en tries does 
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not a rise.  Accordingly, we hav e modif ied T heil's original array to re

present the flows between four non-zero sectors. The r esulting array 

{ p. .)  is  reproduced in Table 4.3-
•  J  

TABLE 4.3 

ŝ̂ Demand Sector J Row 
Sum 

Supply 1 2 3 4 P i .  

1 .05 .05 0 .05 .15 

2 .05 .1 .05 0 .2 
Sector i  

3 .1 .05 .05 0 .2 

4 .2 .1 .1 .05 .45 

Column S um p .  
•  J  

.4 .3 .2 .1 1 

Statistics describing Tabl e 4.3 can be co mputed using both me asures. 

For Th eil's measure ( I) ,  the information content is 0.182 bits.  Using 

Shannon's expression (U), the information content is  3.522 bits.  The 

larger information content exhibited under the latter assumption reflects 

the greater degree of ignorance as sumed befo rehand. If we are interested 

in the totat information content o f the table, this latter definit ion 

is more app ropriate. 
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4.3.2 Information Losses in Simple Agg regation 

As a logical extension of the discussion concerning the information 

content of input-output tables,  we no w tur n to the subject of aggregati 

By aggreg ation, we r efer to the process of combining individual firms 

into groups wh ich are generally referred to as industries or sectors. 

This aggreg ation pro cedure has significant effects on an y predictions 

of intermediate an d f inal demand. 

It  is  almost thirty years since the aggregation pr oblem w as first re-
31 cognized as a significant issue in input-output a nalysis.  In the 

intervening period, many useful theorems concerning the conditions re-
32 quired for the absence o f aggregation bias have bee n formu lated. In 

addition, various criteria have bee n suggested fo r selecting an ap pro-
33 pri ate aggregation scheme, the two mo st popular of which atte mpt to 

preserve input or output homogeneity. 

Our present aim is to improve com putational efficiency by determ ining, 

with so me sch eme, the m eans o f reducing the size of an input- output 

array by aggreg ation of complete rows an d col umns ( i .  e.  "simple" aggre 

gation), such t hat,  in a special sense, the reduced array is the best 

substitute for the original in the required areas o f application. 

In contrast to the previous s ection, aggregation involves a Loi>i> of 

information which pr ompts the adoption o f a relative, rather than an 

absolute measure. The ordering sch eme w ill  therefore be defined as that 

which re sults in an ag gregated matr ix suffering minimum los s from the 
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3 4  original in the Kull back tradition, representing a converse formu lation 

of the standard m inimum in formation gain approach. 

As this approach implies comparison o f arrays of the same s ize, it  does not 

seem directly applicable to the case where the original matrix an d a smaller 

aggregated matri x are being com pared. In addition , an infor mation l oss,  ra

ther than a gain, is  incurred in proceeding from the origina l matrix t o the 

aggregated matrix. However, defining our orig inal matrix as an n by n matri x 

Q, we seek an n by n surrogate mat rix P w hich i s equivalent in information 

to a given m by m candidate aggregated matr ix P (wh ere m < n). We therefore 

choose th at aggregation strat egy to form P (a nd thus P) which mi nimizes the 

information gain I(Q: P)> defined as 

n n 
I (  Q :  P) = £ z  l o9 (^i-i/Pii)  (4.50) 

i=1 j=1 1 J  1 J  1 J  

between P an d Q (or the information l oss between Q and P ).  Matrix P i s  de

termined as that having m aximum Shannon uncertainty, with just the values 

of P pr ovided as constraint information. It  is of interest to note t hat Fei 

uses a completely diff erent argument to support a similar transformation 
* 35 from his aggregated matri x A* to an "equ ivalent" au gmented mat rix A^. 

Consider th at we hav e a vailable the original matrix Q, with ter ms already 

normalized by so me scheme, such that 

n n 
E E q, ,  = 1 (4.51) 

i=1 j=1 1 J  
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enabling Q to be reg arded as a probability distribution. We wi sh t o 

reduce th is matrix by com bining com plete rows and the corresponding 

columns to form an m by m matrix P. The transformation fro m Q to any 

particular P i s  given as 

where the elements of the m by m matrix S are e ither zero or one, with 

a single one in each row located in the column corr esponding t o the 

position of that row of Q in the reduced matr ix P. 

In ord er to determine the surrogate matr ix P, we m aximize the Shannon 

uncertainty o f P, defined as U(P), in the form 

n n 

with the only information prov ided being the terms of P i tself,  which 

enter into addi ti vi ty constraints. In this way, an In^omcutlon nqul-

vale.nt version P of P i s  obtained, which has the dimensions of the 

original matrix Q . Letting I and J stand for a typical row a nd co lumn 

of the aggregated matrix P, the constraints are given in matrix for m as 

S' P S = P .  (4.54) 

Upon diff erentiating Equation (4.53) with respect to each term p. .  under ' u 
the relevant constraint from E quation (4.54),  P m ay then be written as 

P = S'QS (4.52) 

(4.53) 

P =  S W S '  (4.55) 
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where the m by m matrix W contains terms (I,  J) of e and Aj j  

f* h 
is  the Lagrange mu ltiplier on the (I,  J) constraint in Equation (4.54).  

Now, defining a diagonal matrix D as 

D = S' S (4.56) 

where a typical term d(I) represents the number of original sectors in 

aggregated sector I,  the expression fo r P in Equation (4.55) may be 

substituted into Equation (4.54) to yield W. This is  then resubstituted 

back in to Equation (4.55) to finally give P as 

P = S D~1  P D "1  S' .  (4.57) 

Then, Equations (4.52) and (4.56) enable Equation (4.57) to be given 

directly in terms of the original matrix Q as 

P = V Q V (4.58) 

where the symmetrical matrix V is  given as S(S' S)"^ S'.  

Returning to Equation (4.50),  the objective may be written in terms of 

the unknown trans formation matr ix S as 

n n 
min Z S q. ,  log [q.. /(S. (S'S)"1  S' Q S(S.S)"1  Si )3 (4.59) 

S i=1 j=1 1 J  1 J  K  J-

iL  i .L  

where S. and S . are the i  and j  rows respectively of matrix S. 
1  •  J  •  

Now, Equation (4.50) may be s implified by f irstly using Equations (4.52) 

and (4.54) to write 

Kip  s .o -  s:i  « s .j  -  pu <"•«» 
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i.L J.L 
where S T  and S ,  are the I and J columns of matrix S respectively. • i  .  u 
If ,  in Equation (4.57),  all  terms i n matrix P except Pjj are set to zero, 

the contributions to matrix P are seen to comprise [d(I).  d(J)3 identical 

terms of value P j j /  td(I).  d(J)] .  The com bination of these facts allows 

Equation (4.50) to be written as 

Ï(Q : F >) = ^ (q-jJ- log q^j -  p..  log p i j .)  (4.61) 

or, alternatively, in the form 

n n mm 
I( Q : P) =  2  E  (q.,  log q..)  -  E  E  PT .  log [PT 1 /(d(I).  d(J))] (4.62) 

i=1 j=1 1 J  1 J  1=1 J=1 I J  I J  

where Eq uations (4.52),  (4.56) and (4.57) allow the expressions to be 

given e ntirely as a function o f the original matrix Q and the sought 

transformation ma trix S. 

From Section 4.3.1, the expected information content U(x) for a proba

bil ity distribution x is defined as 

U(x) = -  ï  x. log x i  (4.63) 

enabling Equation (4.61) to be given a s 

I(Q :P) = U(P) -  U(Q) .  (4.64) 

A coefficient of information loss Cj m ay then be defined as 

C j  =  [ U ( P )  -  U ( Q ) ] / U ( Q )  ( 4 . 6 5 )  
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which i s to be m inimized in terms of S,  via minimization of I(Q :P) in 

Equations (4.59),  (4.61) or (4.62).  The spre ad of Cj values for trial 

aggregation orderings S will  provide so me me asure of the advantage o f 

having a systematic app roach to the choice of aggregation scheme, rather 

than m erely relying on chance. 

Theil  proposed a clever separation of the information l oss in his 

model into a column e ffect,  a row eff ect and a cell  effect,  in order to 

analyse the effects of input an d outpu t heterogeneity. An an alogous 
37 separation of I(Q:P) has been repor ted elsewhere. If we are primarily 

interested in minimizing aggrega tion b ias, we shou ld concentrate on the 

input heterogeneity c riterion. 

Two alter native approaches m ay be ado pted to solve the above aggrega tion 

problem in practice. Firstly, when one has a good in tuitive feel of the 

economic se ctors which se em to belong together, one m ay fo rm a l ist of 

preferred alternatives, and mer ely ru n them t hrough a function evaluation 

via the relevant objective, choosing tha t which pr oduces the m inimum 

value. The information l oss coefficients Cj should al so be co mputed t o 

check if  they are reasonable. Secondly, in larger problems or cases when 

aggregation strategies are far from obvious, a more fo rmal procedure 

must be emp loyed. One obvio us possibility would be to employ a random 

search me thod. 

Although further work is  required to see if  any algorit hms wh ich wo rk 

directly on mi nimization of I(Q:P) are feasible,  one pro mising approach 
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warrants atte ntion. In a recent unpublished report,  Marksjö outlines an 
OO 

algorithm which involves a multi-knapsack formulati on. An inte resting 

feature of this approach i s the capacity to handle rectangular input-

output tables as well as the usual square matrices.  

In orde r to clarify the ma nual application of the criteria developed in 

this section, two sma ll test problems are described in Appendix D. 

4.3.3 Adjusting Input-Output tables over time 

We shall  now re turn t o the subject of biproportional matrices and changes 
39 in input-output coefficients over time. In Ch apter 2,  we sugges ted 

that studies of changes in input-output relations over time have bee n 

frustrated by lack o f comparable time-series data. To ov ercome this 

problem, Stone suggested a method of biproportional matrix adj ustments 

for estimating the transactions matrix {p. .} for a specific year, by 

adjusting a known m atrix {q..} to f it  the known ro w su ms, p. ,  and 
'  J  1  •  

column sum s, p . ,  for that specific year. This app roach, termed the 
' J  

RAS method,  determines elements in { p..} by an equatio n o f the form: 
'  J  

Pu - r,  Sj q, .  (4.66) 

where the coefficients r.  and s .  are defined by the following iterative 1 J 
adjustment process (in which t  numbers the iteration): 

• '! -r • •; c • i S •; «•»> 
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as 

r^ = p, (Z P^ "2)"1  (4.68) 
i  i .  j  ij  

s V =  p  .  (Z P ^"1)'1  (4.69) 
J  * J  - j  ' J  

*** p?j = qij. 

This adj ustment process turns out to be id entical to an it erative pro

portional f itting procedure ( IPFP) proposed by D eming an d Stephan to 

estimate cell  probabil ities {P-:-.-} in a  contingency ta ble for which 
•  J  

41 the marginal totals p. and p .  are known. This latter procedure 
" I  •  •  J  

operates as follows: 

(1) Suppose we ha ve n ..  observations in the ( i , j)  cell ,  where 
'J 

E E n. .  = n .  (4.70) 
i  j  J  

(2) At the (2t) step, we take 

2t-1 2t-2 p i .  . . .  
p i j  p i j  '  ( 4 ' 7 , )  

(3) At the (2t + 1 ) step, we take 

_2t 2t-1 p .j  
p ij  p ij  TpT • <4-7 2» 

• J 
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(4) These iterations are continued until  two su ccessive sets of 

values for the cell  probabilities agree closely. 

Various proofs of convergence on a solution for {p-^} can be fou nd in the 
'  J  

42 l iterature. From thei r respective formulations, it  is a straightforward 

task to demonstrate the equivalence o f the RAS and IPFP algor ithms. 

The IPFP w as suggested o riginally as a m eans of arriving at estimates 

which mi nimized 

( p i i  -  ^ i j ) 2  
z £ _1L U— (4.73) 
i J H ij  

subject to the known m arginal totals,  p. and p . .  Expression (4.73) is  
1  •  •  J  

a modi fied Chi-square s tatistic,  which i s  normally used to measure 

goodnz64 iiX. Several authors have alread y noted tha t identical 

solutions to those obtaine d by mi nimizing (4.73) can be achiev ed by 
43 formulating the problem as one o f minimum inf ormation gain, namely 

minimize I = E  

subject to 

s  E Pu log (Pu/qu> 0.74) 
'  J  

Ï P U ' P i .  ( 4 . 7 5 )  
J  

E  p .  .  =  p  .  
i  H 1 J  K . J  

(4.76) 

44 
P i j > 0 -  ( 4 . 7 7 )  
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The equivalence of these forms is evident from the observatio n that a 

classical Lagrangian derivation of a solution to the system (4.74) through 

(4.77) can be m ade t o produce (4.66) directly. The relevant Lagrangian, ,  

is  given by 

£  = "  »1J l 09 * ? V? "ij * Pi. '  
'  J  '  J  

(4.79) 

I e.(E p..  -  p.) 

where and ß. denote the multipliers associated with constra ints 
^  J  

(4.75) and (4.76),  respectively. After differentiation of £,  the solution 

follows as 

p ij  =  q ij  e x p  (~1"a i"ßj) • (4.80) 

It is  obvious that Equation (4.80) reduces to (4.66) if  we m ake the simple 

substitutions 

r i  =  e x p  ( - 1 - a . j )  ( 4 . 8 1 )  

and 

sj  = exp (-gj) .  (4.82) 

Explicit values of r.  and s .  may be dete rmined using the constraint 
'  J  

equations (4.75) and (4.76).  

The RAS method i s  therefore equivalent to (i)  the estimation o f cell  

probabilities in two-way con tingency tables given ma rginal totals,  and 
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(ii)  a doubly constrain ed m odel of minimum inf ormation g ain.4^ We shall  

now a ttempt to identify those conditions under wh ich one ap proach m ay 

prove superior t o another. Since the RAS method can be regarded as a 

special case of contingency t able analysis,4 6  we sh all  restrict our 

compari sion to two app roaches: 

( i)  the estimation o f cell  probabilities in contingency t ables,  and 

( i i)  the family of models em ploying the principle of minimum 

information gain. 

For the popular si tuation in which bot h row a nd co lumn su ms are known, 

or can be estimated independently, both ap proaches are feasible.  Standard 

computer packages e xist for both techniques. 4^ Although com parative 

tests of both ap proaches hav e y et to be reported, we suspect that con

vergence wo uld be rapid fo r either approach. 

However, standard packages based on the iterative proportional f itting 

procedure are currently unsuitable f or problems involving ad ho c s ets 

of constraints.  This does not imply that such proc edures canno t be de 

vised to handle d ifferent conditions. Modified versions of the RAS method 

have bee n devel oped for this very purpose. The problem i s simply tha t con

tingency table analysis is  designed t o test hypotheses which con form to 

standard se ts of equality constraints.  In m arked con trast,  a standard 

information-minimizing algorithm i s designed to accommodate an y s et of 

equality constraints.  Accordingly, various s ets of constraint information 

can be handled by the same routine without any algorithmic modifications. 

Algorithms have als o been dev eloped t o handle a mixture of equality 
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4 8  and inequality constraints.  The f lexibility of these algorithms 

extends far beyond the boundaries of standard pro cedures devised f or 

multidimensional contingency t able analysis.  

In conclusion, it  appears th at the m inimum inf ormation principle has 

more ge neral application because it  is capable of incorporating addi

tional or alternative information to that assumed in methods of bipro

portional matrix adju stment. Although t his flexibility may not always 

be necessa ry wh en making com parative st atic adjustments, i t  is 

certainly needed w hen atte mpts ar e m ade t o adjust these matrices over 

space. Further comparisons of the two app roaches will  therefore be 

undertaken, when w e disc uss the estimation o f intra- and interregional 

flows in Chapter 5.  

4.3.4 The Estimation of Intersectoral Commodity Flo ws 

The publication of one or more historical matrices recording total inter

sectoral flows {X, .}  within th e national economy i s now c ommonplace 
vJ 

among mo st deve loped cou ntries.  These historical tables cah be regularly 

updated using methods l ike those discussed in the previous s ection. Much 

less common, however,,  is  the existence of a matrix describing the inter

sectoral flow of each commodity • A typical element in this 

array d efines the intermediate flow o f commodity k from sector i  to 

sector j .  We shall  now consi der possible means by wh ich information 

theory m ay as sist in the estimation o f this three-dimensional flow matrix . 
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Assuming that no a pnJjonÅ. f low mat rix is  available, a simple ap proach 

to the generation of {x.^} estimates would m atch dire ctly the terms 

in a known in tersectoral matrix tx.to their most l ikely counterparts 
J 

in the absorption matrix and the make ma trix ,  taking due 

account in the m ake mat rix of outputs destined for final demand. The 

intersectoral matrix immediately furnishes the constraints 

E x i  .k  = x^. ( i ,j  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.83) 
k 

a corresponding absorption matri x the constraints 

E  x ^ j —  U | ^ j  ( j  =  1  n ;  k = 1 , . . .  , m )  ( 4 . 8 4 )  

and a corresponding m ake mat rix the constraints 

£ x.jjk =  v i |<  '  yn*|< ( i  = 1 , . . .  ,n; k = 1 , . . . ,m) (4.85) 
J 

where y ^ ̂  denotes the amounts of commodi ty k produced by secto r i  for 

final demand. Equation (4.85) simply s ignifies that a typical make mat rix 

includes outputs that are destined for final as well as "intermediate con

sumption. 

The estimation of elements in ^x^) is analogous t o that of estimating 

the expected frequencies in a three-way contingency ta ble with three sets 

of one-way m arginal constraints.  Standard re sults for three-way tables 

indicate that the problem ca n be solved directly, with the elements in 

{ x ijk* being given by 

x ijk = x i j  ukj ( v ik -  *ik ) / Q 2  ( 4-8 6 )  
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where 

Q = E  E  X , .  =  E  E  U .  .  =  E  E  V . .  .  (4.87) 
i  j  1 0  k j  KJ  i  k 1 k  

An iden tical result could be obta ined fro m a standard La grangian solut ion 

to the entropy pr oblem: 

n n m 
maximize U =- E  E E  x.. .  log x. . .  (4.88) 

i=1 j=1 k=1 1 J K  1 J K  

subject to Equations (4.83),  (4,84) and (4.85) as constraints.^ 

In the absence of any additional information, the direct solution afforded 

by Equation (4.86) is  very convenien t. However, i f  the set of available 

information includes suitable data on fr eight costs,  or the physical 

capacities for handling de liveries,  an additio nal set of constraints should 

be include d. If we know freig ht costs,  for example, we may hav e 

n n 
*^1 °^1 X i  jk =  ' 'k ^ =  ^ '  * * " (4.89) 

where c.^ is the unit cost of delivering one unit of commodity k from 

sector i ,  and is  the total cost of delivering commodity k. In th is 

instance, Atandafid ite rative procedures devised for three-way conting ency 

tables are no longer s uitable because o f the appearance of weighted co 

efficients in the system of constraints.  An en tropy-maximizing formulation 

is then required to obtain the solution. 

Having determined an his torical estimate for each eleme nt in a base year 

array (which w e sh all  henceforth refer to as x.^),  it  is interesting to 

speculate on h ow th is particular array mig ht be updated to reflect 
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existing or future intersectoral commodity flo ws. Macgill  proposes a 

second stage of modelling in which the cells in the base year array 

<* i J k> a<"e up dated, to derive new estimates { x^^ } ,  by min imi

zing the information gain between the old and ne w arrays, namely 

n n n 
minimize I = E z s  x^ log (x i j-k /x i-k) (4.90) 

i—1 j  1 k-1 
51 subject to the following constraint: 

f  x ijk = bkj^ ^ xjik -  c-9 ')  

In th is formulation, b^. are coefficients derived from the absorp tion 
52 matrix, and y .  is the output of sector j  which i s  destined for final 

J  

consumption. 

Equation (4.91) supposedly d efines the assumed con stancy of commodity 

inputs t o total sectoral outputs.  Rather cu riously, elimination of the 

absorption coefficients from (4.9) and (4.12),  using (4.84),  leads to 

a sl ightly different relationship, namely 

*  x i j k =  V ?  i x i j k  •  V  < 4 - 9 2 '  

A notable omissi on from Macgill 's system i s a set of constraints derived 

from the m ake matr ix. Macgill  argues that adoption of either the commo

dity technology assu mption or the industry technology assu mption should 
53 be avoide d, because 

( i )  inclusion of a pnLoni values { x^} adequately replaces 

assumptions embodied in the c^..  and d ^..  coefficients; and 
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(i i)  inclusion of either assumption deter mines an unique 

solution for £X-jjk  ,  by reduc ing the system of make 
J 

equations to one o f (m b y n) equations in (m b y n) 

unknowns. 

Both these arguments app ear rather tenous. Firstly, there is no em pirical 

evidence av ailable to support her i mplicit suggestion t hat a pnlonÂ. flow 

values can m ore aptly replace assum ptions embodied in the base-year c^ ..  

and d^ k  coefficients,  than those embodied in the corresponding technical 

coefficients,  b^..  Secondly, inclusion of an as sumption l ike (4.92) 

determines an un ique solu tion for ». by redu cing the system of 

absorption equations to a similar system of (m b y n) equations in 

(m b y n) unknowns. In other words* „the inclusion of assumptions based 

originally on eith er technology assu mption appe ars no m ore re strictive 

than those em bodied in Equations (4.92).  

There is  some evidence t o suggest that the industry-commodity co efficients 

(t>kj> c^. and d ^) may be less stable than their intersectoral counter

parts (a^j)* This stem s mainl y from the aggrega te nature of intersectoral 

flows, which disgu ises the overall  effects of individual changes in com

modity technologies.  It  may therefore be wiser to revert to entropy-

maximizing mod els fo r all  { x..  }  estimates, rather than t o speculate 

on the use of a two-stage m odel which attem pts to perpetuate the base-

year technologies.  
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4.3.5 The Estimation of Capital Coefficients 

In Section 4.2.3 of this chapter, we introduced the basic elements of 

dynamic input-output theory. To ov ercome the scarcity of survey-based 
54 capital coefficients,  a direct method of estimation wa s proposed. 

To imp lement this method, however, an assu mption wa s required concerning 

the proportional relationships between any tw o eleme nts in the same row 

(or delivery sector i)  of the capital matrix. In th is section, a simple 

information-minimizing mo del will  be form ulated whe rein no suc h assump

tion is required. 

We shall  commence wh ere we l eft off in Section 4.2.3, by considerin g 

the declining productivity o f capital goods over time. Equation (4.38) 

will  be repea ted here for convenience: 

n « n 
X, = £ a. .  X. + Z b.  ,  (q. + A K + y (i  = 1 n) .  (4.38) 

j=1 1 J  J  j=1 1 J  1  J  J  1  

We als o note that this can be sim plified to 

n 
s  b, .  = ß. ( i  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.39) 

j=1 1 J  1 J  1  

where a . ,  and ß .  are coefficients which ca n be co mputed in advance. • J I 

Equations (4.39) will  f irst be co mplemented by a description of capital 

useage, namely 

n 
E  a-H b i i  =  l i  (J '  =  1  »•••»") (4.93) •j =  -J 1  J 1  J J 

where I .  is  the total investment de mand fo r capital goods by sec tor j .  J 
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In the absence of any further information rel ating to the unknown 

coefficients {b..} ,  we could estimate them directly using a standard 
^ J 

55 two-factor m odel of independence, namely 

ß. I .  
b i i  =  IT—f (i  ,j  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (4.94) lj  a... i  

n n 
where I = Z ß. = £ I . .  

i=1 1  j=1 J  

As we sugg ested ea rlier, the accur acy of any estimates can partly be 

gauged by compari s  ions with ex isting capital stocks in each sector. In 

reality, most se ctors are not operating a t full  capacity, so Equations 

(4.35) will  not strictly hold. It  is more approp riate to regard the 

existing capital stock in each sector, K.,  as a capacity c onstraint,  

namely 

n 
£ b, .  X. < K, .  ( i  = 1 n) (4.95) 

j  = 1 

This introduction of inequality constraints (4.95) necessitates an 

entropy-maximizing app roach. Algorithms have bee n devel oped recently 

to solve problems containing both equa lity and inequality constraints.  

Thus the capacity constraints can be included in the following formula

tion: 

n n 
maximize U = -  £  E  b..  log b..  (4.96) 

i = 1  j = 1  1 J  1 J  

subject to the constraints (4.39),  (4.93) and (4.95),  together with the 

usual nonnegati vi ty conditions. 
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Unfortunately, this maximum entropy estimat e is only satisfactory if  we 

ignore the real influence of time. In re ality, current investments are 

usually made well  in advance o f the resultant production equipment 

being ready for use. In other wor ds, our ass umed &. and I.  values do 
' vJ 

not n ecessarily relate to the same time period as the capacities,  .  

A number of models which allow for various gestation lags (together 

with f inite durabilities and dec lining productivity of capital equipment) 
56 have be en prop osed. We d o not intend to review thes e nonlinear m odels 

at this present st age. Instead w e s hall  describe a simple modification 

to ouh m aximum entropy estimate which introduces so me temporal reality. 

In the first stage of our modi fied app roach, we dete rmine the elements 

of an arr ay { b..} ,  which describes the capital flows (coefficients) 
' U 

during our base period, using Equation (4.94).  This base period is con

veniently chosen to precede our real period of interest by the average 

construction or gestation period for all  sectors and types of capital 

equipment. The mat rix { 5 . . }  respresents an a pfiionL hypothesis that 1 J 
base period c oefficients relate more to base period investments than 

to base period c apacities.  

In ou r second stag e of estimation, the base period c oefficients are 

adjusted to satisfy existing capacity constraints at the end of the 

gestation period. This is  done using the principle of minimum i nformation 

gain, namely 

n n 
minimize I = £ £ b .  .  log (b - . /b - .  ) (4.97) 

i=1 j=1 1 J  1 J  1 J  
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subject to the inequality constraints (4.95) and the usual nonnegativity 

conditions. 

In pra ctice, the assumption of a uniform gestation period f or all  sectors 

and types o f capital equipment is  unrealistic.  Different construction 

periods m ay be very important, ranging from les s than one year up to some 
57 seven or mo re years. To introduce these variations, we could de compose 

b^j into elements b^-j,  b^ ^ b.. .y such tha t 

j ,  b ije * b iJ < 4-9 8 )  

where b ^g is the capital input wh ich mu st be delivere d 9 periods before 

the new pro duction capacity, of which i t  is a part,  is  ready for use 

(9=1, ,T).  Accordingly, T is  the longest gestation period. However, 

the introduction of this new subscript (9) necessitates an evaluation 

of the complete time profile of each input into capital construction, 

which i s a task considered beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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FOOTNOTES F OR C HAPTER 4 

1 See Leontief (1951, 1953). 

2 The form er m easure can be found in Theil 
(1967, p 333),  whereas the latter is based on Eq uation 
(2.15).  

3 The Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure 
(IPFP) wa s developed or iginally for contingency tab le 
analysis,  but m ay als o be applied to the adjustment of 
input-output t ables.  

4 Canadian t ables have bee n published by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics (1969), whereas rectangular 
accounts of the Norwegian ec onomy hav e app eared in 
Statistisk Sentrai byrå (1978). For an ou tline of the 
United Nations proposal,  see either United Nations (1968) 
or Aidenoff (1970). 

5 Similar tables have ap peared in Aidenoff (1970), 
Gigantes (1970), and Macgill (1978). 

6 An as sumption of this type is central to the 
development o f a Norwegian input-output m odel known as 
MODIS IV , which disting uishes between comm odities,  sectors 
and a ctivities.  For a detailed outline of this model,  see 
Bjerkholt and Longva (1980). The assu mption itself has 
been thor oughly inve stigated using Norwegian data by 
Sevaldson (1970; 1972; 1974). 

7 This inverse is commonly referred t o as the 
?<urvio6<i i nveAAz in memory of i ts proponent. For further 
details,  see Penrose (1956). 

8 See, for example, Gigantes and M atuszewski 
(1968), Aidenoff (1970), or Gigantes (1970). 

9 Namely, Equations (4.8) through (4.18).  

10 This array i s actually an ag gregated form of 
an eve n larger array wh ich app eared o riginally in Cripps, 
Macgill  and Wilson (1974). 

11 See Leontief (1953). 

12 Lange (1957) defines this process as pfio-
duCstLve InveAtmant. 

13 See Leontief (1970). 
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14 See, for example, Jorgenson (1960), Tsukui 
(1961; 1968) arid Petri (1972). 

15 Early ef forts to develop capit al coefficients 
were m ade by the Harvard Economic Res earch Project and the 
Interindustry Analysis Branch of the U. S. Bureau of Mines. 
The Harvard gro up's w ork dates back to at least 1948, and 
was terminated in 1972. The^Bureau groups have m ade estimates 
of incremental capital coefficients for many se ctors. Fixed 
capital coefficients for the U. S.  economy in 1939 were com
puted by Grosse (1953). For a review of some of the problems 
encountered in these efforts,  see Carter (1957). 

16 Brödy (1966; 1970) developed t his simplified form 
from the original dynamic m odel proposed by Leontief (1953). 
The f irst closed-model computations wer e m ade a t Harvard in 
the early fifties.  Their results,  and Tsukui' s (1966) earlier 
work, were never published. 

17 In discussing a similar mode l,  Hawkins (1948) 
noted tha t the quotient of the respective elements of the 
two matrices,  b-jj/a^j, is  of the dimensionality of time. 

18 Lange (1957) did not distinguish between d urability, 
a physical characteristic of capital goods, and turnover time 
which i s an ec onomic c haracteristic.  Brödy (1966; 1970) sub
stituted physical l i fe spans for turnover times, taking some 
of his guesses from Domar (1957). Lange's interpretation of 
the concept of turnover time is worthy o f recollection. Let 
the durability of that part of the output of sector i  which 
is  allocated to sector j  as additional means of production 
be t-jj units of time. In orde r to produce a unit of output 
from sector j  during a unit period of time, the quantity 
a- j  of products from sector i  must be used up dur ing tha t 

•  J  
period of time; a - j j  is the technical coefficient.  Thus to 
increase (in the next period) the output of sector j  by one 
additional unit,  a quantity of output a - j j  • t - j j  from sector i  
must be al located to sector j .  In t his way, exactly a-jj of 
output from sector i  will  be use d up in the next u nit period 
in sector j ,  and this will  produce one u nit of output. 
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19 This m ethod w as orig inally proposed an d 
evaluated in Batten (1979), and an extension was 
suggested i n Batten (1981). 

20 This rate of expansion corre sponds to the 
von Neumann gr owth ra te. The associat ed solution vector 
represents a unique equili brium structure which is  often 
referred t o as the tuxnpikt sol ution. For a discussion 
of turnpike theorems, an d their application to multi-
sectoral models,  see Tsukui (1966, 1979), Murakami et al.  
(1970), and T okoyama et al.  (1976). See al so Appendix C . 

21 Since there are n t rivial equations in which 
j = l .  

22 As defined in Equations (4.28).  

23 Stone (1962) suggested a method of biproportional 
matrix adj ustment to modify a known m atrix in order to fit  
new r ow and co lumn sums. Bacharach (1970) elaborated further 
on th is approach • Equation (4.32) is  really an in dependence, 
model,  since a pnlonl coe fficients are not a vailable. For 
further information on the latter, see Fienberg (1977). 

24 See Bródy (1966). 

25 As suggested, for example, by Wu rtele (1960) 
and M orishima (1964). Wurtele divided the economy i nto 
two industries: consumption good s and capit al goods. 
He then pro posed that a^= for the capital goods 
industries alone. Equations (4.37) are m ore gen eral,  
in that they allow the goods produced in any se ctor 
to be use d for intermediate consumption, capital 
maintenance, or both. 

26 Theil (1967, p 331) acknowledges Skolka 
(1964) as the f irst proponent. Skolka's w ork app eared 
in Czech with only a summary in English. For other 
examples, see Theil and Uribe (1965) or Tilanus and 
Theil (1965). 

27 Which w as introduced o riginally in Section 4.2.1. 

28 See The il (1967, p 332).  

29 This latter expression represents the contingency 
table solution. 
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30 Under the assumption of complete ignorance, S attains 
? its maximum value, namely log n .  

31 See Hatanaka (1952). 

32 See, for example, Balderston an d Wh itin (1954), Theil  
(1957), Ara (1959), and Mo rimoto (1970; 1971). 

33 See, for example, Balderston an d Wh itin (1954), Fischer 
(1958), and KossovO 970). 

34 See Kull back (1959). 

35 See Fei (1956). 

36 See Theil (1967, pp 331-8).  

37 See Roy, Batten an d Lesse (1981). 

38 See Marksjö (1981). 

39 See Bacharach (1970). 

40 See Stone (1962). 

41 See De ming an d Stephan (1940). 

42 See, for example, Ireland and Kull back (1968), or 
Fienberg (1970). 

43 Notably Ireland an d Kullback (1968), Bacharach (1970), 
Kådas and Klafszky (1976), and Macg ill  (1977). The proposed 
measure of information gain is equivalent,  at its first-order 
approximation, to the sum of the squares of the relative deviations. 
The following proof is  due to Kädas and Klafszky :  

For IXI «  1, we have 

log (1+x) s  X .  

The following simplification is therefore possible: 

z  E  Pi i  l o9 ( 7T^ ) =  Z  E  Pi i  1  °9 ( P lo q i J  + 1 )  
i  j  J  H ij  i  j  J  H ij  

,  P i i - q - i i  
B S Z p. .  (  ^ 1 J  ) 

i  j  J  M ij  
v 2  

( p i  -- q i  i  )  
?? q..  + ? ? 'Pij-lij'  
1 J H1J 1 J J  '  

z  z  t o j ) Z  

1 J q ij  
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44 Note that p..  log(p i  -/q- -)  = 0 whenever p. .  = 0,  
•  J  '  J  ' J  ' J  

and p. .  = 0 whenever q ..  = 0.  
•  J  ' J  

45 Which m ay alternatively be descr ibed as an entr opy-
maximizing m odel incorporating non-uniform prior probabilities.  

46 In wh ich the mar ginal probabilities,  p. and p are 
known. *J  

47 See Haberman (1973) or Fay an d G oodman (1975) for 
algorithms based on the Iterative Proportional Fitting Procedure. 
Eriksson (1978; 1980) has developed a v ersatile information-
minimizing algorit hm. 

48 See, in particular, Eriksson (1980). 

49 See Fienberg (1977, p 25).  

50 A n ormalization constraint,  corresponding t o Equation 
(4.47),  is  redundant here, and has therefore been omitte d. 

51 Macgill  (1978) actually maximizes the function 

s '  x ijk 

which i s ,  of course, identical to (4.90).  

52 See Equation (4.12).  

53 See Equations (4.13) and (4.14),  respectively. 

54 See Equations (4.32) and (4.41).  

55 See, for example, Fienberg (1977, p 12).  

56 See, for example, Johansen (1978), and Åberg and 
Persson (1980). 

57 See Joh ansen (1978). 



Chapter 5 

INTERSECTORAL F LOWS I N S PACE: STATIC F ORMULATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

Intraregional and interregional input-output mod els both represent spatial 

disaggregations o f the standard Leontief model introduced in Chapter 4.  

Leontief's original model was deve loped primarily for a national economy. 

A regional economy is ,  however, much m ore op en or trade-oriented than i ts 

national counterpart.  Interregional transactions therefore play a significant 

role in determining the structure of economic a ctivity within any single 

region or system of regions. 

The purpose o f the present chapter is essentially twofold: 

( i )  t o  ex a m i n e  v a r i o u s  n o n - s u r v e y  t e c h n i q u e s ,  b o t h  in&ia.- and Åjntih-

KLQÅjomJL, which hav e been ado pted for the spatial estimation of 

intersectoral flow coefficients; and 

( i i )  t o  s u g g e s t  c e r t a i n  a l t e r n a t i v e  a p p r o a c h e s  t o  t h e s e  e s t i m a t i o n  

problems based on eleme nts o f information theory. 

In Section 5.2, we begin by re-e xamining Leontief's original òtcutic model 

from a n intra- and interr egional viewpoint.  Although the intraregional 

input-output mo del is  of a comparable form to the national model,  important 

structural differences exist between th e two formulations. For exam ple, 

because each region is largely dependent on other regions for its economic 

survival,  detailed account must be taken of the trading patterns between 

regions. To analyse these regional interdependences meaningfully, an 

1 3 0  
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interregional approach is necessary. Section 5.2.2 introduces the basic 

flow relationships of the static interregional input-output mode l.  

In Section 5.3, various non-survey techniques wh ich have bee n adopted for 

the spatial estimation of input-output coefficients are discussed. For the 

estimation of intraregional coefficients,  the methods outlined may be broadly 

categorized as 

(i)  location quotient approaches; 

( i i )  commodity balance appr oaches; 

( i i i)  bi proportional matrix adjustme nts; an d 

(iv) semi-survey techniques. 

Because o f their inability to make allowan ces for cross-hauling, i t  appears 

that the first three met hods under estimate regional imports an d expo rts.  

Consequently, no acceptable non-s urvey m ethod can be cited for deriving 

intraregional coefficients from thei r national counterparts.  

For the estimation of interregional coefficients,  two app roaches are 

reviewed, namely ( i)  quotient methods; an d ( i i)  efficient information 

adding. The latter approach, whi ch can involve two st ages of estimation, 

appears quit e promising fo r a number of reasons. Not the least of these 

is its ability to cope with cross-hauling. It represents a practical 

compromise between two extreme s, namely full  survey me thods and th eoretical 

trade m odel s .  

Section 5.4 proposes th ree alternative approaches to the estimation of 
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interregional,  intersectoral flows from a limited database o f industrial 

and regional information. For ea ch me thod, a distinction is made between 

flows to intermediate and to final demand. In contrast to earlier approaches 

which have ado pted various a . pf iiohl flow assumptions, the present study 

investigates four d ifferent cases describing the extent to which information 

is available on intraregional demands. 

In the first approach, each c ase is treated as a simple form of hypothesis 

testing, in which the expected frequencies in a four-dimensional contingency 

table are estimated using various sets of marginal constraints.  In these 

formulations, flow capacities at the different nodes are not taken into 

account, and s upplies and de mands are regarded as pooled. By dealing with 

this simple interregional accounting system, i t  is possible to solve all  

four c ases using a standard i terative proportional f itting procedure. 

Furthermore, an ex plicit solution for two of these cases is possible,  since 

their maximum-likelihood estimates can be express ed in closed form. It is 

concluded tha t the extent to which information abo ut intraregional demands 

is  available determines the viability of an ex plicit solution. 
* 

If we no w a dd a set of capacity conòfuiinti to our interregional accounting 

system, the iterative procedures devised for multidimensional contingency 

table analysis are no longer appropriate. The introduction of these constraints 

prompts our second ap proach, namely adopt ion o f the entropy-maximizing 

paradigm. This app roach is sufficiently flexible to accommodate a ll  types 

of l inear constraints,  including those on hand ling capacities at the nodes, 

which involve inequalities.  It is also possible to specify some of the flows 
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in advance without any nee d to modify the solution algorithms. Explicit 

solutions are found numeric ally using iterative methods. 

The ex istence of an a p^ionl flow pattern allows us to relax the equi-

probability assumption a ssociated with the entropy-maximizing paradigm. 

In m odifying our o bjective function to allow for non-uniform prior 

probabilit ies,  we introduce our th ird approach, wh ich emp loys the principle 

of minimum inf ormation gain. Although t his technique enjoys most of the 

advantages possessed by the entropy-maximizing paradigm, i t  also embodies 

some important d ifferences. These contrasting features are compared near 

the end o f the chapter. 

5.2 Basic M odel Characteristics 

5.2.1 Intraregional Input-Output Models 

Consider a single region r whose ec onomy is divided into n produ ction 

sectors. Denote by x^ the total output of sector i  in region r ,  and by 

xr .  the intermediate de mand by se ctor j  in region r for goods produced by 13 
sector i  in the same region. Further denote by y^ the local final demand 

for goods produced by sec tor i  in region r .  The overal l  input-output balance 

of this regional economy can be described in terms of our c haracteristic 

set of n l inear equations: 

n 
xf = £ x:_. + y!T .  ( i  = 1, . . . ,n) (5.1) 
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The input-output structure of any particular sector j  in region r can be 

described by a vector of technical coefficients,  a^.,  each of which states 
' J 

the amount o f a particular input produced by sec tor i  in region r which is 

absorbed by sector j  per unit of its own regional output. This implies the 

following set of structural relationships: 

x!jj = aljj Xj ( i .j  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (5.2) 

and leads to the basic equilibrium equation: 

n 
xj = E a!J\ xr. + yr. . (i  = 1 , . . . ,n) (5.3) 

1  j=1 1 J  3  1  

In t his familiar form, input-output ana lysis is  often used t o determine 

future levels of production in the endogenous sectors (x.)> given 

exogenously dete rmined levels of final demand (y^), and assu ming constant 
y» 

technical coefficients (a-.).  This is  done by form ing the standard 
' J i  

Leontief inverse. 

Although the comparable relationships are identical,  a number of important 

structural differences exist between this regional model and its national 

counterpart.  Because intraregional tables are more op en than the national 

table to which they correspond, exports and imports accou nt for a larger 

share of total transactions in the region than in the nation. So, the size 

of the import c oefficient in any given col umn of the intraregional matrix 

may be q uite large, causing local input coefficients in the same col umn 

to fall  below those in the national table. For th is reason al one, i t  is 

easy to understand w hy the adoption of national coefficients in regional 

models can be misleading. Clearly, there are wide variations in export an d 

import patterns from regio n to region. 
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Miernyk ac knowledged the importance o f these variations when he suggested 

extensions to the basic model designed to separate the technical requirements 
2 of local industries from the interregional trade patterns of the economy. 

The r esult was the so-called dog- le .g  input-output model,  the accounting 

system for which i s depicted in Figur« 5.1. This variant of Leontief's 

original model recognizes e xplicitly that the regional economy is not a 

self-contained production-consumption en tity. Consequently, the coefficients 

underlying the intraregional transactions matrix in Figure 5.1 can be 

redefined as intraregional requirements coefficients.  

Further conc ern ofte n centres on the assumption o f coefficient stability.  

Several factors can cause th e coefficients to alter over time: technological 

change, variations in product mix, price changes, input substitutions, and 
3 shifts in trade patterns. The question of coefficient instability, however, 

is  essentially an empir ical one. Since we are not concerned with long-term 

forecasting using static models,  the question of coefficient stability will  

not trouble us here. On the other hand, the interindustry structure does 

appear t o be s ensitive to short-run disturbances in a region's propensity 
4 to import, so an accurate p icture of the trading patterns existing between 

regions is essential.  To ex amine these regional interdependences, a full  

interregional approach i s required. 
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Figure 5.1 
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5.2.2 Interregional Input-Output Models 

The ori ginal static interregional model was formulated by Isard, whereas 
the scheme prop osed by Leontief was des igned specifically as a theory of 

5 intranational relationships. Since those early days, a number of other 
approaches have em erged in an att empt to develop an empirically workable 
model.  We shal l  examine some of these proposals a l ittle later. The present 
introduction w ill  be l imited to the basic structural and flow relation
ships suggested by Isard. 

Consider a system of regional economies containing n produ ction s ectors 
which are distributed over m regions. Denote by the intermediate flow 

r s from sector i  in region r to sector j  in region s ,  and by y ^ the deliveries 
from sec tor i  in region r to final demand in region s .  The basic set of 
interregional flow relationships for intersectoral balance can be specified 
in the form 

r n  m  rs m  rs 
Xr = z E x!j! + Z yy5  .  ( i=l,  n; (5.4) 

1  j=l s=l 1 J  s=l r=l,  m) 

We ca n add to this the corresponding inflow of factors needed t o satisfy 
regional production requ irements in each sector, namely 

s  n  m  rs s X. = I  E + vi (j=l,  ,n; (5.5) 
J i = 1  r = 1  i  J J s = 1 )   

where v^ i s  the value added to sector j  in region s .  The input-output 
structure of a particular sector j  in any individual region s is then 
described by a matri x of interregional technical coefficients.  Each element, 

rs a-- ,  states the amount of goods produced by s ector i  in region r which are 
' J 

absorbed by se ctor j  per un it of its own outp ut in region s .  This implies 
the following set of structural relationships: 

x^ = af! xS .  ( i  ,j=l ,n; (5.6) 
J  J  J  r,s=l . ,m) 
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Substituting (5.6) into (5.4) yields 

n m m 
Z Z ar .^ X. + Z 

j=l s=l 1 J  J  s=l 
xj = Z z aj? xf + Z yr s  .  ( l=ì '  (5*7) i  4_i c_i iJ J c_i r=l ,m) 

If we assume constant technical coefficients and a given pattern of final 
demands, this system of equations can be solved for regional outputs.  The 
solution is obtained by forming the standard Leontief inverse. The m odel 

c 
is regarded as an id exUL inteA/cegional input-output asick&typz, whose 
empirical implementation has been re stricted severely by inadequate data 
describing the interregional coefficients (a^) themselves. 

' o 

As we sha ll  see shortly, elements o f information theory can a ssist us to 
obtain reasonable estimates of these coefficients.  But before turning to 
these, it  is appropriate to review so me of the earlier attempts to esti
mate intra- and interregional input-output tables.  We shall  begin with 
intraregional estimation. 

5.3 Existing Nonsurvey Te chniques for Estimating Spatial Flows  

5.3.1 Intraregional Coefficients 

The various approaches to the estimation of intraregional input-output 
tables can be categorized rather broadly as òuAvzy or non-òu/ivzy 
techniques. Although i t  is generally agreed that there is sti ll  no 
acceptable substitute for a survey-based study, there have bee n numerous 
articles promoting or assessing the feasibility of various non-survey 
methods.7  Most of these non-survey me thods attempt t o adapt national 
coefficients for regional purposes, an approach w hich has m uch in common 
with similar attempts to adjust for temporal changes in the national 
tables.8  

Sane autho rs have bee n extremely critical of the use of national 
9 coefficients in regional estimation. We are g enerally in agreement 

with m uch of this criticism, since it  is rather unlikely that adjustment 
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of national figures can take a ll  the pertinent regional influences 
into account. Nevertheless,  many of these non-survey techniques seem 
likely to proliferate on purely praticai grounds, so we shall  briefly 
examine the following methods wh ich already e xist in the l iterature: 

(i)  location quotient approaches; 
( i  i)  commodity balanc e approaches; 
( i i i)  biproportional matrix adjustm ents; and 
(iv) semi-survey techniques. 

The f irst three procedures have be en applied and co mpared e xtensively. 
All three attempt to adjust the national coefficients to the regional 
level,  by assuming that intraregional trade c oefficients differ from 
their national counterparts only by the ma gnitude of the regional 
import c oefficient.  More e xplicitly,  

where a^. is  the national input-output c oefficient,  r .j  the regional 
trade c oefficient,  and m ^. is  a regional import co efficient.  None of 
these techniques can t herefore account for region-specific product 
mixes o r local production f untions.^ 

5.3.1.1 Location Quotients 

The location quotient is a me asure which compares the relative regional 
importance (usually measured in terms of output o r employment) of an 
industry to its standing at the national level.  In its simplest 
form, this quotient is defined f or industry i  as 

L Q j  -  ( x j / x r ) / ( x f / x )  ( 5 . 9 )  

where denotes output (or employemnt) in sector i ,  X denotes total 
output (or employment),  and r denotes regional values. When L Q i  > 1 ,  
the assumption is that intraregional requirements for commodity i  can 
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all be me t locally. The national technical coefficients are thus used 
in row i  of the regional trade co efficients matrix, that is,  
r.jj = a^. for all  j .  If LQ.. < 1,  then r^ .  = a^C-Q-j) for all  j .  

To ov ercome some of the deficiencies in the simple location quotient 
approach, various other quotients have been suggested. Tkz puAckasu-
only locati on quotient ensures that the summation of total output (or 
employment),  in the calculation of the quo tient for industry i ,  is con
fined to those industries which m ake purchases from indust ry i .  The 
c/ioAA-indu&tfLy locat ion quotient compares the national output proportion 
of selling industry i ,  in the region, to that of purchasing industry j .  
The Z.oQaAÅXhmÅ,c.  cA.oò&-<Ln.dua>&iy location quotient refines the cross-industry 
approach, by considering the relative size of the region compared to the 
nation. 

5.3.1.2 Commodity balance s and supply-demand pooling 

The com modity balance app roach wa s first suggested by Isard in 1953, 
and relies upon calculating the balance, b.-,  between the local output 
of commodity i ,  namely xlj", and the local demand fo r commodity i ,  d i; 
the latter being estimated using national coefficients.  The net surplus 
(deficit),  or commodJXy b atancz, for each industry is obtained by simple 
subtraction: 

6 , - x i f - d ,  .  ( 5 . 1 0 )  

The resulting table indicates whether each prod uct shou ld be imported 
into or exported from the region. It does not,  however, indicate the 
origins of inputs,  so further assumptions are required to complete the 
intraregional table. 

Extensions to Isard's work wer e accomplished by a technique know as 
supply-demand pooling.^ When b ^ is  positive, the national coefficients 
are substituted into the appropriate row of the regional matrix, imports 
are set at zero, and exports are then calculated. If b^ is  negative, the 
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national coefficients of row i  are reduced by the factor (x^/d^), exports 
are set at zero, and imports m ay then be com puted. Further modifications 
of supply-demand pooling have al so been suggested, to allow f or predeter
mined estimates of final demand. Schaffer an d Chu introduced an additional 
refinement by em ploying an iterative approach. Their RIOT (R egional Input-
Output Table) simulation attempts to distribute local production accord ing 
to both the national sales pattern an d local needs. 

5.3.1.3 Biproportional matrix adjustments 

Various biproportional matrix me thods have bee n used to adjust national 
coefficients until  they conform to predetermined sector al totals of 
intermediate inputs an d outputs for each region. Of all  these techniques, 

12 the RAS method has received the mos t at tention in the l iterature. 
This latter method has already been describ ed in the context of matrix 

13 adjustments over time, where i t  was suggeste d that the approach i s 
equivalent to both the estimation of cell  probabilities in two-way 
contingency tables given ma rginal totals,  and a doubly-constrained 

14 model of minimum info rmation gain . 

The virtues of the RAS method l ie in its simplicity and eco nomy. When
ever it  has been use d for the estimation of regional coefficients,  i t  

15 has consistently outperformed the two app roaches discussed earlier. 
Yet the biproportional assumption has no special economic me aning; 
there is no rea son to believe that input coefficients should chan ge in a 
uniform m anner alo ng each row a nd column. Consequently, a number of writers 
have op posed the use o f this method for the estimation of intraregional 

16 coefficients.  

5.3.1.4 Semi-survey techniques 

Attempts have bee n m ade to improve on the basic RAS method by incorp ora
ting a limited amount of survey information. Other semi-s urvey techniques 
have a lso been prop osed. Su proposed a technique whi ch r elies on the direct 
determination o f regional imports by s urvey.^ Schaffer outlined a 
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framework within which a nonsurvey procedure could be improved by d irect 
1 8  estimation of regional exports,  and insertion of known local transactions. 

But, perhaps the mos t ambiti ous attem pt to develop a semi-survey app roach 
19 has been com pleted recently by Jensen an d his associates.  Their me thod, 

known as the GRIT tech nique, applies various adjustments to the national 
table to allow for prices,  international trade, and regional imports; and 
then advocates the systematic insertion of Au.pe/u.01 d ata  whenever reliable 
flow statistics are a vailable. Their system ha s been ado pted in a number of 
empirical studies for Australian r egions. 

5.2.1.5 Discussion 

A major we akness of the location quotient and commodity balance app roaches 
is  that balances are calculated in net terms. The p ossibilit ies of 
accounting for cross-hauling (the import an d export of similar goods by 
the same s ector) are denied, thereby implying that intraregional trade 

20 is maximized. Consequently, these two appr oaches (along with the RAS 
method) tend to underestimate regional imports and exports.  

An acceptable me thod of deriving intraregional input c oefficients from 
their national counterparts has y et to be formu lated. To develo p a 
realistic representation of the technical structure existing inside any 
single region, proper cogniza nce mu st be taken of various dev elopment 
patterns occuring o wt&idz  the region. To t his extent,  an acceptable hybrid 
model should contain a certain amount of interregional survey mater ial to 
supplement any nonsurvey technique. This interregional data wo uld enable 
the model to accurately define regional imports and exports,  which are the 
key to successful estimation. If this trade data could be sup ported by 
survey information abo ut industries in which the regional economy specia
lizes,  a promising hybrid m odel might eme rge. To the author's knowledge, 
such an approach has no t yet been reported. 

To take proper accoun t of the interdependent trading patterns wh ich exist 
between r egions, a full  interregional analysis is  required. Faced with the 
daunting task of finding sufficient data to implement an interregional 
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model accurately, i t  is no surprise to find that most regional economists 
have concen trated on less demanding problems. In the long run, however, 
i t  is the author's fi rm b elief that the interregional approach i s the 
only one w hich can provid e satisfactory results in the spatial context.  
Accordingly, we shall  now evaluate the few attem pts which have bee n m ade 
to develop non-survey estimates of interregional tables.  

5.3.2 Interregional Coefficients 

The key to the successful calibration of any interregional model is  the 
extent to which information on the interindustry flows between regions 
is available, toghether with the accura cy and consistenc y of these inter
regional statistics.  In the absence of survey information, various mo dels 
have bee n used to estimate the interregional trade flows for aggregate 
commodity group s. Models incorporating fixed column coefficients were 
the forerunners o f a l inear programming approach, but t he empirical 

21 results were not very impressive. In ca ses where heter ogeneous products 
are combined within sectors, the effects of cross-hauling appear to rule 
out l inear programming appr oaches. 

An impo rtant contribu tionoccurred i n 1963, when Leontief and Strout 
proposed their gravity trade mo del; which requires the bare m inimum of 

22 information, but allows for cross-hauling between regions. This elega nt 
23 multiregional model has been ad opted in a number of empirical studies,  

and served a s useful vehicle for Wilson's classic integration of the 
gravity and input-output assu mptions using entropy-maximizing principles.  
In l ater formulations, further use will  be m ade of their notion o f 
buppty-dmawL poo ting. 

Few ot her analysts have enjo yed com parable access to the comprehensive 
data on interstate commodity shipment ava ilable to Polenske. As a result,  
many other mode lling e xercises have been forced to rely on crud e or 

24 inadequate data, together with some rather arbitrary assumptions. The 
results of these exercises must therefore be treated cautiously. 
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Among the more recent contributions to the estimation of interregional 
trade flo ws, two non survey app roaches to the static problem w arrant 
special attention. The f irst is based upon multiregional extensions of 
location quotient methods, whereas the second involves efficient informa
tion adding. We shall  begin with the quo tient approach. 

5.3.2.1 Quotient me thods 

It has been ar gued that quotient methods are typical representatives of 
a general class of techniques wh ich include a ll  iterative and commodity 

25 balance me thods. Building up on e arlier work wh ich basically followed 
9 fi 

a commodity balanc e approach, Round defin es five different quotients 
to determine alt ernative sets of trading coefficients.  The gener al 
procedure is to consider a quotient,  «?.,  defined f or every pair of 
sectors i  and j  in region r .  The value of «..j  identifies import or export 
orientation of the sector i  in supplying the needs of sector j .  A v alue 
less than on e indicates import ori entation, whereas a value greater than 
one implies exports.  

The m ethod devised r elates this quotient,  «r.,  to the trading coefficient,  
r r r t .  . .  If .  is  less than one, t . .  is set equal to i t .  If ,  on the other 
' U M ' J ' J 

hand, <*..  indicates self-sufficiency (export or ientation), then this is 
• J 

reflected by a trading coefficient of unity; implying that all  the local 
demand fro m sect or j  for the products of sector i  are satisfied by local 
production. Herein l ies a ma jor weakness of the quotient approach. 
Commodity exports are invariably ascertained as a residual,  after final 
and intermediate s ales have been de ducted fro m gross sales.  

In extend ing the quotient approach to a system of two r egions, Round 
develops a two-stage procedure, which allows initial estimates of the 
trading coefficients to be adjusted to satisfy certain consistency 
constraints imposed by the full  interregional system. The r esult is  a 
consistent and f ully balanced set of intra- and interregional intermediate 
transactions. This two-stage approach represents a significant conceptual 
improvement to the estimation process.  Not surprisingly, the validity of 
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the quotient approach fo r nonsurvey estimation cannot be dem onstrated 
using Round's simple two-region mod el.  What is  amply dem onstrated, 
however, is  the value of conA<ü>£wcy con&#icUnt& describing the full  
interregional system. A singl e region input-output fr amework has none 
of these advantages. Substantial improvements to intraregional estima
tion may therefore be p ossible by simply considering each region as part 
of a two-region mo del: the region itself and the rest of the world. 

Although two-region mo dels m ake small demands f or data, they inevitably 
understate the true extent of interregional feedbacks an d spillovers. In 
a genuin e interregional model,  the basic requirement is  that all  regions 
in the system be treated equivalently and d irectly, leading normally to 
consideration o f a large number of regions. There is  a fundamental need 
for a reliable non-survey m ethod to estimate trading relationships within 
the full  interregional system w hich is also consistent with the informa
tion already available on trade flo ws. Certain techniques based on informa
tion theory show consid erable potential,  so a critical review of two 
earlier formulations f ollows. 

5.3.2.2 Efficient information add ing 

In orde r to adopt the principle of minimum infor mation gai n, a complete 
27 a pfuLotuL matrix of interregional flows is required. The c ollection of 

flow statistics generally published does not furnish this complete matrix. 
In the presence of incomplete information, some assu mptions are needed 
to estimate the unknown elements. 

A complete öl pnÄßii matrix m ay be es timated in a number of ways. For exam ple, 
Bigsten adop ted an assu mption which cl osely resembles the gravity hypo
thesis,  whereas Snickars regressed c ertain log-linear models which , he 

28 argued, contain gravit y-type models as particular cases. As a result,  
Snickars derived his a ptUonÂ. estimates using the contingency table approach. 
In a manner similar to the second stage of Round's estimation procedure, 
Bigsten an d Snickar s both used the principle of minimum infor mation gain to 
achieve consistency between their a psUoti matrices,  and exogen ously 
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determined data expres sed in the form of constraints.  This consistency 
was achieved by an eff icient addition of information t o complete the 
a. \X )&tvUjo>ii m atrix. 

This two-stage process of z^lcÅejat ÅM^omatlon adding warrants further 
investigation. Firstly, there is a fundamental need fo r consistency 
between the f irst and second stages of the estimation. Adoption of 
particular assumptions, l ike the gravity hypothesis,  for the estimation 
of a piloni values, is  hardly c onsistent with the unbowe d nature of the 
second stage. In the absence of an hi storically complete a . pfuiofii matrix 
of flows, we shall  later advocate use o f the entropy-maximizing paradigm 
for the f irst stage of estimation. In so doing, we then ensure that both 
stages remain "maximally non-committal with rega rd to missing informa
tion".29  

Secondly, there is a need fo r consistency with respect to the treatment 
of interregional deliveries to satisfy intermediate an d f inal demands. 
Both Bigsten and Snicka rs derived their a prUo>U estimates o f final demand 
deliveries using assumptions wh ich were neither consistent with those 
adopted to estimate intermediate deliveries,  nor s uitably unbiased. We 
shall  attempt t o overcome these deficiencies by treating intermediate 
and f inal demands simultaneously in the same mo del.  

Finally, there is a need to recognize that regional production levels 
in various s ectors may di ffer vastly from the r egion's internal demand 
for the products fro m those same sectors. This diffe rence assumes 
considerable importance ow ing to the greater propensity of regions to 
import a high percen tage of their needs, and to export good s from only 
a few se ctors. These intraregional imbalances have not been consid ered 
directly in either Bigsten's or Snickars' formulations. We shal l  attempt 
to examine their effects by investigating four d ifferent assumptions 
concerning intraregional demands. 

It  should be emphasized fro m the out set that the reservations expressed 
above apply only to the stage of the estimation process.  We ha ve 
no theoretical objections to the second phase, namely e fficient 
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information adding. Although adop tion of the principle of minimum info r
mation gain does correspond to a tendency towards ma intenance of the 
• i tcUuò quo,  this merely emph asizes the need to devote careful attention 
to the first stage. In the following section, we begin our discu ssion 
of this important stage with a brief description of the basic elements 
of an interregional accounting system. 

5.4 A Consistent Ap proach to Interregional Estimation  

5.4.1 Interregional Accounts 

We n ow retu rn to the interregional system introduced in Section 5.1.2. 
Our system of regional economies m ay corr espond to a nation, a state,  
or some other aggregate fo r which certain industrial statistics are 
available. It contains n productive sectors which are distributed over m 
regions. Each region exports (imports) some of its products to (from) 
other regions and som e to (from) the outside world. We shall  treat inter
regional trade endog enously, but rega rd international trade as exogenous 
data. Assuming that all  transactions are me asured i n real terms, and that 
the location pattern of production i s predetermined, the interregional 
shipments can be relate d directly to the aggregate structu re of the 
economy, and m ovements gener ated by imbalances bet ween prod uction an d 
demand inside the d ifferent regions. The basic relationships may be 
viewed as a collection of accounts in which the following notations are 
used: 

a. .  = amount of sector i  absorbed per unit of output sector j;  
• vl 

*S a..  = amount of sector i  absorbed per unit of output by sector j  in 
• J 

region s ; 

a^ = amount o f sector i  from reg ion r absorbed per uni t of output by 
' J 

sector j  in region s ; 

cï  = physical capacity requirements per unit delivery from sector i  
in region r; 
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total capacity for handling outgoin g deliveries from reg ion r 

exports (to abroad) from sector i;  

exports (to abroad) from sector i  in region r; 

gross deliveries from sector i  in region r to sector j  in 
region s; 

imports (from ab road) to sector i;  

imports (from ab road) to sector i  in region r ; 

value add ed t o sector i;  

value added to sector i in region r ; 

gross production in sector i;  

gross production of sector i  in region r; 

gross deliveries from sector i  to region s; 

intermediate de liveries from sector i to sector j;  

intermediate de liveries from sector i  to region s; 

intermediate de liveries from sector i in region r to sector j  
in region s; 

final demand (excluding exports) for sector i;  

final demand d eliveries from sector i  in region r; 

final demand de liveries from sector i  to region s; 
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y^ s  = final demand d eliveries from sector i  in region r to region s.  

In a manner s imilar to Snickars, we can wri te down the basic elements 
of our interregional accounting system, commencing with the standard 
equations en c< 
relationship: 

30 equations encou ntered in the literature. We begi n with the outflow 

v»* r  n m m 
xr + m r. = Z Z x" + Z y . + (i=l ,n; (5.11) 

1  1  j=i s=i s=l 1  1  r=l,  m) 

and then define the equivalent inflow o f factors needed to support the 
same intraregional production levels in each sector, namely 

s* n m rs s x^ = Z Z xH + v* .  (j=l ,n; (5.12) 
i  =1 r=l 1 J  J  s=l m) 

To ma intain consistency with industrial statistics,  the following additio
nal relationships apply: 

m m rs Z Z X , .  =  X . .  (i ,j=l,  n) (5.13) 
r=l s=l 1 J  1 J  

m m rs 2 z y r i S = y i  (i=l,  n) (5.14) 
r=l s=l 1  1  

* r* m  *c Z x^ = Z X  •  =  X .  ( i=l,  ,n) (5.15) 
r=l 1  s=l 1  1  

Z er = e.  (i=l ,n) (5.16) 
r=l 1  1  

Z mC = m. ( i=l,  ,n) (5.17) 
r= 1 1  1  

m r Z VC = v.  .  (1=1, ,n) (5.18) 
r=l 1  1  

Equations (5.15) specify that total supply equals total demand a t the aggre
gate level.  Although a similar equality holds a t the regional level,  it  is 
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worthwhile stressing that interregional exports and imports are a ma jor 
part of total transactions in the region, whereas they play a minor r ole 
in the nation's accounts. Owing to wide va riations in the export an d 
import patterns from reg ion to region, regional production levels in the 
various sectors may di ffer vastly from each regi on's internal demand f or 
products from those same s ectors. These intraregional imbalances hav e not 
been explor ed in earlier work. Since they are of fundamental importance, 
we shall  examine the sensitivity of various estimation procedures to the 
extent to which these imbalances can be quantified in advance. 

5.4.2 The Estimation Problem 

The primary aim of the present ana lysis is to estimate the interregional 
rs pattern of intermediate flows {x. .}  from a limited database of industrial 

vi 
and multi  regional information. To do this,  a distinction must be m ade 
between intermediate and f inal demand. Consequently, a secondary but 
simultaneous e xercise is to estimate the interregional pattern of 
deliveries to final demand { y^ s}.  

In term s of Equations (5.11) to (5.18),  aggregate information fro m 
industrial statist ics is certainly available concerning v. ,  x^, y^ and 
x.  . .  We shall  further assume that regional disaggregation of industrial I J 2|c 
statistics can provi de information abou t e^ , m^, v^ a nd xT .  The following 
four assumptions conce rning intraregional demands will  be in vestigated: 

*S Case ( i)  -  that neither intermediate de mand (x-*) nor final demand 
*c ' 

( y . j )  for each s ector's products are known (or can be 
estimated independently) for each region; 

*S Case (i i )  -  that final demand (y.  ) for each sector's products is  known 
for each region; 

*s Case ( i i i)  -  that total demand (x- ) for each sector's products is  known 
for each region; 
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*5 Case (iv) -  that both intermediate de mand (x.  ) and f inal demand 
*s (y i  ) for each s ector's products are known fo r each 

region. 

In the following discussion, estimates of unknown par ameters will  be 
denoted by a ti lde (~).  Thus an estimated pattern of deliveries to 
final demand wo uld be w ritten as y^ s .  In the next section, we sh all  ignore 
both transportation costs,  and any physical capacity constraints at the 
various nodes,and simp ly assume that supplies and d emand are pooled. The 
nature of this class of problem can be am ply un derstood by regarding each 
case as one of estimating the expected frequencies in a multid imensional 
contingency table containing various sets of marginal constraints.  In a 
later section (5.4.4),  consideration of capacity constraints renders this 
approach i nfeasible,  so we then turn to the entropy-maxmimizing paradigm 
for assistance. 

5.4.3 Contingency Tab le Analysis 

In Section 4.3.3, we introduced an iterative procedure, sometimes known 
as the Deming-Stephan algorithm, to estimate the cell  probilities in a 
two-way conti ngency table for which the mar ginal totals are known. As we 
shall  demonstrate shortly, this type of iterative algorithm ca n also be 
applied to the three an d four-way t ables which a rise in interregional 
analysis.  However, standard t ests of multidimensional contingency table 
analysis indicate that an iterative approach is not alway s necessary, 

32 because certain problems can be solved explicitly.  If the mo del formula
tions are such that the max imum-likelihood estimate can be expres sed in 
cloòzd Qoxm, an ex plicit solution is immediately possible.  
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5.4.3.1 Case ( i):  intraregional demands unknown 

The given information fo r this situation can be su mmarized in the 
following four sets of constraints: 

n m ~ m „ * 
E I  xr , s .  + E y• = xr + mr -  er (1 = 1,  ,n; (5.19) 

j=l s=i ^ s=l 1  1  1  1  r=l,  m) 

n  m  ~rs s* s £ z = x^ -  V? (j=l ,n; (5.20) 
i=l r=l 1 J  J  J  s=l,  ,m) 

m m ~ 
2 £ x^ = x, ,  ( i ,j=l ,  ,n) (5.21) 

r=l s=1 ij  TJ 

J  ™  J "  = y f l  ( i - l  " )  ( 5 - 2 2 )  
r= l  s=1 1  

This is  essentially Snickars' constraint set.  The estimati on problem can 
be rega rded as one of estimating the expected frequencies in a four-
dimensional contingency table with no third or fourth order interaction 

33 terms, but three sets of two-way con straints.  For this purpose, i t  is 
convenient t o rewrite as x^ s  , .  The problem can then be solved directly s  

rs since intermediate d eliveries by sector of origin (i .e,  I x..)  are 
r 1J 

constrained only by (5.20) and (5.21).  The solution process is  decomposed 
into two almost trivial parts: (a) estimate intermediate de liveries to 
region s ,  and (b) given these, estimate interregional deliveries.  
From (5.20) and (5.21),  it  follows that 

z  x i i  s  ! 1 j  ( c * — ( 5 ' 2 3 )  
r = 1  J  ; (Xj-Vj5) 

s= 1 

whereupon supp ly and de mand pooling leads to the solutions 

('  r *  r r\ 
<5-24» 
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and 

\x.  + m i  - e i  / \m 

Consider the estimates of intraregional input-output coefficients 
emanating from th is formulation. By de finition we hav e 

m  ~rs 
2  x ij  :*s _ r=l 1 J  / c  

ij  ~J*~ (  * 
xj 

which, from (5.23),  becomes 

(5.27) 

~ * c  
It is evident that a.,  is obtained by proportional column-wise adjustment 

* J 
of a. ,  for each region, i j  3  

*s 5.4.3.2 Case (i  i):  final demands (y^ ) known 

For t his case, the given information c onsists of three o f the four 
previous sets of constraints,  namely (5.19),  (5.20) and (5.21),  together 
with the following additional set: 

n  rs *s 2 y • = y,  - ( i  = l  n; (5.28) 
r=l 1  1  s=l,  ,m) 

Once again, the estimation process can be de composed into two trivial 
parts,  whereupon sup ply an d d emand pooling yields the following solutions: 

/*?* * < - <\ Af -
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and 

*f •  • Ï - 4 
x i  +  n i  - e i  

y« = I— i i  y* s  (5.30) 

The es timates of intraregional coefficients are identical to those given 
in (5.27) above. 

$ S 5.4.3.3 Case ( i  i  i  )  :  total demands (x^ ) known 

To quantify the total demands by a ll  intermediate an d f inal consumers 
in each region, an interreg ional version of the Leontief-Strout relation
ship is added to the four original sets of constraints,  namely 

n m m 
E E X + ï  y^ s  = x. s  .  ( i=l,  ,n; (5.31) 

j=l r=l 1 J  r=l 1  1  s=l m) 

Whereas Equations (5.19) suggest that intraregional production levels may 
be influenced predominantly by de mands in other regions, Equations (5.31) 
imply that levels of intraregional demand m ay be satisfied largely by 
inflows from ot her regions. 

We ca n view this problem as one of estimating the expected frequencies in 
a four-way table with four sets of two-way m arginal constraints.  It  is  

PS rs again convenient t o write x^ i  for y^ .  The awkward featu re of this 
formulation is that (5.31) does not reduce t o a constraint on intra
regional coefficients because final demands appear on the left hand s ide. 
The problem cann ot therefore be solved explicitly,  but the following 
iterative proportional f itting procedure will  converge to the m aximum-
likelihood solution: 

(1) Assign arbitrary initial values (ones, for example) to all  those 
ps 34 elements o f x^ which are nonzero, and denote these values by 

(°1 
x™. Set t=0. 

' J 
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(2) At the (4t+l)th step, we take 

(4 t + 1) <4 t> „ n+1 m <«> 
x" = X- • xr .  /{  I s  .*» } (i=l ,n+l; 

1 J  1 J  1  j=l s=l 1 J  r=l, . . . . . .m) 

(3) At the (4t+2)th step, we take 

(4t+2) (4t+l) n  m  (4t+l) 

*ii  =  *ii * ( xf " Vj) / {  z  2  *ïj }  (J=T,n; 1 J  1 J  J  J  i=l r=l 1 J  s=l ,m) 

(4) At the (4t+3)th step, we take 

(4t+3) (4t+2) n  m  (4t+2) 
=  *i< '  *. ./{ E I  X- } (1J.1 ,n+l) 

1 J 1 J 1 J p_1 g- "j ' J 

(5) At the (4t+4)th step, we take 

(41+4) (4t+3) n + 1  m  (4t+3) 
x ^ =x ^ .  xT s /{ Z S X }  (1-1 n; 

1 J  1 J  1  j=l r=l 1 0  s=l ,m) 

(6) Repeat sequ ences (2) through (5) for t=l,2,  etc.until  the 
process converges satisfactorily. 

When con vergence has occure d, the solutions are of the form 

J" - *,r Bj Clj D* (5.32) 

and 

y^S  = ^ d\,  (5.33) 

where A ^, B^, and are c oefficients associated with the constraints 
(5.19),  (5.20),  (5.21) and (5.31) respectively. 
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•  c  *S 
5.3.3.4 Case ( iv): both intermediate (x^ ) and fi nal (y^ ) demands known 

In t his case, the given information co nsists of three of the original 
sets of constraints,  namely (5.19),  (5.20),  and (5.21),  together with 
the following two additional sets: 

n  m  rs *s £ 2  X-H = x i* (i=l n; (5.34) 
j=l r=l 1 J  1  s=l ,m) 

and 

m +  
E y- s  = y,- .  ( i=l >n; (5.35) 

r=l s=l m) 

From (5.19) and (5.35),  it  is immediately evide nt that part of the problem 
is decomposable. Final demands a re obtained by pooling, namely 

('  r* r r\  
X i  + n i i  -J y*S  .  (5.36) 
x i  + m i  -  e i /  

K* ̂  The rem ainder o f  the problem i s essentially one o f finding £ x. .  to satisfy 
I I J 

(5.20),  (5.21) and (5.34).  This is  analogous to a three-way ( i ,  j ,  s) 
contingency table with no third-order interaction, but all  three second-
order terms. No dir ect solution is possible,  but application of a three-
step procedure, similar to the four-step approach outlined for the previous 
case, yields the following result: 

E xr s  = C..  F s  
r lj  j  ij  i (5.37) 

where Bj, C...  and F? are coefficients associated with the constraints 
(5.20),  (5.21) and (5.34) respectively. 
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5.3.3.5 Comparison of results for each case 

Although the contingency table solutions for and y^ s  could 
J  35 theoretically involve up t o six two-way in teraction terms, the 

prevailing constraints dictate that general expressions for the 
estimates of intermediate de liveries can be re stricted to the following 
four two-way i nteractions terms: 

*iï • Aî bJs cÜ 1 <5-38> 

and those for the final demand estimates need only involve two second-
order terms: 

y-S  = D! .  (5.39) 

Using these expressions as a guide, i t  is possible to summarize an d con
trast the solution techniques an d resulting estimates for each of the 
four cases studied. Table 5.1 contains this summary. 
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TABLE 5.1 

rs 
i j  

Case ( i)  :  
demands 
unknown 

A r  C.. i  J "iJ 
by d irect 
solution + 

aÎ D i  
by dir ect 
solution + 

Case ( i i):  
y* s  known 

*î »Î 
by dire ct 
solution + 

A'D* 
by d irect 
solution + 

Case (i  i  i  ) :  
*S known 

A ï  BjD? 
by four -way 
contingency 
tables 

Aï  °î  
by four- way 
contingency 
tables 

Case ( iv): 
*s x.* and 
Is y* known 

A i  bJ c ij  1  
by three-way 
contingency 
tables 

by d irect 
solution + 

r* r 
x i  + ™ i  «Ï 

b: = 

x i  +  

Xj " VJ 

e i  

C ij  " x ij  

D s  = y* s   
1 
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Although a direct solution is impossible f or some of the formulations 
proposed above, an ex plicit solution for each of the four cases can 
always be found using standard it erative algorithms devised f or multi-Q c 
dimensional contingency table analysis.  Such an alg orithm has been 
included in the INTEREG p ackage, which trans forms the mat hematical sets 
of constraints described above into the FORTRAN p rogramming language, 
for computer estimation of the interregional flows. This pac kage has 
been used t o investigate each o f the four ca ses using a simple system 
of two reg ions. The results are summarized in Appendix E. We shal l  
confine our immediate ana lysis of these results to a brief discussion 
of the extent to which the information abo ut intraregional demands 
influences the estimated pattern of interregional flows. 

Firstly, the results contained in Appendix E confirm the validity of all  
the expressions included in Table 5.1. Secondly, Table 5.1 indicates that 
the type of available information on intraregional demands determ ines 
whether or not a direct solution is possible.  Cases ( i)  and ( i i) ,  which 
assume that no aggregat e demand information on intermediate del i  veri eis 
is  available, are easily solved by decom position into two trivial stages. 
Cases ( i  i  i )  and ( iv),  which introduce this additional information on 
intermediate de mands, suffer by co mparison since they require iterative 
solution techniques. We are therefore entitled to ask wh at exact ly can 
be gained by coll ecting this costly information. 

Tables E.4 t o E.7 do not enlighten us greatly, except by suggesting (some
what wea kly) that the degree of cross-hauling is quite sensitive to the 
level of information a vailable. Tables E.8 to E.ll ,  however, reveal that 
the total levels of interregional trade are fiexkiced by the inclusion of 

3 7  more deta iled information on intraregional demands. There i s  a comple
mentary increase in the levels of intraregional deliveries.  This m ay 
simply corr espond to an increase in accuracy achieve d by the tightening 
up of certain supply-demand interactions. More elaborate studies are 
needed to analyse these effects in greater detail .  
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5.4.4 Maximimum E ntropy Fo rmulations 

In eac h of the four c ases discussed above, the components of our inter
regional accounting system take the form of consistency constraints,  
which simp ly define the sums of certain subsets of flows. In other 
words, only unit coe^^cx.mtó have bee n included in the flow constraints.  
This type of information has been ca lled an a ccounting constraint by some 
writers,  bacause it  is independent of any theory conce rning distribution 

3 8  or dispersion. Accounting constraints refer, in general,  either to 
restrictions which m ust be s atisfied by partial sums o f the flow matrices 
{x"} and {y!^ s},  or to loglcouL relationships which e xist between d ifferent 

I J » 
elements o f these two matrices.  

Apart from ac counting constraints,  there are other sets of restrictions 
which hav e been ado pted to influence the distribution of interregional 
shipments ac ross possible states ( i ,  j ,  r,  s) of the system. The w ell-
known co st constraint is a restriction of this kind. Information about 
freight or delivery costs has been use d in a variety of ways to constrain 
the set of feasible shipments, and therefore influence the mos t probable 
distribution of flows. 

A typical constraint of this type mig ht as sume that delivery costs are 
39 a matter f or calculation on the part of the producer, whereby the flows 

are expected to satisfy a production-specific cost constraint of the form 

n m m 
Z E E c[ s  xr . s .  = C . ( i=l, . . . .  ,n) (5.40) 

j=l r=i s=l 1  1 J  1  

rs where c^ is the m ean transport cost per unit delivery from sector i  in 
region r to region s ,  and is  the total cost of deliveries from sector 
i .  This type of constraint assumes that transportation costs either remain 

40 fixed (at prescribed levels),  or conform to some expected value of .  

There are some serious objections to the use of constraints l ike (5.40).  
Firstly, it  seems premature to try to define the cost coefficients,  c^ s  

prior to the estimation process.  These costs are themselves derivable 
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from s ome Lagrangian proce dure, and are thus intrinsically associated 
with any cho sen formula tion. To spe cify them -in advance, is therefore 
potentially contradictory. Secondly, specifications of ,  which as sume 
fixed or expected v alues, may be applying an ar tificial restriction on 

41 the assumed beha vior of the transportation system. Finally, and per
haps foremost,  i t  is now a pparent that binding co nstraints on the 
transportation system are m ore l i kely to be associa ted with congestion 
at the nodes (i .e.within the regions) themselves, rather than on the 
links between nodes. 

We shall  therefore disregard the traditional cost constraint,  in favour 
of a general capaci ty  constraint of the form 

n  n  m  r rs r Z Z Z c;  xj < Cr  (5.41) 
i=l j=i s=l 1  1 J  " 

where c^ descr ibes the physical capacity requirements per uni t delivery 
from sector i  (using a particular transport mo de) in region r,  and C r  

defines the total capacity for handling outgoing d eliveries from region r .  
A similar set of capacity constraints could also be form ulated fo r 
incoming deliveries,  but w e sh all  not consider these in our current 
formulations. 

42 If we ad d a set of capacity constraints,  based on no de r estraints,  to our 
earlier formulations which involved only accounting constraints,  standard 
iterative procedures devised for multidimensional contingency table analysis 
are no longer appropriate. Constraints l ike (5.41) no longer involve unit 
coefficients,  but include coefficients (c^) which result in a weighted sum 
of flows. Consequently, we s hall  adopt the entropy-maximizing paradigm to 
make furth er progress.  We n ow define the following entropy functio n: 

n n m m rs re n m m „re ~r<; S = -  Z Z Z Z X logf - Z Z Z y!j log yV s  (5.42) 
i=l j=i r=l s=l 1 J  1 3  i  =1 r=l s=l 1  1  
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and proceed to reformulate our four basic cases so as to include a set 
of capacity constraints.  

5 . 4 . 4 . 1  Case ( i):  intraregional demands un kown 

This problem can be reformulated in the following manner: 

Maximize S  subject to the four basic accounting constraints ( 5 . 1 9 ) ,  ( 5 . 2 0 ) ,  

(5.21) and (5.22),  together with the following node con straints: 

n n m n m 
Z Z Z  ej + z z cj yr s  *  c r  (r=l ,m) ( 5 . 4 3 )  

i=l j=i s=i 1  U i=i s=i 1  1  

and the usual non-negativity conditions. A s tandard Lagrangian derivation 
leads to the solutions 

t" «f - »J*" - V 'S) (5.44) 

and 

yrs = exp (- «f - «i - Er cC) (5.45) 

p* C * 
where ,  ßj ,  y — ,  6^ and e r  are the Lagrange m ultipliers associated 
w i t h  t h e  c o n s t r a i n t s  s e t s  ( 5 . 1 9 ) ,  ( 5 . 2 0 ) ,  ( 5 . 2 1 ) ,  ( 5 . 2 2 )  a n d  ( 5 . 4 3 )  

respectively. 

The above solutions can be expre ssed in a more conv enient (and fa miliar) 
form, namely 

» 

=  A ï  B j  C i j  e x p  ( "  e r  c 1 >  < 5 ' 4 6 >  

and 

yf =  a !J"  D .  exp (-  e r  cj) (5.47) 
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where A^ , C..  and D. are coefficients which are exponentially related 
1 J IJ I A2 

to the corresponding La grange multi pliers.  

Returning to our ea rlier contingency table solutions (which are summarized 
in Table 5.1),  we n otice that the coefficients in (5.46) and (5.47) are 
identical to those f or case (i)  contingency table analysis.  In other word s, 
the f irst four sets of Lagrange mu ltipliers defined abov e are simply 
negative logarithms of the corresponding coefficients included in our 

44 contingency table solutions. This me ans that these coefficients may be 
specified explicit ly.  We ha ve 

oc 
!• • " 

s* I x i  " v i  3b  = Inn I _J J ej -  log (  U i, 1 (5.49) 

S 
Y ij  log x.jj (5.50) 

ôi = - lonirJ (5-51) 

To obtain e xplicit solutions for x^ and y^ S» the f inal set of Lagrange 
' vJ ' 

multipliers (e r),  associated with the capacity constraints,  must a lso be 
l imited. This can be don e numerically using various iterative methods. 
For the INTEREG p ackage (see Appendix E) ,  we hav e adopted Eriksson's 

45 routine. 
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*s 5.4.4.2 Case (i i ):  final demands (y..  )  known 

In t his case, our reform ulation takes the form: 

Maximize S subject to the constraints (5.19),  (5.20),  (5.21),  (5.28),  
(5.43) and the usual non-negativity conditions. The s olutions are given 
by (5.44) and 

?" - exp (- «C* -  S*5  - er  ^ (5.52) 

with the Lagrange mu ltipliers being defined by (5.48),  (5.49),  (5.50) and 

<5*S  = -  log y* s  .  (5.53) 

5.4.4.3 Case ( i  i  i ):  total demands (x* s) known 

For this reformulation, the constraint equation (5.28) is replaced by 
*c 

(5.31).  The set of multipliers (6. ) now ap pears in both s olutions, 
namely 

< -  - r  -  » r -  -  < s  -  v  » i )  < 5 - 5 4 >  

and 

y-S  = exp (-  of - 6* s  - e r  c^) .  (5.55) 

The corre sponding contingency table solution cannot be solved d irectly, so 
all  the Lagrange mu ltipliers in (5.54) and (5.55) must be eliminated using 
iterative techniques. 
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5.4.4.4 Case ( iv): both intermediate (x*^) and fi nal (y* s) demands known 

The repla cement of (5.31) by two s ets of constraints,  namely (5.34) and 
*c 

(5.35),  necessitates the replacement of 6- in (5.54) by a new se t of 
*£ multipliers A-*, so that I *  

* î î .  « p  ( - - p  -  » 5*  - y u - x s - s c i )  < 5 - 5 6 >  

Once again, an iterative procedure is  needed t o converge on an e xplicit 
solution. 

5.4.3.5 Discussion of results 

General expressions for the d elivery estimates to both intermediate an d 
final demand can be derived, and take the following exponential form: 

•  A ï  Bj Cij  1  "P (" er «î> <5-5 7> 

and 

J,S  = D? exp (-  s r  cC) .  (5.58) 

The resulting estimates for each of the four c ases are summarized in 
Table 5.2. A quick glance back a t Table 5.1 reveals that the exponential 
terms, associated with the capacity constraints,  are the distinguishing 
feature of the m aximum e ntropy estim ates; in comparison with the correspon
ding contingency table solutions. 

Explicit solutions for each case can be fou nd numeri cally using the 
INTEREG p ackage, which w as also adopted ea rlier for the contingency table 
solutions. The package includes an iterative algorithm wh ich can solve 
entropy-maximizing problems containing equality or inequality constraints.  
It  has been applied to a simple system of two regions in order t o investi
gate the influence of certain constraints on the flow est imates. The 
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initial results are summarized in Appendix E. The m arked diffe rence 
between a typical contingency table solution (Tables E.4 an d E.8),  and 
the corresponding m aximum entropy estimate (Tables E.13 an d E.14),  
accentuates the sensitivity of the solution to constraints containing 
weighted c oefficients l ike (5.40) or (5.41).  

Owing to the influential part played by capacity constraints in our entropy-
maximizing formulations, i t  is desirable to specify their precise role in 
this first stage of our estimation process.  The imposition o f constraints 
l ike (5.43) ensures that the solution algorithm generates a pattern of 
flows wherein the capacity requirements per co mmodity unit are consistent 
with obser ved nod al behaviour. These unit capacities (c^) are defined to 
be the me ans o f what is  really a range o f handling capacities,  so m uch so 
that if  additional information abou t their variance, V^, is  known, an 
additional set of constraints of the form 

n n m „ 0  

Z I I (4 - cr) x" = v J; (5.59) 
i=l j=l s=l 1  1 J  r  

could be included in the formulation. In t his case, the maximum e ntropy 
estimates would no longer be of exponential form, but wo uld result in 
a normal Gaussian or truncated normal distribution depending on the 

.  r 46 range of c^. 

For the present, we sh all  assume that the available information is limited 
to the av eAOQz sectora l capacities within each region. This approach allows 
for modal split ,  to the extent that each sector may adop t a different tran
sport mode (or vehicle type) for the delivery of their own com modities.  

If  historical information abou t these capacities is available for the 
period corresponding to our f irst stage of estimation, then i t  is appro
priate to include a set of these constraints in the formulation. The 
resulting distributions are those presented in Table 5.2. 

Historical,  or a pviofii capacity constraints,  are an important ingredient 
for the f irst stage of our estimation procedure involving the entropy-
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TABLE 5.2 

~rs 
x i j  yr s  

C a s e  ( i ) :  
demands 
unknown 

A1 C ij  "P <"«r «ï>+  

+ 
Ar D. exp ( -er  cf) 

C a s e  ( i i ) :  
y* s  known 

A ï  Bj C i j  «P <" er 4 >+  Aj D? exp ( -er  c r . )  

C a s e  ( i i i ) :  
*s x.j known 

* 1  B j  C i j  D ?  < " S  c 1 >  Ar  D s  r i  i  exp ( -e r  

C a s e  ( i v ) :  
*s X,-* a nd 

known 

A ï  B j  C i j  1  e x P  ( " S -  < )  Alf D® exp ( -er  c^)+  
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maximizing paradigm. By including handling capacities which are actually 
known (rather than expected), we are ensuring that our estimation procedure 
minimizes s tatistical bias.  Expected value constraints may be considered 
in a second stage of estimation, where an exi sting flow pattern requires 
modification to comply with expected changes in flow information. This 
second stage is more pre dictive, and m ay require ce rtain assumptions 
about cha nges in the distributional mechanism (c^) and total capacities 
(C r).  These assum ptions wi ll  be explor ed in the following section, which 
deals with information add ing by ap plication of the principle of minimum 
information gain . 

5.4.5 Information A dding 

The r esults of the first stage calculations are a minim ally biased pattern 
of deliveries prevailing in a period f or which some information i s available. 
These first-stage results are obvious candidates as prior values for a 
second stag e of estimation designed to calculate the expected future pattern 
of flows in some later period. The task of this second stage, then, is  to 
forecast the flows for a later period of interest,  using the a ptUosU flow 
pattern in the base period, together with p artial information abo ut the 
flows in the later period. To do t his,  we m ust mod ify our obje ctive func
tion to allow for non-uniform prior flow probabilities.  In other words, 
we no w progr ess from Jay nes' entropy-maximizing paradigm (which ass umes 
uniform prior probalities) to the principle of minimum infor mation gain . 

Complete a pnJjOfii.  f low matric es,  which we shall  denote by { x^} and 
rs {y i  },  can be used to derive a conservative estimate of the expected flow 

pattern in a later period. We sim ply mi nimize the information gai n, I ,  
between the prior and posterior distributions, where 

1 • f J r s *ÏJ >°9 +  i  r s  if (*ÏXS> <5 '«» 

subject to a set of l inear constraints on x^ s  and y ^ s ,  containing a ll  the 
available information abo ut the flows in the later period. For comparative 
purposes, we s hall  investigate two possibilit ies concerning available 
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information. Firstly, we shall  assume th at i t  is limited to the set of 
accounting con straints discussed in Section 5.4.3. Secondly, our informa
tion will  be as sumed to contain so me expected pattern of physical node 
capacities,  thereby introducing an additional set of expected value 
constraints,  which comp lete a similar set of restrictions to those 
discussed in Section 5.4.4. 

It may be shown th at there is always a unique solu tion to the above type 
of minimization pro blem, which can be expressed in terms of a set of 
monotonie transformations of the Lagrange multipli ers pertaining to the 
full  set of constraints.  For th e set of constraints discussed in Section 
5.4.3, the following general expressions for the estimated deliveries to 
intermediate an d f inal demand can be derived: 

cr s  = Ar  R s  C F s  x r s  
ij  i j  ij  i i j  

and 

(5.61) 

y[ s  = D* y i r s  .  (5.62) 

It is  obvious that these two expressions reduce to our earlier results if  
47 all  a pilofii flows considered equi probable. 

As we discussed in Section 5.3.4, an i terative approach is not always nee ded 
to obtain an ex plicit solution. For cases (i)  and ( ii) ,  a direct solution 
is possible because the max imum-likelihood estimate can be expre ssed in 
closed form. Cases ( i  i  i  ) and ( iv),  do how ever, require an iterative approach. 
The r esulting estimates for each of our four cases studied are summarized 
in Table 5.3. 

The inclusion of physical capacity constraints,  such as Equations (5.43),  
results in the appearance of an additinal exponential term in each of the 
solutions. These revised estimates are also included in Table 5.3. Unfortu
nately, inclusion of capacity constraints,  which r estrict the interregional 
freight flows to an expe cted value of total node capacity, is  not a s easily 
justified in this second stage, as the inclusion of similar historical 
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information in the f irst stage. 

The influence of earlier capacity constraints will  be em bodied in the 
a pxlofU patterns {x^} and {y^ s}.  If the physical capacities do not vary 

• J • 
greatly over time, one m ay do ubt the wisdom of including such con straints 
in the second stage of estimation. Under such conditions, the a pfilonl 
flow patterns could at least partly reflect these restraining influences. 

Before w e com pare and contrast the salient features of all  three approaches 
discussed in this chapter, i t  is worth noting one other feature of our two-
stage process o f estimation. The function log (x^j/x^) is defined to 
be zero whe rever x^ = 0,  and x ^ will  automatically be zero whenever 

pc  ̂  ̂
x-^ = 0.  To t his extent, application of the principle of minimum informa-

• J 
tion gain s uffers from a s imilar drawback to methods of biproportional 
matrix adjustm ent; namely unadjustable zero e ntries.  

The principle does not,  however, require a . pfiiofvL knowledge or specifica
tion of zero e ntries for them to appear in the final solution. If certain 
expected value constraints (which involve the same two-factor interaction 
terms as some of the accounting constraints) are included in the formula
tion, the boundaries of the feasible region m ay prevent particular shipments 
from a ssuming positive values. In t his situation, the solution is no longer 
preconditioned by the internal structure of the interindustry matrix {x--},  • U 
but depends mo re on in teractions within the complete set of constraints.  

v-

5.3.6 Comparative Conc lusions 

In t his chapter, three approaches t o the estimation of interregional,  
intersectoral flows from a limited database of industrial and regional 
information hav e been described. In a ll  three, a distinction has been m ade 
between de liveries to intermediate an d final demands. Four separate 
assumptions conc erning intraregional demands have bee n investigated. It is  
useful to summarize wh at w e hav e learnt. 
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In the contingency t able approach, each case is regarded as one of 
estimating the expected frequencies in a multi dimensional contingency 
table with various sets of marginal constraints.  In these formulations, 
nodal capacity constraints are not taken into account; regional supplies 
and de mands are regarded as pooled. By dealing with an interregional 
system containing only accounting constraints,  i t  is possible to solve 
all  four cases using a standard iterative proportional f itting procedure. 
Furthermore, a direct solution to two of these cases is possible,  since 
the max imum-likelihood estimates for these formulations can be expre ssed 
in closed form. The exte nt to which inform ation abou t intraregional 
demands is  available determines the viability of a direct solution. 

If we now a dd a set of capacity constraints to our interregional accounting 
system, the iterative procedures devised for multidimensional contingency 
table analysis are no longer appropria te. The introduction of these 
constraints prompts our seco nd approach, namely adopti on of the entropy-
maximizing paradigm, and highlights some important properties of this 
versatile approach to statistical estimation. 

Firstly, the entropy-maximizing procedure can accommodate additional l inear 
constraints,  which m ay even contain the same interaction terms as those 
included in some of the accounting constraints.  Secondly, if  some of the 
interregional flows can be ascertained in advance, this limited survey data 
can be included in the constraint set.  This fea ture is not normally possible 
using the contingency t able approach, since the only entries which are 
certain to retain their original values, are those which are assigned zeros 
at the outset of the iterative scheme. Thirdly, met hods bas ed on multi
dimensional contingency tables suffer from the disadvantage that no zero 
element can be assigned a positive value durin g the iterative procedure, 
and no positive entry can be red uced uniquely to zero. This l imitation is 
severe, since a number of positive entries in any national matrix m ay 
have zero values in the corresponding cells of some regional tables.  

In general,  the entropy-maximizing frame-work seems mo re suit able for the 
first-stage estimation of interregional flows than m ethods devised for 
multidimensional contingency table analysis.  In cases where capacity 
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constraints are excluded from the formulation, however, iterative procedures 
devised fo r the latter may prov e m ore econom ical.  In al l  other respects,  
the entropy approach off ers greater flexibility.  

For the second stage of estimation ( if  flew modifications are warranted), 
we hav e advocated applica tion of the principle of minimum infor mation gain . 
Using this approach, a psvLoii f low estimates are modi fied to satisfy known 
constraints at some later date. The information gain approach enjoys mo st 
of the advantages inherent in the entropy-maximizing paradigm. In par ticular, 
i t  is possible to solve formulations involving both e quality and inequality 
constraints.  This feature is needed if  we wish t o introduce capacity 
constraints.  

There ar e, nevertheless,  certain features of this information-adding principle 
which d iffer greatly from those possessed by the entropy-maximizing paradigm. 
Of maj or importance i s  the property o f imxtXxa,  which perpetrates a tendency 
to retain the existing (relative) pattern of flows to the largest possible 
extent.  Of lesser importance is  the fact that a p>vLo?uL flow patterns m ay 
reflect historical capacity constraints.  This m ay un dermine the usefulness 
of updated node hand ling information. These constrasting features emphasize 
an urge nt need fo r some empirica l research mea suring the degree of inertia 
existing in interregional trade pa tterns. 

At this stage, it  is important to recognize that none of the static 
formulations described in Chapter 5 can provide an accurat e estimation of 
the QK.000 interregional flows between any two sect ors. The aggregat e nature 
of the deliveries to final demand m akes i t  impossible to distinguish between 
consumption and capital investment. Since the exact distribution of capital 
flows is unknown, the gross flows between any tw o s ectors cannot be 
determined. We ca n express the gross flows in the form 

f ï j a  +  til <5-62> 

rs where p . .  is the proportion of final demand de liveries from sector i  in ' J 
region r which are used for capital investment by s ector j  in region s.  It 
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is clear that no estimates of f . .  are possible unless p..  is  known. • vJ I J 
However, we s hall  not explore the question o f capital expansion in this 
form, but instead turn to a mo re famili ar framework: Leontief's dynamic 
input-output mod el.  In the following chapter, the estimation of inter
regional flows is reexamined using this dynamic app roach. 
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FOOTNOTES F OR CHAPTER 5 

1 See Equations (4.4).  

2 See M iernyk (1966). 

3 For a thorough discussion of these factors, see Conway (1980). 

4 See, for example, Emerson (1976) or Conway (1980). 

5 See Isard (1951) and Leontief (1953). 

6 A t erm pro posed by Riefler (1973, p 136).  

7 A st rong preference f or survey-based appr oaches has bee n shared, 
amongst o thers, by Cz amanski and Malizia (1969, p 73),  Schaffer an d Chu (1969, 
p 96),  and M iernyk (1972, p 267; 1976, p 54).  For a thorough discuss ion of 
the problems associated with a survey-based study, see Isard and Langford 
(1971). For assessments o f various non-survey met hods, see Moore an d Petersen 
(1955), Schaffer and Chu (1969), Czamanski and Malizia (1969), Hewings (1969: 
1971), Morrison an d Sm ith (1974), and Schaffer (1976). 

8 Methods o f biproportional matrix adjustm ent, such as the RAS method 
devised by Sto ne (1962), were initially designed to adjust input-output tables 
over time rather than space. 

9 See, in particular, Tiebout (1957) and Miernyk (1968; 1976). 

10 See, for example, Johansson an d Stromqvist (1980). 

11 Moore an d Petersen (1955) initiated this extension, which w as 
later formalized by Schaffer an d Chu (1969). 

12 See, for example, Stone (1962), Bacharach (1970), or Allen and 
Lecomber (1975). 

13 See Section 4.3.3. 

14 For d iscussions of the former app roach, see Ireland and Kull back 
(1968) or Fienberg (1970); on the latter, see Bacharach (1970), Macgill  (1977) 
or Hewings an d Janson ( 1980). 

15 See, for example, Czamanski and Malizia (1969) or Smith and 
Morrison (1974). 

16 See, amongst ot hers, Malizia and Bond (1974) and Mi ernyk (1976). 

17 See Su (1970). 

18 Schaffer's (1976) zxpofrfA-only approach resem bles the n.om-onty 
technique introduced by H ansen an d Tiebout (1963). 
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19 See Jensen, Mandeville and Karunaratne (1979). 

20 See Jones, Sporleder and Mu stafa (1973). 

21 Fixed coefficient models we re t ested independently by Ch enery 
(1953) using Italian data, and Mo ses (1955) using American data. Moses 
(I960) also tested a l inear programming mode l,  in an atte mpt to explain 
the shipments of all  goods within the United States.  

22 For a brief theoretical introduction to this model,  see 
Section 2.2.3. 

23 See, for example, Polenske's (1970; 1972) multiregional 
input-output analyses of the Japanese an d American eco nomies. 

24 For exa mple, Courbis and V allet (1976) relied on crudely 
aggregated transportation data, whereas Vanwynsberghe (1976) integrated 
features from severa l earlier studies to decompose the Belgian national 
table. This latter approach (known as the Rococo m ethod) suffered from 
some very arbitrary assumptions, which m ay simply cor respond to trade 
minimization. 

25 See Round (1978 a,  b).  

26 See Nevin , Roe an d Round (1966). 

27 This a p/ilonj, matrix include flows to both intermediate and 
final demand. 

28 Snickars' a pfUjonU. estimates of the intermediate flows are 
of the form 

S where A. ^ is termed the tzcknology e^ect,  since it  describes a typical 
input structure for each receiving sector and re gion, and B^ s  is called 
the ÅjiZwi2QÅ,oncdL f ian&poi t  e . få&c£,  since it  reflects a typical inter
regional delivery pattern for the output o f each sector. This mo del is  
of the type proposed by Ch enery (1953) and Moses (1955). Bigsten (1978) 
and Snickars (1979) both derived estimates of final demand de liveries 
independently of intermediate shipm ents. 

29 See Jaynes (1957, p 620).  

30 See, for example, Hartwick (1971) or Richardson (1972). 

31 The notion of òappty and demand pooting implies that the 
ultimate destination of goods is irrelevant to producers, and that the 
origin of goods is  irrelevant to consumers. For further elaboration, 
see Leontief and Strout (1963) or Wilson (1970 a,  b).  
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32 See, for example, Fienberg (1977) or Haberman (1978). 

33 There are three other possible sets which do not app ear in 
this formulation, namely i-s,  j-s and r -s.  

34 Wherein xj ^-j j  = 0 for all  j .  

35 Together with up t o four three-way terms and four one -way 
terms, if  such information w as avai lable and not redundant. 

36 Based, for example, on the Deming-Stephan (1940) algorithm 
or the Newton-Raphson technique. For further information, see Fienberg 
(1977) or Haberman (1978). See als o Section 5.4.3.3. 

37 Total imports into region r (Z E m^ r),  and total exports out 
rs J ^ of region r (EEe. ) ,  are both af fected in the same di rection. 

i  s  1  

38 A view expressed, for example, by Wi lliams an d Wilson (1980). 

39 This approach has been suggested ,  for example, by Macg ill  
and Wilson (1979). 

40 Williams an d Wilson (1980) define expected value constraints 
as those which e mbody a known o n. expected value of total freight expenditure, 
together with some assum ptions regarding the d istributional behaviour of 
individual sectors or producers. 

41 A skep ticism expressed, for example, by Puu (1979). 

42 As specified in Equation (5.41).  

43 With the aid of the constraint equations, it  is always possible 
to derive general expressions for each co efficient in terms of the 
exogenously-given information an d the other coefficients.  For this reason, 
ttese coefficients are sometimes referred to as baùmclng fiactosa. 

44 The f ifth set of multipliers,  e ,  are associated with the 
capacity constraints (5.43).  

45 See Eriksson (1978; 1980). 

46 Entropy-maximizing procedures can produce a variety of well-
known dis tributions, depending on the nature of the set of constraints 
included in any formulation. For exa mple, higher-order m oments of the 
capacities lead to normal distributions, instead o f the standard expon ential 
distribution. Inclusion of logarithmic terms can result in a solution closely 
resembling the gamma dis tribution. For some exam ples of the range of 
distributions possible,  see Reza (1961), Tribus (1969), Dowson an d W ragg 
(1973), or Lee (1974b). 

47 If all  x" = y^S  = 1» then Equations (5.60) and (5.61) reduce to 
Equations (5.38) and (5.39),  respectively. 
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INTERSECTORAL F LOWS IN SPACE: DYNAMIC F ORMULATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

The s tatic formulations introduced in Chapter 5 provide a useful intro

duction to the various app roaches which can f acilitate the estimation of 

intersectoral flows over space. They do, however, suffer from t wo ma jor 

deficiencies.  Firstly, their failure to distinguish between the various 

components of final demand rende rs them incapa ble of estimating the gioòò 

intersectoral flows. Secondly, their inability to deal directly with re

percussions o f regional and se ctoral growth restricts their relevance to 

analyses in the short run. For the purposes of medium to long term fore 

casting, the need fo r a dynamic m odel is  obvious. 

In t his chapter, Leontief1s dynamic input-output fr amework is adapted t o 

the interregional estimation problem. The basic difference is that flows 

of capital goods are now treated endogenously, instead of being relegated 

to final demand. By quantifying individual capital flows between sectors, 

i t  is possible to describe the expansive c apabilities of our multiregional * 
economy. At the same time, this additional information enables the inter

regional pattern o f gross intersectoral flows to be estimated. 

To the extent that productive capital flows are treated endogenously, 

Leontief's dynamic m odel is  partially closed by d efinition. Nevertheless,  

open an d clo sed versions of his model are usually distinguished by their 

treatment o f alt final demand. In Section 6.2, we analyse open an d closed 

versions in their basic national form, before dedu cing the fundamental 

relationships embodying the interregional extension. 
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Section 6.3 describes the approaches wh ich enable the interregional 

pattern of gross intersectoral flows to be estimat ed from a limited data

base of national and regional information. Through the use o f Leontief's 

dynamic fr amework a nd a simple accelerator principle,  a clear distinction 

can be m ade between the intermediate flows, which are described by the 

usual input-output coefficients,  and productive capital flows, which are 

specified by an interregional matrix of capital coefficients.  Thus the 

present anal ysis is  formulated in terms of coefficients rather than 

absolute flows. 

Although the separable nature of the formulation allows each matri x of 

interregional coefficients to be estimated simultaneously, i t  also limits 

our choice of solution techniques. The o bjective function, and the asso

ciated system of constraints,  no longer relate to simple flow sum s, but 

rather to expressions involving weighted summation. Thus, iterative pro

cedures devised for multidimensional contingency table analysis are now 

unsuitable. The me thodology therefore draws exclusively on inform ation 

theory for its solutions. 
* 

To co mplement the four eleme ntary cas es introduced i n Capter 5,  a similar 

set of four assum ptions concerning the information ava ilable on intra

regional demands is  investigated. The resulting interregional accounting 

systems described in Section 6.3 are all  formulated as fully closed models.  

It  is  left to the reader t o ponder the appropriate simple adjustments 

which are needed to derive comparable open versions of each mode l.  
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6.2 Basic Model Characteristics  

6.2.1 The O pen Dy namic Leontief Model 

In Ch apter 4,  we esta blished a fundamental system of differential equa

tions whichJ at the national level,  took the form 

X i(t) = E a . .  Xj(t) + z b ij Xj(t) + y.(t) (6.1) 
J J 

2 and describe the dynamic interdepe ndencies of the economy. According 

to the acceleration principle of capital formation, the investment terms 

can be expre ssed a s a l inear function of the change in production, namely 

X i ( t )  =  E  a , ,  x j t t )  •  z  b ^ .  [ x j ( t + 1 )  -  X j ( t ) ]  »  y f ( t )  .  ( 6  2 )  
J J 

If we further assume that each economic sector is following an inde pendent 

growth path, with a corresponding average growth r ate, g^, then we a lso 

have 

x i ( t )  =  x i ( 0 ) E 1  +  g i ] t  •  ( i  =  1 ,  —  , n )  ( 6 . 3 )  

Substituting (6.3) into (6.2),  setting t  = 0 ,  and rewriting (0) as x^, 

vfe ha ve 

x i s  +  b i j  9 j ) x j  +  y i  •  ( 1  =  1  n )  ( 6 - 4 )  

This is  our basic system of equations for the open national model.  

The logic of this open syste m is simply that by treating final demands 

ex09enously, we als o make them decisive. As a set of independent variables,  

the final demand vector may then be det ermined by relati onships other than 

those described in these equations themselves. Such an op en syste m provides 
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an analytical tool which i s  particularly well suited for investigating 

the implications of alternative policy decisions. For this purpose, the 

final demand vector may be viewed a s the objective function of the eco

nomic process.  

An op en m odel l ike (6.1) can therefore be transformed, or rather inter

preted, from the viewpoint of optimal processes.  The generic model used 

in the theory of optimal control is  also an op en one, in which the be

haviour o f the system i s determined by e xogenous va riables.  In such 

formulations, the course of economic dev elopment m ay be steered by extern al 

agents such as consumers, overseas traders or governments, rather than 

by pro ducers o r investors. 

A n umber of authors have already discussed the instability problem in 

national and regional economic systems, arising from the assumption of 
3 equilibrium in the dynamic Leontief formulation. Such syst ems m ay be 

stabilized by allowing excess supply o r demand conditions to occur, and 
4 then introducing a suitable process o f control to promote stabilization. 

Although m ost applications of control theory to economic system s have 

been bas ed on m acroeconomic m anagement, a small number of regional appi i  -
5 cations have app eared recently. These applica tions emphasize the im

portance of the open m odel.  

It  is  not our purpose here to formulate a control theory approach t o the 

problem of multiregional instability, but mere ly to develop an inter

regional extension of Leontief's open m odel as a basis for further analysis.  

To do t his,  we f irstly return to the interregional system introduced in 
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Chapter 5.  Defining as the amount o f capital goods required fro m 
' J 

sector i  in region r per unit increase of output by s ector j  in region s ,  

and g T as the average rate of growth in output from sector i  in region r ,  

we can derive a modified version of Isard's original outflow re lation

ship,® namely 

= E E (a ij  +  b^j 9j)x1 +  " y^S  • (6.5) 
1  j=1 s=1 1 J  1 J  J  J  s=1 1  

( i  =  1 , n ;  r  =  1 , . . . , m )  

Equations (6.5) define our basic set of relationships for balanced i nter

regional commodity flows in Leontief's open mo del.  

6.3.2 The Close d Dynamic Leontief Model 

An in teresting feature of systems such as (6.1) is  that it  is much eas ier 

to study the corresponding homogenous system in which y .(t) = 0 ,  namely 

x i(t)  = E a,j  Xj(t) + z b.j x^(t) .  (6.6) 
J J 

«-

This clos ed formulation does not a ctually eliminate final demand activités 

from the mod el; it  is not a consumption!ess mod el.  Instead, (6.1) is  closed 

by the introduction of an additional equation with c oefficients reflecting 

the structural properties of this particular sector.^ For exam ple, the 

behaviour o f households can be view ed as an industry supplying its output, 

mainly labour, to other industries and receiving consumer go ods from th em. 

Household a ctivities would then app ear in the enlarged system as two s ets 

of additional parameters: the flow c oefficients,  a-j n +p a^ n +- | ,  and 
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an+l,r Vi,2- and  t he  capital coefficients, b,>n+ 1 ,  b2> nt l  

and bn + i  -j,  t>n +^ ^ i the latter describing consumer's investments 

in housing, automobiles,  appliances, and other kinds of household durables.  

Interest in the closed model has been re stricted mainly t o theoretical 
O 

economists who aim to study a system w hich i s as endogenous as possible.  

For the case in which there is only a single output, (6.6) reduces to the 
g 

familiar Harrod-Domar gro wth mo del.  The input-output matri x corresponds 

to the mar ginal propensity to consume, whereas the capital matrix c orre

sponds to the accelerator coefficient.  

By ado pting the acceleration principle of capital formation, together 

with the assumption of fully utilized capital stocks in each period, i t  

is possible to calculate a balanced gr owth path wh ich a ttains the largest 

possible rate of expansion of this closed system. The resulting proportio

nate growth path corre sponds t o the von Neumann t rajectory,^ and yi elds 

an un ique equilibrium stru cture known as the turnpike solution. 

* 

Far fro m being only of academic i nterest,  the turnpike so lution may be 

used to assess the long-term gro wth poten tial of an exi sting technological 

structure. It  may als o be used t o evaluate the development pote ntial (or 

efficiency) of alternative technologies.  Further discu ssion of its inherent 

properties,  as well as various so lution algorithms, is  postponed to 

Chapter 7 and Ap pendix A. For the present, we s hall  restrict our discussio n 

of the closed national model*to a statement o f the complementary syste m of 

equations to the open version (6.4).  Following s imilar arguments t o those 
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adopted for the open m odel,  we ar rive at 

n+1 
X .  =  £  ( a . .  +  b . .  g . ) x .  ( i  =  1 , . . . , n + 1 )  ( 6 . 7 )  

1 1 J 1 J J J 

where (n+1) stands for the additional household s ector. 

An interregional extension of (6.7) will  be deve loped in the following 

section, prior to the application of information th eoretical techniques 

for the simultaneous estimation of both intermediate an d c apital flows 

on an in tersectoral and interregional basis.  

6 . 3  A  C l o s e d  M o d e l  A p p r o a c h  t o  I n t e r r e g i o n a l  E s t i m a t i o n   

6.3.1 Interregional Accounts 

We n ow retu rn to the interregional system dev eloped in Section 5.4.1 of 

the previous chapter. As before, our syste m of regional economies is  

divided into n s ectors and dis tributed over m regions. We shall  now clos e 

this system by tre ating capital investment, consumption, and overseas 

trade as endogenous com ponents of the model.  

* 

Capital flows which serve to maintain or revive existing prodictive capa

city will  be treated as intermediate consumption, by including them in 

the input-output matr ix. Capital flows which are designed to expand 

existing productive capacity will  be represe nted by a matrix o f capital 

coefficients describing the interregional distribution of productive 

investment bet ween various sectors. Household behaviour an d international 

trade wi ll  be treated as additional industries,  and are therefore included 

in the original n s ectors. Once again , the basic relationships can be 
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viewed as a collection of accounts in which the following additional 

notations are introduced: 

b^. = amount o f capital goods required from sector i  per unit 

increase of output by se ctor j ,  

rs b . j  =  a m o u n t  o f  c a p i t a l  g o o d s  r e q u i r e d  f r o m  s e c t o r  i  i n  r e g i o n  r  
' J 

per uni t increase of output by s ector j  in region s ,  

g.j = average ra te of growth i n output from sector i ,  

gT = average rate of growth in output from sector i  in region r ,  

*c 
k.j* = investment de mand i n region s for capital goods from sector i ,  

u i  = gross operating surplus in sector i ,  

uT = gross operating surplus in sector i  of region r .  

If we as sume full  utilization of capital stocks in each period, the non-

spatial input-output equilibri um f or our e conomy is derived from E quation 

(6.7).  We shall  now a ssemble the basic elements o f our interregional 

accounting system fo r this closed model.  It  is  left to the reader to make 

the appropriate simple adjustments to derive a comparable system for the 

open m odel.  We begi n again with a modified version of Isard's original 

outflow re lationship, namely 

x^* = E E (aj® + b " g*)xf (i  = 1, . . . ,n*, r = (6.8) 
1  j= 1  s-1 1 J  1 J  J  J  
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and ad d to this the corresponding inflow of factors required t o satisfy 

regional production in each sector, that is  

* n m ^ 
x *  =  Z  Z  ar.s. xs. +  us. .  ( j  =  1 , . . . , n ;  ( 6 . 9 )  
J -j _ 1 'J J J 

s  =  1 , . . . , m )  

To ensur e consistency with industrial statistics,  the following additional 

relationships apply: 

mm * 
Z  Z  a *  X  =  a , .  X .  ( i , j  =  1 , . . .  , n )  ( 6 . 1 0 )  

5 = 1 'J J 1J J 

m m rs s s 
^  j ,  N o  9 J  x j  *  b i j  g j  x J  ( i , j = 1  n )  ( 6 .11 )  

m r  * 
ï  9 ;  =  g . x .  ( i  =  1 , . . . , n )  ( 6 . 1 2 )  

r=1 1 1  

m  r Z  u .  =  u .  ( i  =  1 , . . .  , n )  ( 6 . 1 3 )  
r=1 1  1  

and as before 

m r* m *<-
Z  x  =  z  X .  =  x .  .  ( i  =  1  , . . . , n )  ( 6 . 1 4 )  

r=1 1  s=1 1  1  

This comp letes the specification of our interregiona l accounting system 

for the closed model.  
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6 . 3 . 2  T h e  E s t i m a t i o n  P r o b l e m  

The m ain aim of the present an alysis is  to estimate the interregional 

pattern of gioòò intersectoral flows ^ r o m  a  l imited database o f 

industrial and regional information. To do t his,  we hav e expressed these 

flows in the form 

• K j  • bïî « î'f • (6- ,5) 

In contrast to the formulations derived in Chapter 5,  we hav e now m ade 

a distinction between intermediate an d ca pital flows. Consequently, i t  

is possible to estimate interregional matrices o f input-output an d ca pital 

coefficients simultaneously. The present an alysis is  therefore formulated 

in terms of coefficients rather than actual flows. 

In term s of Equations (6.8) to (6.14),  aggregate information fro m ind ust

rial statistics is certainly available concerning g^, u^, x.  and a^ ..  

Some countries are fortunate enough to have com piled a matrix of capital 

coefficients (b. .)  at the national level.  Others m ay be forced to estimate 
• J 

these coefficients by al ternative means. A n umber of non-survey appr oaches 

to this problem ha ve bee n prop osed in Chapter 4,^ so we sh all  treat b. .  
' J 

as a matrix wh ich can be estimate d independently a t the aggregate level.  

We shall  further assume that regional disaggregation of industrial data 

can provide information abo ut gT, uT a nd x^ .  Our closed model investiga

tions will  be l imited to the following four assumptions conce rning intra

regional demands: 
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Case ( i)  -  that neither intermediate d emand (x*^) nor investment 
*c 

demand (k^) for each sector's products are known (or 

can be estimat ed independently) for each region; 

*c 
C a s e  ( i i )  -  t h a t  i n t e r m e d i a t e  d e m a n d  ( x . . * )  f o r  e a c h  s e c t o r ' s  

products is  known fo r each region; 

*c 
C a s e  ( i i i )  -  t h a t  t o t a l  d e m a n d  ( x ^  )  f o r  e a c h  s e c t o r ' s  p r o d u c t s  

is  known fo r each region; 

Case ( iv) -  that both intermediate d emand ( x^) and investment 
*s demand (k^*) for each sector's products are known 

for each region. 

Although the separable nature of the gross flows (f^) allows inter-
* J 

regional tables of input-output and cap ital coefficients to be estimate d 

simultaneously, i t  also limits our choice of solution techniques. The 

inclusion of growth r ates (gT) in the present formula tion a lters the 

nature of the constraint system fr om one of simple flow sums to one of 

weighted su mmation. This m eans that standard so lution procedures devised 
*  1 2  for multidimensional contingency t able analysis are no longer s uitable. 

Consequently, we sha ll  draw exclusively on information-theoretical proce

dures f or our so lutions. In so doing, we are now at l iberty to include 

a  s e t  o f  n o d a l  c a p a c i t y  c o n s t r a i n t s ,  s i m i l a r  t o  E q u a t i o n s  ( 5 . 4 1 ) ,  i n  a l l  

our m odel formulations. 
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6 . 3 . 3  M a x i m u m  E n t r o p y  F o r m u l a t i o n s  

In the absence of any prior knowledge abou t the individual flows (that 

is ,  assuming that each shipment i s  equi-probable),  we can define the 

following entropy function: 

S  -  -  s E E E ( ï ™  +  b "  g *)xf log (S™ +  b r* g ' )xf  ( 6 . 1 6 )  
 ̂ j _ ̂  g_i 'J 'J J J ' J i J J J 

which serves as our o bjective function for the four cases discussed 

below. 

6 . 3 . 3 . 1  C a s e  ( i ) :  i n t r a r e g i o n a l  d e m a n d s  u n k n o w n  

The relevant information fro m ou r interregional accounts can be written 

as the following four c onstraint sets: 

^ ^ — y*c C ç* y* TÄT 
E E ( a" + bj! gpx® = x; ( i  = 1 , . . .  ,n; r = 1 , . . .  ,m) ( 6 . 1 7 )  

j = 1 s = 1  1 J  1 «  «  J  '  

n m * _ 
E E x *  =  x ?  -  u *  ( j  =  1 , . . . ,  n ;  s  =  1 , . . . , m )  ( 6 . 1 8 )  

 ̂ •] 1 J J j j 

m  m  rs s* E E äV* x* = a.  .  x.  ( i ,j  = 1 , . . .  ,n) (6.19) 
'J J 'J J 

m  m  ~rs s  c* 
E E b . .  g .  x .  =  b .  .  g .  x ,  ( i , j  =  1 , . . . , n )  (6.20) 

P=1 s=1 ^ J  J  1J J J  
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The r esulting entropy-maximizing problem i s then to maximize S subject 

to the constraints (6.17) through (6.20) and the usual non-negativity 

conditions. A s tandard Lagrangian derivation yields 

rs c * r* <;* 
ä i j  X j  •  e x P < - a i  -  6 j  -  V  ( 6 - 2 1 )  

and 

SJ *f * «P<- «Î* * V <6-22) 

C 
where a.  ,  ß. ,  y. ,  and 6. .  are the Lagrange mul tipliers associated I J IJ I J 
with the constraint sets (6.17) to (6.20) respectively. These solutions 

may be expresse d in a more famili ar form, namely 

•ÏÎ xf =  *T Bj c i0 <6-2 3 '  

and 

sïî gj xf= A? Dij (6-24> 

where A ^, B^, C..  and D. .  are coefficients which are related exponentially I J ' J I J 
to the corresponding Lagrange m ultipliers.  

Explicit solutions for äH and b^ in this and a ll  succeeding formula tions 
I J I J 

may be obtained by eliminating the balancing factors or their corresponding 

Lagrange mu ltipliers.  As suggested in Chapter 5,  this can be do ne num eri

cally using the INTEREG p ackage described in Appendix E. 
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• ç 
6.3.3.2 Case (ii): intermediate demands (x^) known 

For this case, the given information consists of the four previous sets 
13 of constraints, together with the following additional set: 

rï ^ rs s* 
E E xr = X.; . (i = 1 n; s = 1,... ,m) (6.25) 

j= 1  r= 1  1 J  J  1  

The entropy-maximizing problem is now t o maximize S subject to the con

straints (6.17) through (6.20), (6.25), and the usual non-negativity 
*c 

conditions. An e xtra multiplier ( y^*) appears in the solution to repre

sent the new set of constraints (6.25). The results are: 

rc c* . r* *c » 
aij *j = exf<- ai - -1'a • >v> <6-26' 

and 

s« «î xî* -exp(-«T - V • (6-27) 

*c 
6.3.3.3 Case ( i i i ) : total demands (x.. ) known 
* 

To quantify the total demands by a ll intermediate and capital users in 

each region, a modified version of the Leontief-Strout relationship is 
13 added to the four original sets of constraints. We have 

n m * * 
I E + b " g^x* = x.s . (i = s = 1,...,m) (6.28) 

j = 1 p= -J 1J 1J J J I 
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The resulting entropy-maximizing problem is now s ubject to the constraints 

(6.17) through (6.20), together with (6.28) and the usual non-negativity 
* S conditions. A ne w m ultiplier ( ) is now incl uded in the solution, and 

on this occasion it appears in both equations. The solutions come out as 

«ÎÎ xf • •**- < - 8f - - <S) <6-29) 

and 

Sîj «J f * eXP<" < * «1J * ^S) • <6-3°> 

*e 
6.3.3.4 Case (iv): both intermediate demands (x^*) and capital 

demands (k..*) known 

In this situation, the available information consists of the five sets 
14 of constraints appearing in case (ii), together with the following 

additional set: 

n m ~rs 5 <;* *<; I Z b ]?. g^ X. = k.; . (i = 1 n; s = 1,... ,m) (6.31) 
j=i r=1 1J J J 1 

* 

The replacement of (6.28) by the two independent sets of constraints, 

namely (6.25) and (6.31), necessitates the introduction of another new 

Lagrange multiplier ( A/*) to represent Equation (6.31). The resulting 

solutions are 

y*C c* y** ç* •ç 
äij xj = exp(" ai " Bj • Yij " pi*' (6-32) 

and 

9jXj* * *XP(- »T* • (6-33) 
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6.3.3.5 Discussion of results 

The resulting estimates for both intermediate and capital flow coeffi

cients can be expressed in the general form: 

• *î bJ cij F?<*f «•»> 

and 

Dij *f >"' (6-35) 

where A^, B^, C••, D.., and G? a re coefficients which can be related 

exponentially to the correspondingly subscripted Lagrange multipliers 

introduced for each case. Estimates for the gross intersectoral flows 

(f^) can therefore be expressed as 
' J 

*ÏJ • AT(BJ CU F1 + DiJ • («-3«) 

Table 6.1 contains expressions for the balancing coefficients defined 

in terms of the appropriate Lagrange m ultipliers for each case. 

6*3.3.6 Inclusion of capacity constraints 

If we wish to incorporate a similar set of nodal capacity constraints 

to the ones introduced in Chapter 5, the result is an additional Lagrange 
15 multiplier in the corresponding solutions. For example, we could in

clude a set of capacity constraints in the form 

n n m . 
E E S cV ( à" + Br® g^)x® ' S cr ( r = 1,... .m) (6.37) 

i=1 j=1 s=1 1 TJ iJ J J 
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TABLE 6.1 

For a ll four cases 

Af = 
i = exp(- ) 

bJs • » exp(- ßj ) 

cu! = exp(- j) 

Dij = exp(- 6^) 

Case F? i ®î 

( i) demands 
unknown 1 1 

(ii) intermediate 
demands known exp(- y^) 1 

(iii) total demands 
known exp(- nn-S) exp(- n^s) 

(iv) intermediate 
and capital 
demands known 

*s 
exp(- y^*) exp(- Xi5) 
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in each of our earlier formulations. The result would be an additional 

term in the solution estimates (6.34) and (6.35). If we let er represent 

the set of Lagrange multipliers associated with (6.37), the modified 

solutions would read 

«ïî •  aÏ b5 cij  «p<-£r  < > <6-3 8'  

and 

Èij = Ai Dio G?(sj xf r' ex!>(- CP • (6-39) 

Historical information on nodal capacities may prove binding in cases 

where the information available concerning intraregional demands is very 
"I c 

limited. They ma y therefore be an important ingredient in the first 

stage of our estimation procedure, namely computation of historical flow 

estimates using the entropy-maximizing paradigm. Wherever an historical 

flow pattern requires modifications to comply with expected changes in 

flow information, however, we require a second stage of estimation. In 

the following section, we discuss this information-adding procedure by 

reference to the principle of minimum information gain. 

6.3.4 Partial Information Adding 

In the previous section, we assumed that no a pxlo>vi information about 

the flows is available. The results so obtained are an obvious choice 

for prior values in any second stage of estimation designed to update 

the historical flow pattern to comply with changing supply or demand 

information. To facilitate these modifications to our original flow 
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estimates, we must alter our objective function to allow for non-uniform 

prior flow probabilities. We no w minimize the information gain, I, in 

terms of gross flows, namely 

n n m m ~rs ~rc rc I = E E E l f\s. log(f^/f") (6.40) 
i=1 j = 1 r=1 s=1 J J J 

subject to a set of linear constraints on f^ containing all the pertinent • J 
flow information.^ 

For the four elementary cases analysed in the previous section, the re

sulting modified estimates for the gross intersectoral flows take the 

general form 

= A"<Bj cijF?+ Dij <6-«> 

where the unknown coefficients retain the same expressions(given origin

ally in Table 6.1), in terms of the appropriate Lagrange multipliers, 

for each case. It is obvious that (6.41) reduces to (6.36) if all the a 
"S 
ij priori flows (f^) are equi probable, I J 

Of particular interest is the case where we have a pnlohl knowledge of 
.rs the input-output coefficients (a,-,-)» but no knowledge of the capital U 

coefficients (b^) on an interregional basis. This situation requires • J 
separate terms for the intermediate and capital flows in the objective 

function. Our revised function to be minimized takes the following form: 

n n m m . . . 
I = E E E E a™ xf ) log(ärs Xs /ärs xs ) 

i=1 j=1 r=1 S=1 iJ J ij J ij J 
(6.42) 

/Ùrs s s*\ n /ùrs s s*\ + (b. . g. X. ) log(b. . g. x. ) 
• J J J y iJ 0 J 
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«ç* 18 where a. . and x. define a pfUotii values. The modified solutions are 
'  J  J  

of the general form: 

(6.43) 

and 

• fti Dij G?(90S f > 
S /  S  „ S *\-1 (6.44) 

In situations where we have partial a ptvLohÅ. knowledge of either flow 

matrix, this information can be used to deduce a complete a ptvion,i matrix 

of flows. The adopted approach involves the calculation of the net sum 

of all unknown flows, and then the distribution of these unknown shipments 

on an equi probable basis. To demonstrate the procedure, a simple example 

is included in Appendix B. 

6.3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, two further approaches to the estimation of interregional, 
* 

intersectoral flows from a limited database of information have been de

scribed. In contrast to the previous chapter, adoption of Leontief's dy

namic framework allows the interregional pattern of qhoò& intersectoral 

flows to be estimated. A cl ear distinction can be made between the inter

mediate flows, which are described by the usual input-output coefficients, 

and productive capital flows, which are specified using capital coeffici

ents. All the cases studied are therefore formulated in terms of coeffi

cients instead of actual flows. 
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The entropy-maximizing approach is adopted because the various relation

ships no longer describe simple sums involving unit coefficients. The 

inclusion of growth rates in the various formulations alters the nature 

of the constraint system to one of weighted summation. Consequently, 

standard solution algorithms devised for multidimensional contingency 

table analysis are no longer useful. 

If modifications to any historical flow patterns are warranted, we have 

reiterated our support for the principle of minimum information gain. 

This second stage of estimation is largely complementary to the entropy-

maximizing paradigm. It does, however, produce conservative estimates, 

to the extent that the solution corresponds to a pattern of least change. 

To eventually clarify its relevance to the field of spatial input-output 

analysis, further research into the degree of inertia existing in inter

regional trade patterns is obviously necessary. 
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FOOTNOTES F OR C HAPTER 6 

1 See Equations (4.24). 

2 In this open formulation, y^(t) now rep resents final 
non-productive demand for the goods from sector i in period t. 

3 See, for example, Jorgenson (1960), Tsukui (1968), 
Bródy (1970) and Lesse and Sharpe (1980). 

4 This suggestion appears in Andersson and Karlqvist (1979). 

5 See, for example, Nijkamp (1978), Bennet and Tan (1979), 
or Lesse and Sharpe (1980). 

6 Based on a simple reformulation of Equations (5.4), which 
correspond to an interregional extension of Equations (6.4). 

7 If the final demand vector can be broken down into 
several separate categories, a corresponding number o f additional 
sectors (and equations) may be needed. 

8 Following the initial formulations by Leontief (1953), 
other analyses of the closed model can be found in Morishima (1958), 
Sraffa (1960), Wurtele (1960), Jorgenson (1960), Brôdy (1966; 1970), 
and Johansen (1973; 1978). 

9 See Harrod (1939) and Domar (1946). 

10 See von Neumann (1945). 

11 See Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3.5, as well as Appendix C. 

» 12 As well as the obvious difficulty posed by the presence 
of weighted coefficients, there is also the possibility that two 
sets of constraints may involve the same interaction terms. 

13 Namely Equations (6.17) through (6.20). 

14 Namely Equations (6.17) through (6.20) and Equations (6.25). 

15 It is recommended that the reader refer to Sections 5.4.4 
and 5.4.5 of the previous chapter for a discussion of various problems 
associated with the inclusion of cost constraints, 

16 Case (i) could benefit greatly from the inclusion of capa
city constraints. 
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17 In (6.40), f^ defines the a pnlosU. fl ow value, 
' J 

which may be estimated historically using (6.36) if a survey 
is unavailable. 

18 Expression (6.42) is derived assuming equiprobable 
capital &lom rather than equiprobable coefficients. 



Chapter 7 

TOWARDS A S YSTEM O F M ODELS F OR INTEGRATED 
NATIONAL A ND R EGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

7.1 Introduction 

The preceding chapters of this dissertation have been concerned predomi

nantly with the estimation of intersectoral and interregional commodity 

flows, from a limited database of industrial and spatial information. 

Their main purpose has been to demonstrate a practical means by which the 

economic analyst can reduce his survey needs, which can otherwise be both 

extensive and expensive in the case of intersectoral and interregional 

model s J It now remains to demonstrate how the various flow or coefficient 

estimates could be used to analyse feasible paths of economic development 

over space and time. This is the task of this final chapter. 

Having already expressed a preference for a dynamic interregional frame

work of the interindustry type, Section 7.2 sets out in search of a plausible 

system of models to integrate national and regional development. The explo

ration begins by reviewing some existing approaches, which fulfil the basic 

requirements, and concludes by suggesting a kieAcvickLcal o^ modzSU*. 

Although this system successively disaggregates the development problem, 

it also permits an autonomous, self-assertive tendency at each level, to 

counterbalance the integrative nature of the system as a whole. 

By regarding each level in our five-level modelling hierarchy as being 

responsible for a certain degree of detail, a separability of focus is 

maintained, leading to an efficient specialization of function by each 

201 
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2 model in the hierarchy. An zquÀJUb/uUm function is examined at the 

national level. Compromise solutions, based on Simon's notion of ï>a£a>-
3 facing, are proposed for the various regional models. At the lower 

levels, where the decisions of individuals can be recognized more easily, 

the logical function is one of optimlzcutLon. 

It is argued that the generation of various development scenarios is a 

fundamental feature of the planning process at both the national and 

regional levels. By adopting a closed version of Leontief's dynamic model 

at the national level, it is possible to evaluate the development potential 

(or efficiency) of alternative production technologies. The natural choice 

would be the set of techniques which minimizes costs, and maximizes growth 

of production, in the long run. 

The generation of plausible development scenarios at the regional level 

allows different policies and goals to be quantified and compared. We 

assume that the predominant function of regional economic planning is to 

satisfy (in some way) a multiplicity of objectives or decision problems. 
* 

Simultaneous optimization of a system involving multiple criteria is usu

ally impossible, due to the conflicting nature of various objectives. We 

therefore derive a satisficing version of Leontief's model, designed to 

search for a simultaneous compromise solution between conflicting criteria. 

The information gain statistic is used to maximize the InoAtla. of the 

a pfUoHÀ. production pattern, thereby retaining as much of the region's 

current characteristics as the multiplicity of criteria allows. 
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We can now adopt the type of formulation discussed in Chapter 6 to 

estimate the vital structural properties of our national-regional inter

face. Information theory can be used to calculate an interregional pattern 

which is consistent with both the structure of production at the national 

level, and supply-demand imbalances within each region. The relative de

gree of control exerted by each set of constraints is closely related to 

the amount and type of information collected at each level. 

At this point, we can easily recognize the significant role which informa

tion theory can play in hierarchical systems analysis. It allows us to make 

efficient use of the information which is available at a higher, more 

aggregated level, to coordinate and integrate the patterns of behaviour 

at more disaggregated levels below. To this extent, it can therefore con

tribute to the fundamental process of dzc.ompo&abltLty in hierarchical 

systems. 

But hierarchical theory is not essential to demonstrate the complementary 

role of information theory to the analysis of national and regional eco-a-
nomies. Nor is the system of models proposed in this chapter considered 

to be the only, or even the optimal, path towards an integrated spatial 

development system. In reality, there is ample scope to modify the model 

formulations at each level, or even to disregard any hierachical assump

tions completely. 
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7.2 In Search of a Framework for Integration  

7.2.1 Theoretical Background 

Regional and interregional modelling presently lack firm theoretical 

foundations. The attempts to generalize neoclassical economic theory, so 

as to encompass the spatial dimension, have largely failed because of 

their simplistic approach to the determinants of interregional flows; 

possibly the most distinctive feature of regional development. Neoclassi

cal economics has neglected spatial factors, such as distance and location, 
4 which may be of critical importance in explaining regional growth. 

Forecast-oriented techniques, such as regional input-output analysis and 
5 development planning models, should not primarily be seen as a contri

bution to regional growth theory. Their usefulness is related to examining 

the consequences of specific changes in exogenous factors (via impact 

analyses or scenario generation), or determining the most likely or most 

desirable pattern of development; rather than to any improvment in our 

understanding of the regional ization process itself. It is very much in th is 

letter tradition that the following search for a suitable modelling frame

work should be viewed. 

Although input-output analysis provides an extremely flexible framework 

for regional and interregional modelling, we have stressed repeatedly 

that its regional role is quite different to that on the national level. 

The regional economy is extremely open in comparison with the nation to 

which it belongs. This has two very important consequences. Firstly, 

effective regional planning must take account of various development 
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patterns occurring outside the region in question. Each region must 

recognize its interdependency on other surrounding regions, as well as 

its role in national development. Thus the model framework should include 

i.wtoJüizqLonoJi Linkage. 

Secondly, regional rates of growth and decline are much mo re accentuated 

than on the national level. In any medium to long-term forecasting, the 

repercussion of different growth rates cannot be ignored. Thus the model 
fi framework should also be dynamic. 

Having established a fundamental need for a dynamic interregional frame

work of the interindustry type, at least two other important decisions 

remain. Within the class of permissible models, either optbnlzation or 

eqiUtLbsUum solutions are always available. Furthermore, either open or 

cZoòzd. versions of each model may be explored. Our decisions regarding 

these properties will be deferred, however, until after we have reviewed 

some existing models which fulfil our basic requirements. 

* 

7.2.2 A Rev iew o f Some Earlier Models 

Spatial versions of Leontief's dynamic model were first suggested in 

theory more than twenty years ago.^ In the lengthy period following this 

theoretical underpinning, very few models have become fully operational. 

Some are summarized in Table 7.1. One intraregional model is included in 

the table, because of its early contribution to the advancement of dynamic 

modelling. The seven other models are all interregional. 
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Table 7.1 is not intended to be an exhaustive summary, since other models 

have centrainly appeared. The models included therein are considered 

simply to be representative of the chronological pattern of advancement 

in this area. A b rief discussion of each model follows. 

7.2.2.1 The West Virginia Model 

Miernyk and his associates made the first attempt to implement a dynamic 
O 

regional input-output model in the late sixties. The West Virginia 

model is not an interregional model, but makes a useful distinction bet

ween replacement and expansion capital. The fundamental system of first-
g 

order difference equations, outlined in the previous chapter, is modi

fied to read 

xi(t) = Z a.jXjU) + z dijXjCt) + Z b.j[xj(t)-x.(t-1)] + yi(t) (7.1) 
J J J 

where d ^ is the flow of capital goods from sector i required to maintain 

stocks of capital equipment in sector j at existing levels. In other words, 

{ d.. } is a matrix of capital replacement coefficients. This modification 
' J 

i$ not unlike the modification to input coefficients suggested in Chapter 4, 

to allow for maintenance of fixed capital.^ 

A sl ightly modified form of the Leontief dynamic inverse is used to project 

capital requirements. The viability of this approach depends on the as

sumptions embodied in the capital coefficient matrices ^d^} and {b^} . 

When tested by Miernyk, the dynamic model produced forecasts that were 

only marginally different from a series of comparative-static forecasts 

with a fairly simple Leontief-type model. The West Virginian example de-
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monstrates that the analyst must choose carefully between the costs of 

additional data collection, and the strategic returns to be gained from 

a more detailed specification of the relationships between investment 

and growth. 

7.2.2.2 The Mar yland Model 

At mu ch the same time as Miernyk's work, Harris attempted to embed Almon's 

national model into an interregional framework.^ His objective was to 

forecast industrial activity at the regional level, together with other 

regional variables including population, income, workforce and unemploy

ment. He used linear programming to solve the transportation problem for 

shadow p rices, rather than to estimate the optimum tra de flows. His in-
12 terest in trade flows was peripheral. The shadow prices are used as 

independent variables in the industry location equations which, together 

with a set of population migration equations, attempt to explain the 

migration of capital and labour between various regions. 

ßy using small geographical areas, Harris hoped to minimize the problems 

of cross-hauling. The Maryland mod el therefore embraced a system of 3112 

regions (counties) and 100 industrial sectors. The resulting data require

ments were enormous, and the variation in quality of the data series 

which were used cast some doubt on the reliability of the overall model. 
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7.2.2.3 The Indian model 

Mathur implemented a transport cost-minimizing model for optimal regional 
13 allocation in India. His open mo del combines linear programming tech

niques with dynamic input-output analysis. The Indian economy is divided 

into 5 regions and 27 sectors, for which three average growth trajectories 

(zero, 10% and 15%) are examined. Constraints may be imposed on regional 

trade balances and resource exploitation. 

The results indicate that the optimum pat tern of production is highly 

sensitive to rates of growth, as well as to trade balance constraints. 

In other words, we cannot talk of balanced regional growth, and an optimum 

pattern of location, without a specific reference to the dynamic aspects 
14 of the economy. Nevertheless, heavy industries appear to be location-

ally inelastic. 

7.2.2.4 The Swedish model 

An interregional model which postulates balanced growth in a closed system 
» 15 of regional economies has been proposed by Andersson. The mod el is of 

the equilibrium type, and adopts a dynamic interregional growth and allo

cation model as an organizing mechanism f or spatial flows. The allocation 

of regional production is organized in such a way that demands and supplies 

are equilibrated at the various nodes in the transportation network. The 

rate of capacity use is then maximized for any given expectations of growth 

in product demand. Alternatively, at full capacity, the rate of expansion 
1 fi of the whole production system is maximized. The latter approach corre

sponds to the turnpike model presented in Appendix C. 
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Andersson argues that the transportation system is in equilibrium if it 

preserves a balanced situation on each of the regionally differentiated 

commodity mark ets, and is consistent with goals like full employment and 

a given level of resource conservation. He adopts the principle of maximum 

likelihood or maximum entropy to estimate the interregional flows, and 

also proposes use of the minimum information principle if a piiotü. flows 

are available.^7 

7.2.2.5 The TIM m odel 

Since July 1970, six German research groups have been striving towards 

the completion of a Total Interregional Model (TIM) for the Federal 

Republic of Germany. An interim report explains that the model has four 

components, namely (i) a demand submodel, (ii) an input-output model, 
18 (iii) a production submodel, and (iv) a resource submodel. Inter

regional, sector-specific commodity flows are derived using a modified 

version of the gravity model. Sector-specific incestment demand functions 

are also formulated. Unfortunately, this research has now been abandoned 

q^ing to insurmountable difficulties with data collection. 

7.2.2.6 The DREAM model 

A Dy namic Regional Economic Allocation Model (DREAM) has been developed 

primarily for Australian conditions, but is sufficiently general for 
19 applications elsewhere. This optimization model has an input-output 

framework, with constraints on labour, migration, population distribution, 

production, investments, exports and imports, and consumption. The temporal 

structure is represented by a simple dynamic multiplier principle, which 
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relates capital investment to output in various sectors, during the same 

time period, by a set of linear investment coefficients. 

A use ful distinction is made between products from national sectors, 

which are transferable between regions (footloose), and fiZQ-ionat products 

which are not transferable. The flow-stock relationships for regional 

sectors take a closed form, similar to the usual balanced dynamic Leontief 

model. A d ummy region may be used to absorb excess supply or demand within 

national sectors. A gra vity model is used for calculating the interregional 

flows for all national sectors. This gravity model can be derived by 

entropy-maximi zing methods. 

An initial objective of maximizing net surplus (exports less imports less 

transportation costs) was chosen. Other objectives have been investigated 

by including production, labour, population distribution, investment, 

consumption, intermediate demand, export and import terms (all linear), 

plus transportation cost terms (quasi-quadratic), in the objective function. 

Various combinations have been explored by weighting each term, and dis-

counting between time periods has been used to give greater importance to 

initial time periods. Thus the objective function, and the choice of con

straints, may be manipulated to reflect various community goals. 

The mathematic al programming formulation can be solved using iterative 
20 linear programming techniques, or entropy-maximizing methods. The 

computer program, which is fully operational, has been implemented in a 
21 wide variety of Australian studies. 
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7.2.2.7 The Dutch mo del 

Hafkamp and Nijkamp have developed and interregional model which links 

production, investment, employment and pollution on an intersectoral 
22 basis. The welfare profile of each region is assumed to contain three 

elements (production, employment, and pollution), which form the basis 

of a multi-objective decision framework. Simultaneous optimization of 

all objective functions is impossible, owing to the conflicting nature 

of each objective. Hafkamp and Nijkamp suggest a compromise method, based 

on a distance metric, which minimizes the discrepancy between the set of 

efficient solutions and the ldzajl solution. A le arning procedure is out

lined to improve t he welfare specifications of the model, until an ultimate 

compromise solution is reached. The notions of &cutuìIcJmq and di&placzd 

23 åAojoJU are therefore implied. 

The full-information input-output model so adopted assumes that all inter

regional deliveries of intermediate and final products are known in ad

vance. Its implementation has been restricted to a two-region (Rhine-delta 

ajrea and the rest of the Netherlands) model containing 27 sectors, because 

of data limitations. 

7.2.2.8 The MORSE m odel 

A rec ent Swedish model employs a ntcxed approa ch to the task of achieving 

consistency between the national and regional level. The model (known as 

MORSE) is designed to view relationships between the energy sector and 
24 the rest of the economy in a multi-regional perspective. All relation

ships concerning technologies and consumption are expressed at the regional 
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level, whereas interregional trade is balanced nationally by mea ns of 

Chenery-Moses assumptions. Other nationally specified constraints (on 

balance of payments, energy use and capital formations), together with 

regional commodity balances, income balances, and bounds on capital and 

labour utilization, combine to restrict the set of feasible solutions. 

MORSE dr aws on achievements in multi-regional input-output theory, 

development modelling and mathematical programming. It is an open model, 

in order to allow explicit treatment of goals, resource constraints and 

capacity utlization. The multi-objective approach combines goals for 

economic, employment and energy planning into a linear programming frame

work. It has many similar features to the DREAM model, and is used to 

analyse the feasibility and consistency of regional developments, with 

respect to national ambitions in economic and energy policies. 

7.2.2.9 Discussion 

What insights can be gleaned from these dynamic interregional modelling 

experiences? Firstly, there is a clear need for internal consistency 

between economic behaviour at the national level and aggregate multi-

regional behaviour. This does not mean that national and regional objec

tives must be identical, but simply that the various parameters must sum 

to the national totals over all regions. The pioneering interregional 

models achieved this consistency by employing a top-dom approach, in 

which national aggregates are broken down into their regional components. 

Although this top-down approach represents a convenient means of extending 

national planning systems to facilitate regional forecasting, it suffers 
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from a serious inability to quantify the effects on the national economy 

of changing regional conditions. The ideal interregional model requires 

a mlxzd approach, in which some entities are prescribed at the national 
24 level, while others are determined regionally. 

Secondly, traditional optimization models were based on the assumption 

of independent decision-making units striving for a unidimensional ob

jective. In many of the early interregional models, this single objective 

was to minimize transportation costs. Fortunately, there is now a growing 

awareness that planners and policy-makers, at both the national and 

regional levels, must base their decisions on a mwitipticlty oh cJvUtoAia. 

(for example, equity, efficiency, ecological balance, etc.). They must 

therefore consider a wide range of policy objectives (implying a muttc-

(UmznAi.omZ goat function), to reflect the different goals and aspirations 

which exist within their community. 

The simultaneous consideration of multiple decision criteria, or multiple 

objectives, complicates the traditional programming methods. Two schools 

of thought have recently developed. The first approach is a simple ex

tension of traditional optimization procedures, which applies certain 

a pnÀohÀ. weightings to the various terms in the objective function. The 

second recognizes the conflicting nature of various goals, and searches 

for a compromise solution based upon interactive satisficing principles. 

A de tailed discussion of these approaches is postponed to Section 7.5. 
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Thirdly, there is an increasing need to develop a flexible interregional 

framework which allows certain linkages and spillover effects to be ex

plored in greater detail. Important issues, such as energy consumption, 

environmental pollution, and resource depletion, now requ ire specific 

consideration within an integrated economic framework. A few of the models 

in Table 7.1 have explored some of these issues. Others have considered 

the intersections between energy, pollution and further economic issues, 
25 within a static interregional framework. An e xtension of the latter 

approach into a dynamic setting would be extremely valuable. 

Finally, but perhaps foremost, there is a formidable obstacle which is 

shared by a ll the interregional modelling exercises undertaken so far: 

that of limited availability of suitable data. This common d ifficulty 

seems likely to persist in the foreseen future, as modellers attempt to 

introduce additional dimensions to the planning process. In the face of 

these inevitable deficiencies in information, it is important to make 

progressive improvements to our methods of estimation. It is now cle ar 

that information theory can make a significant contribution to this area 

of endeavour. 

To build further on these earlier modelling efforts, we shall now atte mpt 

to develop a more general modelling framework which 

(i) provides a flexible mechanism f or the integrated analysis of 

national and regional development options; and also 

(ii) demonstrates the valuable and versatile role which information 

theory can play in this analysis. 
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7.2.3 A Hier archical Modelling System 

It is now cle ar that long-term economic planning cannot be based on a 

single goal function alone, but must encompass a multiplicity of goals 

at the various levels of the planning process. It must also allow for 

a mixture of variables, each of which may either be determined or con

strained at quite different levels. Wherever there is organized economic 

activity, there appear to be multilevel, orhieAaAchical phenomena. 

Yet hierarchical analysis is still practically nonexistent in traditional 

economic theory, and has only recently been introduced into regional 
27 science. We s hall attempt to consolidate on these recent analyses, by 

describing a general hierarchical system which, for our purposes, will be 

simplified to consider only five different levels of modelling effort. 

This system has its foundations in Isard's global balanced regional input-

output model, which identifies a hierarchical structure of political 
28 authorities and corresponding commodities. 

Qyr m ultilevel system is depicted in Figure 7.1. Although it successively 

disaggregates the development problem, it also permits an autonomous, 

self-assertive tendency at each level, to counterbalance the integrative 
29 nature of the system as a whole. In reality, this hierarchy is open-

ended in the downward, as it is in the upward direction. 

The system of models corresponding to this five-level hierarchy is repre

sented in Figure 7.2. At the uppermost level, decisions taken concerning 

international trade patterns provide important constraints on feasible 
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Figure 7.1 
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Figure 7.2 
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developments patterns in each nation. Similarly, decisions taken at both 

the international and national levels impose further constraints on the 

decision-maker at the regional level. However, it should be stressed 

that higher-level models can only co-ordinate, but not completely control, 
30 the goal-seeking activities at lower levels. 

We can associate this hierarchical structure of decision-making units 

with a similar commodity classification system. It is not only useful, 

but increasingly necessary, to recognize that some commodities are balan

ced (in terms of production and consumption) at the international level 

only. Others are balanced at the national, regional or neighbourhood 

levels. Let W denote world commodities (balanced on the world level only), 

N repr esent national commodities (whose production and consumption are 

balanced both at the world and the national level), R repr esent regional 

commodities (balanced at the world, national and regional levels), and 

L rep resent local commodities (with balance at all levels). 

Similar distinctions are often made with respect to the mobiLLty of 
*r 

31 industries. World industries (more commonly referred to as tAanò-

nationaLò or muttinatconatå) are regarded as free to locate in any nation. 

National industries are free to locate in any region, and so on. World 

industries also tend to market their products to any nation; national 

industries to any region. Which goods or industries turn out to be world, 

and which remain national, regional and local, depends to a large extent 

on the structure and conditions of trade. 
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The advantage of this five-level hierarchical system lies in the ability 

to analyse each subsystem in a relatively independent fashion. This 
32 possibility arises because of the mWL-dtcompoòabXIÀXy of subsystems. 

Simon mai ntains that it is possible to focus on the dynamics of one 

level, by ignoring both higher and lower-level dynamics for the sake of 

simplification. "We can build a tteory of a system at the level of dyna

mics that is observable, in ignoxanaz of the detailed structure or dyna-
33 mics at the next level down." 

The autonomy permitted on each level is, of course, accompanied by a set 

of constraints to coordinate and integrate the submodel's behaviour. The 

control exerted through these constraints is closely related to the amount 

and type of -LnfionmatLon collected at each level. Simon's point is that 

near-decomposability of hierarchies minimizes information flows between 

levels, and hence between submodels. At this point, the first clue to the 

role which information theory could play in hierarchical systems analysis 

emerges. 

As we move down our five-level hierarchy, at each step we progress to a 

model in which behaviour is increasingly disaggregated on a spatial basis. 

In doing so, we face an increasingly difficult data problem: that of making 

efficient use of the information which is available at the higher, more 

aggregated level, to coordinate the patterns of behaviour at the more dis

aggregated levels below. But this is, in fact, the very problem which is 
34 central to this whole dissertation. Information theory can therefore 

play a very useful role in our hierarchical modelling system. 
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In what follows, we shall try to distinguish between the 6&iu.cXu/uxl and 

functional aspects of our hierarchical system. Koestler relates the 

former to the spatial properties of the system, and the latter to pro

cesses over time. Evidently, structure and function are not easily sepa

rated, and represent complementary aspects of an indivisible spatio-
35 temporal process. By regarding each model (level) in our hierarchy 

as being responsible for a certain degree of detail, a separability of 

focus is maintained, leading to a» efficient ipzciaLization function 

at each level in the hierarchy. 

Since our major objective is the development of a flexible framework for 

the integrated analysis of national and regional development options, from 

hereon we shall concentrate on these two levels (2 and 3) in our hierarchy. 

The three other levels will wot be examined e xplicitly, although any con

straining influences on the Rational and regional levels will certainly be 

considered. In particular, the fundamental need to impose certain con

straints on national development from t he international level will be re

cognized. 

In the following section, an zquÂJtibAcuting function is proposed for the 

national level. At the intermediate level of regional developments, a 

&a£å>6<L(U.ng function is suggested, based on the need for compromise solu

tions. At even lower levels, where the decisions of individuals are more 

easily recognized, the logical function is one of optimization. If space 

and time permitted, alternative functional arrangements would certainly 

warrant investigation. 
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7.3 National Development Scenarios 

It is argued in this section that the generation of different development 

scenarios is an important feature of the national planning process. In 

this way, the consequences of different technological assumptions and 

pricing policies can be quantified and compared. To do this efficiently, 

computer-aided procedures are not only useful, but generally necessary, 

since the number of fundamental dimensions and their degree of disaggre

gation can escalate very quickly. 

For simplicity, we shall concentrate on equilibrium solutions to the 

various national development scenarios. While it is agreed that a number 

of other important, and perhaps conflicting, objectives may exist at the 

national level, we shall defer any discussion of multiple objectives until 

we reach the regional level. The current preoccupation with equilibrium 

solutions is motivated by a desire to avoid national balance of payments 

problems, and excessive reliance on volatile world markets. As we shall 

see shortly, it is possible to relax this equilibrium requirement to some 

extent, by c lassifying certain goods as world industries (W) which can 

remain unbalanced (individually) at the national level. 

7.3.1 Model Structure 

The basic form of our kieAa/iclu,Cjat Input-o ut put model is depicted in 

Table 7.2. The economy is divided into n^ world industries (or world 

commodities), n^ n ational industries, n^ r egional industries, n^ local 
OC 

industries and, if necessary, n^ household classes. StAat&qå.c. aggfiz-

gatlon of these industries will be an important feature of this modelling 
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system, since the degree of detail which should enter into the national 
37 model will differ from that needed at other levels. The national 

input-output and c apital matrices, which define the various technological 

scenarios at the national level, will be defined in terms of this stra

tegic industrial classification. 

Whereas Leontief's open dynamic model is well suited to investigating 
38 the implications of alternative policy decisions, his closed version 

is more suitable for evaluating the development potential (or efficiency) 

of alternative technologies. The closed model is capable of investigating 

the effects of changes in the input structure of each industry (for ex

ample, the relative proportions of basic materials, energy, labour, and 

capital equipment), together with changes in the relative prices of these 

inputs, on the maximum at tainable growth rate of the economy in the long 

run. It thus provides us with a convenient means of comparing various 

development scenarios based on alternative technologies at the national 

level. 

We s hall therefore return to the n-sector economy introduced in Chapters 

4 and 6, and specify our closed dynamic input-output model in the form 

n n 
x.j(t) = £ a.. x.(t) + z b..[x.(t+1) - X . ( t ) ] (7.2) 

i j=1 1J J j=1 1J J J 

which simply states that total production in each industry i (which in

cludes world industries that are exported) is equal to its current use 

by a ll other industries, plus its investment use in the form of capital 

expansion to facilitate increased industrial production in the next period. 
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Before we discuss the mechanism by which the input-output (a. .) and I J 
capital (b..) matrices may a ctually be determined, it is necessary to 

' J 
clarify the respective roles of vûohM indu&&U&> and kouAtholcU, in this 

national model. World industries (W) are defined as those whose commodity 

flows remain significantly unbalanced (in terms of production and con

sumption) at the national level. Tftey can only find balance on a world 

level. For the modelling exercise at the national level, these n^ in

dustries will be aggregated to form one. sector, which we can define as 

the would tMuiz izctoH.. 

The advantage of combining all the world industries into one sector re

lates to the nature of the closed model. By restricting the activities 

of world industries to one sector, we ensure that an overall balance of 

trade is preserved, but still allow individual world industries to remain 

unbalanced. This is a typical example of strategic aggregation. 

One simplified means of estimating the import and export coefficients 

associated with each industry i, would be to calculate each industry's * 
share of total imports or exports in terms of a probability distribution. 

If plausible assumptions can be made concerning, say, the export potential 

for each industry's products on the world market, subject to certain con

straints imposed by do mestic demand, a probabilistic model for export 

demand could be developed. The result may be similar to one of the stan-
39 dard statistical forms available in entropy modelling. Although a similar 

approach could be adopted for import coefficients, this probabilistic app

roach does disregard price movements. It would be preferable to make use of 

more sophisticated trade models to determine suitable import and export 
40 coefficients. 
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In our national model, the behaviour of households will also be restricted 

to one sector. This sector can be viewed as an additional industry supp

lying its output, essentially labour, to other industries and, in return, 

receiving consumer goods and households durables from those industries. 

If certain assumptions are made concerning household demand for the pro

ducts of each industry i, it it possible to formulate a similar probabi

listic model to the one suggested for exports. Although this simplified 

approach to consumer behaviour could be adopted initially, a more sophis

ticated analysis of the household sector would be needed eventually. For 

the present, we shall treat patterns of migration as exogenously deter

mined, and regard the supply of labour as unrestricted. 

7.3.2 Choice of Production Techniques 

The basic elements of our national model now c onsist of a single world 

trade sector, n^ n ational industries, n^ r egional industries, n^ local 

industries, and a single household sector. The exogenous derivation of 

suitable coefficients for the world trade and household sectors has al

ready been discussed. In this section, we shall describe a means by which 

the choice between various alternative production techniques might be 

made using equilibrium prices at the national level. In the following 

section, we shall demonstrate the connection between this equilibrium 

price solution and the balanced growth solution. 

A m eaningful choice between various possible production techniques 

(that is, columns of input-output and capital coefficients) for each 

industry i can be made by consideration of input prices at equilibrium. 
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41 Let us now introduce a non-arbitrary system of equilibrium prices, 

known also as production prices according to Marxian terminology. These 

prices, to be denoted by p-j ,pn, are defined by 

n n 
p, = I p. a., + r s p. b.. . (j = 1,...,n) (7.3) 

J i=1 1 ^ i=i 1 

The price of each comraodity is thus required to cover the costs of inter

mediate goods plus a capital charge, or rate of interest r, on the value 

of capital tied up in production. In matrix notation, we require the 

following balance for general equilibrium: 

p = pA + rpB . (7.4) 

If our criterion of optimality for choosing between alternative production 

techniques is simply the minimization of costs in the long run, we must 

choose that set of techniques (A, B) which minimizes total costs computed 

according to (7.4). In the following section, we shall describe a scheme 

which enables us to find this least cost equilibrium solution. 

* 

7.3.3 Balanced Growth Solutions 

Returning to our system of difference equations (7.2), which describe the 

development of production in the various sectors when we assume full uti

lization of capital stocks, we can find a balanced growth path for the 

system by trying proportionate growth at rate, X , where 

xi(t) = x.(0)[1 + A ] t  (7.5) 
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Substituting (7.5) into (7.2), and writing instead of x..(0), we obtain 

n n 
X .  = Z a.. X .  + A E b.. X .  (i = 1,...,n) (7.6) 

j=1 1J J j=1 10 J 

or, in obvious matrix notation 

x = Ax + XBx . (7.7) 

Only one particular growth rate, which we shall call x* > will yield a 

sustainable vector (x*) which contains non-negative values in all time 

periods. This balanced growth path corresponds to the fastest attainable 

rate of expansion of the system. The corresponding outputs (x*) represent 

a unique equilibrium structure which is commonly referred to as the tiwi-

plkz solution. 

It is obvious that Equations (7.7) form an eigensystem for any value of 

X, and actually represent a particular solution to the general system 

yx = Ax + X'Bx (7.8) 

Fpr any given value of X', we can calculate the values of y and x using 

a simple iterative approach (which is described in Appendix C). It is 

therefore possible to find the turnpike solution by a djusting the value 

of X' until y = 1. So, for any given set of techniques (A, B), we can 

determine the maximal rate of balanced equilibrium growth, namely X* . 

We a lso note that system (7.6) is of the same type as (7.3), only with 

the coefficient matrices transposed. Equations (7.3) do, in fact, represent 

the dual formulation corresponding to Equations (7.6) as the primal system. 
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Herein lies the vital connection between the prices and quantities in 

our closed system at equilibrium. Thus for each balanced growth rate A * ,  

there is a corresponding interest rate r* of the same value. Of major 

importance is this fact that the balanced growth solution is identical 

to our required least cost solution. This result leads us to the necessary 

dynamic. non-iub&tÅfyvUon thzoKom, which can indicate correctly whether it 

is advantageous to substitute one technology for another in an industry, 

if the balanced growth rate (or overall profit rate) for the whole system 
42 is the main concern. 

Figure 7.3 depicts the general procedure for evaluating alternative deve

lopment paths. The set of technological choices for each industry j con

sists of two groups of column vectors for each technique k. One contains 
k alternative input-output coefficients, a.., and the other the corresponding 
*  J  1/ 

capital coefficients b... A complete set of coefficients {a.., b..} is 1J 1J 1J 
fed into the equilibrium model, which then calculates the balanced growth 

solution. The associated output and price vectors are retained. Further 

technology sets are analysed in an identical fashion, until all the relevant 
* 
scenarios have been generated. The natural choice would be the set of 

techniques which minimizes costs, and maximizes growth of production, in 

the long run. 
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Figure 7.3 
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7.4 The National-Regional Interface 

The g eneral procedure discussed in Section 7.3 permits us to describe 

the interdependent pattern of economic a ctivities at the national level. 

The production techniques for each industry i are defined in terms of a 

set of input-output and capital coefficients, which both include additional 

sectors for world trade and household activity. For the nN national in

dustries, these coefficients are assumed to describe the actual production 

functions employed. For the nR regional industries, the coefficients simply 

act as co-ordinating constraints to integrate the productive activities 

of all R regi ons as a whole. 

Traditionally, in hierarchical systems analysis we must allow these re

gional industries (and also the local industries) relative autonomy in 

choosing their own production techniques at the regional level. Such 

autonomy must be accompanied by c ertain constraints to coordinate the 
43 activities of individual regions. As it turns out, in Chapters 5 and 6 

we have already introduced a framework which permits the self-assertive, 

independent tendencies of each region to be tempered by the integrative 

tendencies of the nation as a whole. 

7.4.1 Interregional Flows 

In Section 6.3, we proposed various formulations to estimate the inter-

regional pattern of gross intersectoral flows {f.-.J from a limited data-
•  J  

base of industrial and regional information. In each case, one set of 

constraints related to industrial information which ensured that the 

flows were consistent with activity at the national level. Another set 
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described the imbalances between the regional production levels in various 

industries, and each region's demand for products from t hose same sectors. 

The results of this estimation process were a set of gross flows which 

allowed interregional tables of input-output and capital coefficients to 

be calculated simultaneously. 

In our present hierarchical system, we can adopt this type of formulation 

to estimate the vital structural properties of our national-regional 

interface. Information theory can be used to calculate an interregional 

pattern which is consistent with both the structure of production at the 

national level, and supply-demand imbalances within each region. Using 

an identical notation to that introduced in Chapters 5 and 6, we shall 

derive an appropriate formulation for the case in which total demand 

(x*s) for the products of each industry i is known for each region s. 

The following two sets of constraints integrate regional activities at 
44 the national level: 

(i = 1 » • • • 5 n; j € nR,nL) (7.9) 

(i = 1 n; j € nR,nL) (7.10) 
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whereas the next three sets allow for supply-demand imbalances within 

each region: 

£ ^ /s-rs , urs _S\.,S* _ ..r* m 
Z (aij + b j gj)xj = X " E Z (aij + bij 9,)x j€np,n, s=1 3 iJ J 0 j£n. S=1 iJ i J J J 

R L N (7.11) 

(i = 1,... ,n; r = 1,... ,m) 

n m 
i 2 

i=1 r=1 
ärs xs* = xs* 

1J J J us 
J 

(j € nR,nL; s = 1,... ,m) (7.12) 

m 
Z 

J"enR'nL r=1 

(äH + bH gs)xs^ 
m 

ij ij J J 
= x. - z 

jen^ r=1 
I (a.. + b.. g.)x ij ij J J 

(7.13) 

(i = 1,... ,n;s = 1,... ,m) 

Equations (7.11) imply that intraregional production levels may be in

fluenced largely by demands in other regions, whereas Equations (7.13) 

suggest that levels of intraregional demand may be satisfied mainly by 

inflows from oth er regions. 

A standard Lagrangian derivation to the resulting entropy-maximi zing 

problem y ields identical expressions to those given earlier in (6.29) 

and (6.30). Explicit solutions for {5^} and {b^} may again be obtained 
i j i j 

using the INTEREG pro gram, which is described in limited detail in Appen

dix E. 
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7.4.2 Intraregional Production Techniques 

The results provided by our information-theoretical approach to inter

regional estimation are a nationally consistent set of input-output and 

capital coefficients, which could perhaps be used to generate various 

scenarios of multiregional development patterns. We do not intend, however, 

to pursue the interregional problem any further at this point. To extend 

our hierarchical analysis, we must now descend to the level of a single 

region. 

An individual region's production techniques (in the regional and local 

industries) can be calculated from the full interregional matrices. 

Clearly, {a..} and {b-.} describe intraregional input-output and capital 
i j i j 

structure. Total intranational exports, e^, from sector i in region r 

are given by 

er. = E E fJ5 = xf - x*r (7.14) 
1 j s*r 1J 1 1 

tirmal imnnrt*. r,_ whereas intranational imports, m^, used by sector j in region s appear as 

* m S  f  V  *S „S* /-, 4 C \  m. = E E f.. = x. - x. (7.15) 
i r^s J J J 

From t hese two relationships, import and export coefficients for each 

region may be calculated, thereby complementing the A an d B matrices com

puted earlier. A complete structural description of intraregional pro

duction techniques can thus be assembled. 
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Figure 7.4 
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Figure 7.4 depicts the overall framework, which permits each region some 

degree of autonomy. The coordinating role of the national level is appa

rent, together with a strong interdependency between the supply-demand 

imbalances within each region (the self-determined intraregional variables), 

and the estimation of intraregional production techniques. We s hall now 

concentrate our discussion on the various forces which may be responsible 

for the development of these imbalances between each region's levels of 

production in various industries, and its demand for products from those 

same sectors. 

7.5 Regional Development Scenarios 

The generation of plausible development scenarios is also a significant 

feature of the regional planning process. In this way, the consequences 

of different policies or goals can be quantified and compared. Because 

of the open nature of regional economies, we shall not investigate their 

feasible development paths in a manner similar to the closed equilibrium 
45 approach adopted at the national level. Instead, we shall assume that 

the predominant function of regional economic planning is to satisfy (in 

some way) a multiplicity of objectives or decisions problems. 

Traditional planning and optimization techniques presupposed a clear and 

unambiguous specification of individual planning goals, their policy in

struments, and all the constraints imposed upon the decision-making 

process. In most early formulations, a single "high-priority" goal (such 

as minimum c ost or maximum consumpti on) was adopted as the objective 

function. More recently, optimizing principles for community welfare 
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have been formulated by including various goals in the objective function, 

and then assigning arbitrary weights to each goal in order to simulate 

potential trade-offs. 

Examples of both single and multiple-objective programming models are in

cluded in our earlier model review (see Table 7.1). The various objective 

functions employed by the optimization models included therein is summa

rized in Table 7.3. This historical progression from single to multiple 

objectives reflects a growing insight into economic decision-making, in 

which a broad spectrum of conflicting goals can often be observed. 

TABLE 7.3 

MODEL N AME YEAR P UBLISHED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

Maryland 1970 Minimize transport costs 

Indian 1972 Minimize transport costs 

DREAM 1976 Maximize net surplus 
(exports - imports -
transport costs) 

Dutch 1978 Maximize production 
Maximize employment 
Minimize pollution 

MORSE 1980 Maximize weighted sum of 
consumption plus employ
ment less energy use 
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7.5.1 Conflicting Objectives 

From a theoretical viewpoint, traditional optimization procedures are 

extremely elegant, since they provide a rigorous means of evaluating 

alternative strategies on the basis of their contribution to overall 

community w elfare. As a practical tool in the regional planning process, 
46 however, their value is rather limited. A m ajor weakness relates to 

the specification of a regional welfare function a-pnÀonÀ., which pre

supposes complete information about all possible actions, and the poten

tial trade-offs between these actions. Furthermore, simultaneous optimi

zation of a multiplicity of criteria is usually impossible (i.e. no 

feasible solution may exist), due to the conflicting nature of various 

objectives. 

In view of these shortcomings, various writers have emphasized the need 
47 to adopt satisficing principles, designed to converge on a satisfactory 

compromise solution. This view has led to the development of various multi -
48 objective decision-making tools. It is not our intention to review these 

approaches here. We s hall simply outline an elementary satisficing formu

lation which takes advantage of our existing database of regional informa

tion. For a detailed review of alternative approaches to regional decision 
49 problems, the interested reader is directed elsewhere. 

7.5.2 A Simple Satisficing Formulation 

Consider a regional economy in which the welfare profile contains five 

elements: 

(i) consumption; (ii) employment; (iii) balance of trade; (iv) energy use; 

and (v) pollution. 
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The following set of mathematical relationships will be used to build a 

model which contains acceptable criteria for each of the above elements: 

7.5.2.1 Minimum consum ption criterion 

A m inimum per capita level of consumption is desirable to ensure an 

acceptable standard of living in the region, namely 

z  c i t  >  w r  p [  ( 7 - 1 6 )  

where c^ is the intraregional consumption of products from sector i at 

time t, J is the minimum wa ge rate per capita, and p£ is the population 

at time t. 

7.5.2.2 Minimum em ployment criterion 

Although the level of employment activity in any region has an upper 

limit which is dependent on available labour in the region, it is also 

desirable to control the level of unemployment by setting a lower limit 

on the activity rate. We thus have 
* 

at(min) Pt - ? l i t  xit - at(max) Pt ^ ' 

where a£ is an activity rate (number of workers per unit population) 

in tne region at time t, is the regional labour-output coefficient 

at time t for sector i, and is the level of regional production for 

sector i at time t. 
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7.5.2.3 Balance of trade criterion 

There is also a strong incentive for each region to achieve and maintain 

a positive net surplus or balance of trade 

- < <t> (7J8) 

Jf* p where is the intraregional import coefficient for sector i, and e^ 

is the total level of exports from sector i in region r at time t. 

7.5.2.4 Maximum energy use criterion 

Goals in energy policy can be translated into maximum consum ption levels 

for various forms of energy, namely 

lS\i xit + nki cit^ - Ukt (7.19) 

where and are energy coefficients for production and consumption, 

respectively (the amount of energy of type k used in sector i), and 

is the upper bound on regional energy consumption of type k in period t. 

7Î5.2.5 Maximum l evels of acceptable pollution 

Emission levels of various pollutants are an important aspect of environ

mental policy, so upper bounds on these emissions are also required, 

namely 

\ Xki xit < 6kt (7-20) 

where is a matrix of pollution emission coefficients, which measure 

the amount o f pollutant of type k per unit of output in sector i, and 

is the upper bound on regional emissions of pollutant k over time t. 
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7.5.2.6 Commodity balance 

A fi nal requirement is that a regionalized dynamic Leontief relationship 

of the form 

(, • > z ^ xjt • X bïj gj xjt • c*t * erit (7.2,) 
J  J  

be satisfied for all sectors i in each region r at time t. Equations 

(7.21) simply ensure that the total supply of any sector in our regional 

economy exceeds its use by o ther sectors, whether for intermediate or 

final consumption, capital expansion, or export to other regions. 

A conven ient feature of the system of inequalities described in (7.16) 

through (7.21) is that they can all be reformulated in terms of our self-

determining intraregional variables (x^ , x.s). Since the latter define 
'  J  

the supply-demand imbalances, which are fundamental inputs to our inter

regional estimation problem, the determination of their feasible values 

is our prime concern. For convenience, we shall represent this set of 

aül endogenous variables by a vector, pC, and designate our base values 

by p!f0. 

The salient feature of the system of inequalities (7.16) through (7.21) 

is the existence of a multiplicity of conflicting criteria (maximization 

of consumption and employment and net surplus, together with minimization 

of energy use and pollution). Simultaneous optimization of all five ob

jectives is obviously impossible. However, the optimization of any single 

objective will also prevent all or most of the others from attaining 

their potential optima. 
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7.5.3 Compromise Solutions 

Various approaches to this type of problem have been proposed. A cen tral 

role in most of these is played by VaAOJto-a^icioyvt solutions. Ideal 

points, which are defined as the maximum f easible value of one objective 

function, are often used as reference points. Given a vector of ideal 

solutions, a compromise solution can be attained by s electing a point on 

the Pareto frontier (i.e. the set of efficient solutions) which minimizes 

the discrepancy (based, for example, on a distance metric) between the 
50 set of efficient solutions and the ideal set. 

In our present example, it is suggested that the five objectives first 

be ranked in hierarchical order. This approach corresponds to a le.xlc.0Q-

Aapkic ordering of alternatives, which closely resembles the decision

making technique used by ma ny pol icy-makers. An initial base period 

solution is provided by some known base value (P^g)» or by those values 

corresponding to the five ideal points. The first step in our compromise 

process is to combine the inequality constraints corresponding to the 
51 criterion of highest priority, together with (7.21), to form the first 

constraint set. Our first compromise solution is obtained by minimizing 

the information gain statistic. Formally, we have 

Minimize £ p^ logtp^/p^) (7.22) 

subject to one of (7.16) through (7.20), (7.21), and the usual non-

negativity conditions. 
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The significance of using the information measure lies in its ability 

to maximize the resistance of our base period solution (P^q) to any change. 

It thereby retains as much of the region's structural characteristics as 

the additional criteria permits. The minimization of (7.22) is approxi

mately equivalent to the minimization of the Chi-squared statistic : 

£ ( P i l  -  P 1 0 ) 2 / P i 0  •  

The second step in our sequential process consists of confronting the 

base solution (P^q) with those constraints corresponding to the criterion 

of second highest priority, as well as the first set of constraints. A 

second compromise solution (p^) then obtained by minimizing a similar 

information gain statistic. In general, step n in the compromise process 

consists of 

minimizing z p-n log(pin/piQ) 

subject to (7.21) and the inequality constraints corresponding to the 

first n (out of 5) criteria. 

The various steps in this compromise process are depicted in Figure 7.5. 

The value of sequential introduction of various constraints (instead of 

simultaneous optimization) lies in the ability to identify infeasible 

solutions. It is quite possible that the simultaneous presence of all 

criteria precludes any feasible solution. However, the sequential inclu

sion of each criterion enables the transition to infeasibility to be 

detected. Iterative revision of one or more criteria is then possible. 
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Figure 7.5 
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An interesting extension of this approach would be to search for a 

unique feasible solution, by successive revision of certain criteria. 

The proposed iterative procedure involves the adoption of a satisficing, 

rather than an optimizing concept, so that the final compromise solution 

complies with certain basic achievement levels specified by the various 

decision-makers. Such a notion of bounded rationality is relevant to 

regional development, which must confront different welfare goals, re

source and energy constraints, consumption patterns, and demographic 

influences. 

7.6 Concluding Remarks 

A general summary o f the interrelationships existing between our modelling 

system at the national and regional levels is depicted in Figure 7.6. It 

is abundantly clear that the role of information theory is not one of 

estimating the actual development path at each level, but rather of pro

viding some structural connectivity between the two levels. By computing 

certain gaps in the information flow between these two levels, it does 

not restrict the self-determining principles adopted at each level. The 

control exerted through the constraints is closely related to the amount 

and type of information collected at each level. 

The same procedure can be adopted between other levels in our hierarchical 

modelling system (see Figure 7.2). As we move down this hierarchy, the 

increasingly disaggregated information required at each level can be esti

mated using (i) a set of constraints to coordinate and integrate each 
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Figure 7.6 
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subsystem's behaviour, and (ii) another counterbalancing set embodying 

the autonomous, self-assertive tendencies operating at each level. In

formation theory can therefore contribute to the fundamental process 

of duizctibltity or de.e.ompo6ÅZion in hierarchical systems analysis. 

But hierarchical theory is not essential to demonstrate the complementary 

function of information theory in the analysis of national and regional 

economies. Nor is the system of models proposed in this chapter con

sidered to be the only, or even the optimal, road towards an integrated 

spatial development system. In reality, there is ample scope to modify 

the model formulations at each level, or even to discard the hierarchical 

arrangements completely. 

The main purpose of this and earlier chapters has been to use various 

forms of information which a re available on an aggregate level to derive 

anbÅjOÅzd estimates of commodity flow behaviour on a disaggregate level. 

Information theory provides a number of versatile tools which are of 

particular relevance to this endeavour. Nevertheless, a proper realization 

of the full potential of information-theoretical methods has not yet 

eventuated. It is sincerely hoped that this dissertation may help to 

promote such an awareness. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR C HAPTER 7 

1 As alluded to, for example, by Richardson (1973) 
and Rief1er (1973). 

2 This approach has been prompted by the ideas of 
certain hierarchical theorists, such as Koestler (1967), 
Mesarovic et al. (1970), Simon (1973) and Pattee (1973). 

3 See Simon (1958). 

4 A po int emphasized by Richardso n (1973). 

5 For an introduction to the latter, see Tinbergen (1967), 
or Mennes, Tinbergen and Waardenburg (1969). 

6 Models involving comparative statics will also be 
considered. 

7 See Moses (1955; 1960). 

8 See Miernyk et al. (1970). 

9 See Equations (6.2). 

10 In reality, d. . = q.b. .. The assumption embodied in 
i j ' ' J 

Equations (4.37) and (4.38) imposes more modest data requirements 
than Miernyk's approach. 

11 Almon (1966) developed a sophisticated closed version 
of Leontief's dynamic model, which incorporated nonlineari ties 
and changing technology, to complete a balanced growth rate for 
the American econo my. See Almon et al. (1975) for later forecasts. 
Harris (1970) developed his interregional extension from Almon's 
early work. 

12 See Harris (1970, p 174). 

13 See Mathur (1972). 

14 See Mathur (1972, p 220). 

15 See Andersson (1975). 

16 See Andersson and Persson (1979, p 40). 

17 See Andersson and Karlqvist (1979), or Andersson and 
Persson (1979). 
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18 See Funck and Rembold (1975). 

19 See Sharpe and Batten (1976), and Karlqvist et al. (1978). 

20 For the original iterative scheme, involving piecewise 
linear approximations, see Brotchie, Toakley and Sharpe (1971) or 
Brotchie, Dickey and Sharpe (1980). For a discussion of the 
version containing Eriksson's (1980) entropy algorithm, see Sharpe, 
Batten and Anderson (1981). 

21 See, for example, Sharpe and Batten (1976), Sharpe et al. 
(1977), Karlqvist et al. (1978), Sharpe, Ohlsson and Batten (1979), 
and Sharpe, Batten and Anderson (1981). 

22 See Hafkamp and Nijkamp (1978; 1981). 

23 See, for example, Simon (1958) or van Delft and 
Nijkamp (1977). 

24 The MORSE m odel is described in Lundqvist (1980), 
and builds on earlier regional foundations laid by Snickars and 
Lundqvist (1978). 

25 See, for example, Lesuis, Muller and Nijkamp (1980). 

26 A po int emphasized, amongst others, by Kornai (1971). 

27 See Kaniss (1978) or Isard and Liossatos (1979, 
Chapter 10 and Section 12.4). 

28 See Isard (1975) or Isard and Liossatos (1979, pp 285-287). 

29 This notion of balance between the autonomous and 
constrained tendencies of subsystems in a hierarchy has been 
emphasized by Koestler (1967). In a well-adjusted subsystem, the 
self-assertive tendency and its opposite, the lntzg>icutiv& tendency, 
are more or less equally balanced. Koestler coined the term kolon 
to describe hierarchical subsystems, and to stress that they 
exhibit both the properties of independent wholes in certain 
domains, and those of dependent parts in other domains. For later 
presentation of similar ideas, see Mesarovic et al. (1970), 
Patte (1973), and Simon (1973). 

30 A po int emphasized by Mesarovic, Macko and Takahara (1970). 

31 See, for example, Tinbergen (1967) or Karlqvist et al. (1978). 

32 See Simon (1973). 

33 See Simon (1973, pp 110-117). 

34 See Section 1.1. 
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35 See Koestler (1967, p 59). 

36 For this exploratory exercise, all commodities are 
assumed homogeneous, and the one-to-one correspondence between 
industries and commodities (implicit in Leontief's original 
model) is also retained. 

37 Isard and Liossatos (1979, p 284 n) emphasized this 
need by taking an interregional linear programming model as an 
example. On a world level, this could be highly disaggregated, 
involving say 100 nations, each with 50 sectors; each sector 
could be an aggregate for a nation. The same type of model might 
also be adopted at a national level. Here there might be 20 
regions with 100 sectors in each region, two or more sectors of 
this national model corresponding to a single sector of the inter
national model, with national magnitudes of the international 
model being disaggregated by region in the interregional model. 
At the regional level, we might have a linear programming model 
involving 200 or more sectors for the region itself, two or more 
sectors of this model corresponding to a single sector in the 
national model. Furthermore, the distinction between skilled 
and unskilled labour in the household sector might be of critical 
importance in regional models, but irrelevant to national and 
international linear programming models. 

38 The logic of this open system is simply that by 
treating final demands exogenously, they may be viewed as the 
objective function of the economic process. The generic model 
applicable to the theory of optimal control is also an open one, 
in which the behaviour of the system is determined by exogenous 
variables. Open systems may therefore be stabilized by a llowing 
excess supply or demand conditions to develop, and then intro
ducing a suitable process of control to promote stabilization. 

39 See, for example, Fisk and Brown (1975 a, b). 

40 Fairly extensive work on an international trade model 
has been undertaken jointly by the International Institute of 
Applied Systems Analysis and the University of Maryland. The re
sulting INF0RUM model is based on an assumption of slowly changing 
trade shares which are regulated by mov ements in the prices of 
traded commodities in the producing countries and on the world 
market. The production and price possibilities in each country 
are predicted using dynamic input-output theory. For further de
tails of the INF0RUM model, see Almon (1966; 1975) and Nyhus (1980). 

41 So named by Brödy (1970) and Johansen (1973). 

42 See Johansen (1973, p 83). 
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43 Hierarchical theorists, such as Koestler (1967), 
Mesarovic, Macko and Takahara (1970), and Simon (1973), empha
size repeatedly that multilevel organization requires both 
independence of decision-making, and integrative or coordinative 
constraint on this autonomy, in such a way t hat overall stability 
and harmony results. 

44 In earlier formulations, a set of capacity or cost 
constraints have sometimes been included, when the appropriate 
information is available. Since this type of constraint normally 
includes coefficients which strongly influence the distribution 
pattern between all regions, it seems preferable to exclude it 
from our present hierarchical formulation. 

45 For further discussion of turnpike theorems and 
optimal growth paths at the regional level, see Fujita (1978). 

46 A view taken, for example, by van Delft and Nijkamp 
(1977, p 8). 

47 Based on Simon's (1957) notion of bounded rationality. 

48 For a general background to multi-objective decision 
methods, see, amongst others, Cochrane and Zeleny (1973), 
Wallenius (1975), and Cohon (1978). For the application of these 
methods to decision problems in spatial systems, see Nijkamp and 
Rietveld (1976), van Delft and Nijkamp (1977), Nijkamp (1977; 1978), 
Blair (1978), and Rietveld (1979). 

49 See, for example, Nijkamp (1977) or Rietveld (1979). 

50 An approach described, for example, by Hafkamp and 
Nijkamp (1978; 1980) and Lesuis, Muller and Nijkamp (1980). 

51 Namely, one of (7.16) to (7.20). 
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BASIC M ICROSTATE DESCRIPTIONS 

A very simple example is presented to enable the reader to grasp the 

four basic classes of microstate descriptions introduced in Chapter 3. 

Suppose we wish to locate four industries in two regions, region A having 

two industrial sites available and region B four sites. No further defi

nite information is available. It is required to find the most probable 

macrostate, that is, the most probable number of industries in each region. 

If a typical macrostate is defined as (a, b), where a is the number of 

industries in region A an d b is the number in region B, then the possible 

macrostates are (0, 4), (1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1) and (4, 0). The basic 

microstate descriptions corresponding to our four elementary distributions 

are now c onsidered in turn. 

(i) BoZzmann zntnopy 

In the earliest and still the most popular analogy, two arrangements would 

constitute two different microstates if, and only if, each industry is 

distinguishable and there are no restrictions on the number of industries 

permitted in each region. The possible number of microstates, W, is given 

by 

and represents the number o f ways of arranging the 4 industries into 2 

groups containing a and b industries respectively. Thus, for each macro-

state, W is easily calculated as 

Macrostate: (0.4) (1.3) (2.2) (3.1) (4.0) 

W: 1 4 6 4 1 
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The reader may readily confirm that macrostate (2, 2), which yields 6 

mi erostates, is the most probable one. 

(2) MaxweZt-Boitzmann zwtsiopy 

In this instance, the microstate definition is based on Boltzmann's 

original conditions, together with a finer-grained microstate space to 

cater for the allocation of individual industries to particular sites in 

each region. Here W is given as 

" = C2a)(4b) 

indicating, firstly, the number of ways of arranging the 4 industries 

into 2 groups containing a and b industries respectively, times, secondly, 

the number of ways of arranging a individual industries in the 2 indivi

dual sites of region A times that of arranging b individual industries 

in the 4 sites of region B. The results emerge as 

Macrostate: (0.4) (1.3) (2.2) (3.1) (4.0) 

W: 256 512 384 128 16 
* 

giving (1, 3) as the most probable macrostate. 

(3) FeAmi-Vjjiac m&iopy 

In this case, two arrangeme nts constitute two different microstates if, 

and only if, each industry is identical and only one industry per site 

is permitted. The expression for W is then 

W 2!  4! 
" a! (2-a)! ' b!(4-b)! 
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which defines the number o f ways of arranging a identical industries 

within the 2 individual sites of region A ( a < 2 ) times that of arranging 

b industries within the 4 sites of region B (b< 4). The results are 

Macrostate: (0.4) (1.3) (2.2) 

W: 18 6 

Macrostate (1, 3) again turns out to be the most probable. 

(4) Boòe.-BLnòtzÀ.n znüiopy 

In this location problem, each industry is also regarded as identical, 

but more than one industry per site is allowed. Here W is given by 

_ (2+a-1)! (4+b-1)! 
W - a!(2-1)! * b!(4-1)! 

which is the number of ways of arranging a identical industries within 

the 2 individual sites of region A tim es that of arranging b industries 

within the 4 sites of region B, with no limits on the number of industries 

Rpr site. The results are 

Macrostate: (0.4) (1.3) (2.2) (3.1) (4.0) 

W: 35 40 30 16 5 

which confirm (1, 3) as the most probable macrostate. 

This very simple example has indicated that (1, 3) is the most probable 

distribution in three out of the four cases examined. However, in the much 

larger problems which occur in practice, quite different macrostates may 

emerge as the most probable for each case. 
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INCOMPLETE PR IOR INFORMATION: A S IMPLE EXAMPLE 

Consider a normalized 4 by 4 flow matrix {?.:,•} which is to be estimated 
•  J  

using informati on-theoretical principles. Prior to the estimation, we are 

given certain historical information concerning an earlier flow matrix 

{ q-- } . This incomplete a piLonÅ. information is shown in Table B.l. 
'  J  

Before we can apply the principle of minimum information gain J some 

assumptions about the missing entries must be made. The entropy-maximizing 

assumption of equi-probability is the least biased statistical stance we 

can take. 

To complete the entries in our a. p/UotU f low matrix { q..) , we first 
'  vJ 

note that 

£ q^ + q21 + q24 + q4i + q42 + q44 = 1,0 " 0,4 " 0,15 = 0,45  

J 

Distributing this subtotal to the nine appropriate elements on an e qui-

probable basis, we have 

q11 = q12 = q13 = q14 = q2t = q24 = q41 = q42 = q44 = 0,05 
* 

Using a similar argument, each element in the third row assumes the value 

of 0. 1. Our complete a p)Uo>ii flow matrix is given in Table B.2. 

FOOTNOTE 

1 Namely, minimize Hp., log (p. - /q. . ) subject to I  J  »  J  «  J  I  J  
various constraints which contain all the available information 
about the a poòtwioiÀ. matrix {p. . } . 

'  vJ 

255 
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Table B.l. 

_d 
i 

• '  

2 3 4 

2 0 0.15 

3 0.4 

4 0 

i qij 
1.0 

Table B.2. 

j 
i 

1 2 3 4 I q . . 
j 1J 

1 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.2 

2 0.05 0 0.15 0.05 0.2 

3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 

4 0.05 0.05 0 0.05 0.15 

E q i j  i J 
0.25 0.2 0.3 0.25 1.0 
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COMPUTING C APITAL COEFFICIENTS A ND T URNPIKE SO LUTIONS: 

The DYNIO Pack age 

The DYNIO packa ge transforms the mathematical formulations described in 

Section 4.2.3 into the FORTRAN pr ogramming language, thereby facilitating 

the computer estimation of capital coefficients, using the Biproportio

nality Method J It can also be used to calculate the balanced growth 

solution for a closed dynamic input-output model. The turnpike (or von 

Neumann) grow th rate, together with the associated output vector, are found 

iteratively as the solution to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. 

The package has been tested extensively on a seven-sector model adopted 

originally by Bródy in a study of turnpike solutions for the American 
2 economy. The starting point for all these calculations is Brödy's set 

3 of input-output coefficients for the American econ omy in 1947 and 1958. 

These matrices describe a closed economy which excludes foreign trade. 

Estimates of the corresponding capital coefficients are made using Equa

tion (4.32) together with assumption (4.33) or (4.34). 

* 

The two c apital matrices resulting from the use of Brödy's flow coeffi

cients, and his own supposition that capital goods from any sector i have 
4 a uniform turnover time (t..) irrespective of their destination sector j, 

share one feature in common: the appearance of negative coefficients in 

some sectors. Re-examination of his flow matrices sheds some light on 

this unexpected result. In some sectors we find that 

7 
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Owing to the unbalanced nature of Brôdy's flow matrices, arising from the 

exclusion of foreign trade and some approximations in the household sector, 

the appropriate rows in the corresponding capital matrix have negative 
5 coefficients simply for consistency. Consequently, his own capital mat

rices are inconsistent with the flow matrices upon which they are based. 

The former have relevance in an open economy, but the latter relate to an 

unbalanced, closed economy. 

To restore the appropriate balance to the flow matrices, the input co

efficients in the household sector have been adjusted to make proper 

allowance for the net effects of foreign trade and household consumption. 

The m atrices of flow coefficients resulting from these corrections are 

reproduced in Table C.l. Tables C.2 and C.3 contain the matrices of capital 

coefficients emanating from the revised flow matrices and Brôdy's assump

tion of origin-specific turnover times. His original estimates are in

cluded for comparison. The absence of negative coefficients confirms that 

no improperly balanced sectors remain in the flow matrices. 

It is now approp riate to return to our original set of equilibrium equa

tions introduced in Chapter 4. Brôdy's closed economy implies that all 

y.j =0, so we can rewrite Equation (4.28) in the form 

xi = j, aijxj + x0 j, Vj -1 <c-1> 
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TABLE C.l 

1947 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

3924 400 195 798 98 839 2810 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

298 3758 1876 857 238 218 227 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

245 303 2586 1176 373 561 473 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

128 219 147 684 462 541 25 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 122 380 66 217 3420 212 418 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

1237 998 751 1650 895 1825 5957 

7 Households 5094 2112 3721 3342 1561 3338 389 

1958 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

4014 319 168 662 149 619 2892 

'c Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

294 3024 1420 716 191 226 283 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

232 493 2521 1300 487 576 534 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

112 240 141 913 546 403 1 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 152 497 101 247 3311 346 557 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

1244 1479 1112 2081 1070 2142 6462 

7 Households 3269 1837 2451 3809 526 4511 267 
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TABLE C.2 

Brödy's Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

3924 400 195 798 98 839 2335 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

745 9395 4690 2143 595 545 645 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

3675 4545 38790 17640 5595 8415 300 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

6400 10950 7350 34200 23100 27050 50 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 12 38 7 22 342 22 35 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

124 100 75 165 90 183 609 

7 Households 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Bi proportional i ty 
Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 
* 

Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

31 3 2 6 1 7 22 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

5 57 29 13 4 3 3 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

3274 4050 34573 15715 4983 7497 6322 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

4333 7414 4794 23156 15638 18316 846 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

1327 1070 805 1770 960 1957 6389 

7 Households 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE C.3 

BrÖdy's Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

4014 319 168 662 149 619 2778 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

735 7560 3550 1790 478 565 443 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

3480 7395 37815 19500 7305 8640 330 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

5600 12000 7050 45650 27300 20150 300 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 15 50 10 25 331 35 57 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

124 148 111 208 107 214 612 

7 Households 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Bi proportional i ty 
Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 
» 

Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

21 2 1 5 1 5 22 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

2 19 9 4 1 1 2 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

1821 3869 19789 10200 3821 4520 4191 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

4668 10004 5878 38057 25759 16797 42 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Transport, servi ces, 
undistributed 

746 887 667 1249 642 1285 3877 

7 Households 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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where Ag is the uniform rate of expansion of the system. Solving Equation 

(C.l) for Ag and the corresponding outputs, x., yields the maximum a ttain

able growth rate and the optimal proportions of the von Neumann trajectory. 

Rather than follow Brödy's iterative procedure,** we observe that Equations 

(C.l) form an eigensystem for any A g , and thus represent a particular 

solution of the general system 

n n 
yx. = E a..x. + A E b. .x. (i = 1,...,n) (C.2a) 

1 j=1 ^ J j = i ^ J 

or, in obvious matrix notation 

yx = (A + AB)x (C.2b) 

in which y = 1. For any given value of A, we can calculate the values of 

y and x using a simple power method.7 This technique uses an iterative 

improvement approach to adjust the value of A until y = 1. The exact 

relationship takes the following form 

- Am+1 = Xm + k(1 - ym) (C.3) 

where k is a chosen constant and m is the number of the iteration. Using 

this approach, it is relatively simple to find the turnpike solutions for 

extended reproducti on. 

Table C.4 compares the computed turnpike solutions with the actual outputs 

produced in 1947 and 1958. Brödy's solutions are included for comparison. 

Table C.5 presents some reliability estimates for each method. To the 
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TABLE C.4 

1947 Actual 
output 

BrÔdy1 s 
method 

Bi proportional i ty 
method 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

139.3 135.4 139.4 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

53.0 61.0 53.2 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

78.1 68.4 80.4 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

49.4 61.2 45.9 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 28.2 26.8 28.2 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

210.1 206.4 210.7 

7 Households 210.4 209.2 210.5 

1958 Actual 
output 

Bródy's 
method 

Bi proportional i ty 
method 

1 

* 

Agriculture, food, 
texti1 es 

192.9 199.2 193.1 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

62.0 66.0 62.3 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

104.5 105.1 108.2 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

81.0 84.1 76.4 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 55.3 56.2 55.4 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

335.5 319.8 336.7 

7 Households 293.0 294.9 298.2 
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TABLE C.5* 

Year Bródy's Bi proportional i ty 
Method Method 

1947 0.0988 0.0059 

1958 0.0092 0.0048 

* The reliability estimate, R, has been computed in the 

following manner: 

7 yi"xi ? R = E (——-) 
i=1 xi 

where is the actual output in sector i and y. is the 

computed output in sector i. 

TABLE C.6 

Year Actual 
average 

Bródy's 
Method 

Bi proportional i ty 
Method 

1947 3.92 3.66 
3.53 

1958 3.78 3.97 
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limited extent that deviations from the actual output can be interpreted 

as an approximate measure of empirical reliability, the Biproportionality 

Method appears to produce more reliable solutions than Brôdy's approach. 

Table C.6 compares the actual and computed growth rates. Gross domestic 

output (at 1958 prices) grew at an annual average of 3.53 per cent between 

1947 and 1958. Brôdy's computations produced a reduction in the turnpike 

growth rate during the same period. In contrast, the Biproportionality 

Method yielded an increase during this period. Subsequent events would 

lend some support to this upward trend. 

Part of the explanation for these contradictions may be interpreted in 

terms of turnover times. Table C.7 reveals that the average turnover times 

in the two major capital-producing sectors (machinery and fabricated metal 

products; construction, cement and glass) altered significantly between 

1947 and 1958. Brôdy's solutions were based on constant turnover times, 

and his poor reliability in 1947 can be attributed to an overestimate of 

the average turnover time in the latter sector. 
» 

Although the results achieved using the Biproportionality Method and 

assumption (4.33) may appear quite promising, they should be treated 

with extreme caution. Much o f their apparent success is attributable to 

the very high degree of sectoral aggregation adopted in Brôdy's example. 

Part of the explanation may also be traced to the rather mature structure 
O 

of the American econom y. 
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TABLE C.7 

Sector BrÔdy's 
Life 
Spans 

Biproportionality BrÔdy's 
Life 
Spans 1947 1958 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

1.0 0.01 0.01 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

2.5 0.02 0.01 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

15 13.4 7.85 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

50 33.9 41.7 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 0.1 0 0 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

0.1 1.07 0.60 

7 Households 0 0 0 

TABLE C.8 

Sector j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1.22 0.67 0.98 3.66 3.03 0 
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The implausible nature of Brödy's assumption about turnover times, for 

highly disaggregated capital matrices is amply demonstrated by the case 

of electric motors. Consider first the inputs of electric motors into 

the textile machine industry, where they are used both as an input to 

be consumed in the production process, and as a capital good. Consider 

second their input into the textile industry, where the motors are used 

exclusively as capital goods. At this level of sectoral detail, the 

assumption of uniform turnover times is clearly unrealistic. 

A simpl e alternative to the Brôdy assumption, and one which has considerable 

practical appeal, is that individual elements in each row o f the capital 

matrix are proportional to the total capital output ratios in the corre-
g 

spending sectors. The additional data required to implement this method 

are the k. terms which enable the yl coefficients to be estimated. The 
J  J  ̂  

relative values given in Table C.8 have been computed from a capital k<l-

qulumentò table for 1963, and are assumed for each row i. 

The matrices of capital coefficients resulting from this simple assumption 

are reproduced in Table C.9. In this case, the iterative scheme outlined 

in the previous section is no longer needed to compute the turnpike growth 

rate. A di rect solution is possible, namely 

n 
Z k,A,x, 
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TABLE C.9 

1947 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

8 10 6 8 31 25 0 

2 Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

5 6 3 5 18 15 0 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

5658 6903 3791 5545 20708 17144 0 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

6694 8167 4485 6560 24501 20284 0 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

1695 2068 1136 1662 6205 5137 0 

7 Household 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1958 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Agriculture, food, 
textiles 

7 8 5 7 25 21 0 

2* Chemicals, plastics, 
rubber, metals 

2 2 1 2 6 5 0 

3 Machinery, fabricated 
metal products 

3232 3943 2166 3167 11830 9793 0 

4 Construction, cement, 
glass 

7481 9127 5012 7331 27380 22667 0 

5 Fuel, electric utilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Transport, services, 
undistributed 

971 1185 651 952 3554 2942 0 

7 Households 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The computed growth rates for 1947 and 1958 are 4.07 and 4.19 per cent 

respectively. These rates are higher than those resulting earlier, and 

are closer to Almon's forecast based on an open version of Leontief's 

dynamic modelTo this extent, the assumptions underlying the approach 

adopted herein may possibly be regarded as superior to Bródy's simplifi

cation. 

Although the two approaches described above have considerable practical 

appeal because of their ease of implementation, they both suffer from a 

vastly oversimplified view of the structure of capital flows. The refine

ments suggested in Section 4.3.5 represent an initial attempt to develop 

a more realistic and yet flexible framework which is capable of making 

full use of all available information pertaining to the capital matrix. 

Although these later formulations based on the norms of information theory 

have y et to be tested, it is believed that they hold considerable promise. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR A PPENDIX C 

1 See Equation (4.32). 

2 See Brôdy (1966, 1970). 

3 These tables of flow coefficients are based on 
preliminary estimates contained in the files of the Harvard 
Economic Research Project. 

4 Namely, Expression (4.33). 

5 Under these circumstances, the computed m atrices 
should be interpreted as containing coefficients of K&>iduuaJL 
demandò. Brôdy's exclusion of foreign trade from his flow matrix 
results in the automatic transfer of these trade effects to the 
capital matrix. The resulting coefficients can no longer be re
garded simply as measures of capital/output ratios. 

6 See Brôdy (1970, p 90). 

7 The power method is an algorithm for finding the eigen
value largest in absolute value, together with the corresponding 
eigenvector, of a given matrix. For a description of the actual 
procedure, see Åberg and Persson (1980). A forma l proof is given 
in Wilkinson (1965). 

8 It is possible to isolate the productive contribution 
of simple reproduction alone by setting A = 0 in Equation (C.2). 
By solving the corresponding eigensystem of equations, namely 
(in matrix form) 

yx = Ax 
* 

we obtain a maximum eige nvalue of y = 0.896 for the 1947 economy, 
and y = 0.907 for 1958. Thus the scope for expanding reproduction, 
when viewed as the amount of additional capacity required to in
crease y to one, is seen to be very limited in these two eco nomies. 
Put another way, the relatively low growth rates of about 4 % re
flect a mature system in which the potential for higher rates of 
future expansion is severely constrained. Such an economy is hardly 
ideal for assessing the reliability of estimated capital coeffi
cients, since the changes in output levels resulting from capacity 
expansion will not be greatly sensitive to the accuracy of these 
coefficients. 

9 This does not imply that the total capital/output ratios 
must remain constant. On the contrary, it freely permits their 
variation over time, such that an aggregated form of substitution 
can be accommodated. In practical terms, we can often improve on 
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this approach by isolating the contributions from the two 
major capital-producing sectors, namely building and construction, 
and machinery and equipment. If available data permit the 
partitioning of the capi tal/output ratios, Equation (4.34) can 
easily be reformulated to take advantage of this additional 
information. 

10 Almon (1966) forecast an overall growth rate of just 
over five per cent. His model computed a more sophisticated 
turnpike which incorporated nonlineari ti es and changing techno
logy. 
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MINIMIZING INFORMATION LOSSES IN SI MPLE A GGREGATION: 

Two Test Problems 

PROBLEM 1 

This problem has been adapted from the existing literature on aggregation 

in input-output analysis,^ and involves the reduction of the following 

4 by 4 matrix to a 3 by 3 array: 

.05 .05 0 .05 

.05 .1 .05 0 

.1 O
 

en
 

.05 0 

.2 .i .1 .05 

2 By e valuating Equation (4.60) for all six possible combinations, it is 

found that combining sectors 1 and 3 causes the lowest information loss. 

In this case, the resulting matrices are 

"".2 .1 .05 0.5 0 0 

.1 .1 0 D = 0 1 0 

.3 .1 .05 0 0 1 

.05 .05 .05 .025 1 0 0 

.05 .1 .05 0 S = 0 1 0 

.05 .05 .05 .025 1 0 0 

.15 .1 .15 .1 0 0 1 

272 
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PROBLEM 2 

In this instance, we have chosen an example in which the first and second 

rows and columns are almost identical, and should therefore be the obvious 

candidates for aggregation. With the original Q matrix as 

.04 .05 .05 .12 

.04 .04 .03 .12 

.08 .08 .04 0 

.05 .04 .12 .1 

the reader may wish to confirm that the combination of sectors 1 and 2 

is overwhelmingly preferred. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 See Thei 1 (1967, p 333). 

2 The number of ways in which any two sectors of our 
4 by 4 matrix may be combined to produce a 3 by 3 array, is 
given by the combinatorial formula 
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COMPUTING INTERREGIONAL A ND IN TERSECTORAL F LOWS: 

The INTEREG Pack age 

The INTEREG packag e transforms the mathematical formulations described in 

Chapters 5 and 6 into the FORTRAN pr ogramming language, thereby facilita

ting computer estimation of the interregional flows. It is designed to 

handle either contingency table, maximum entropy or minimum information 

gain formulations. Explicit solutions are obtained using Eriksson's itera

tive algorithm, which transforms the original formulation into a system 

of nonlinear equations that are subsequently solved by Newton's method J 

Each linear step of Newton's method is solved by the method of conjugate 

gradients. Eriksson's algorithm is used because it is both versatile and 

computationally efficient. 

The INTEREG package has been tested on a simple system of two regions 

representing the state of Victoria in Australia. Recent nonsurvey data, 

derived primarily from the national input-output tables using the RAS and 
2 GRIT p rocedures, provide an initial database. The flow tables originating 

from these two sources have been reconciled, and then aggregated into two 

regions (Melbourne and the rest of Victoria) and three sectors (primary, 

secondary and tertiary industries). The resulting data sets consist of the 

Victorian input-output table (Table E.l), together with flow tables for 

Melbourne (Table E.2) and the rest of Victoria (Table E.3). 

Notations are identical to those defined in Chapter 5. However, the inter-
*1 sectoral flows for Melbourne (x. .) include imports from t he rest of Victoria 
• J  

21 *2 (m. ) and similarly, the intersectoral flows for the rest of Victoria (x. .) 
J  *  J  

274 
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TABLE E.1 

xij i 2 3 Xi* yi xi 

1 64 882 12 958 1096 2054 

2 196 6660 996 7852 11823 19675 

3 21 1825 287 2133 7259 9392 

X*j 281 9367 1295 10943 20178 31121 

Vj 1773 10308 8097 20178 

XJ 2054 19675 9392 31121 

TABLE E .2 

X* 1  

id 1 2 3 X* 1  
xi* y*1 

i 6 122 2 130 164 294 

2 28 4229 761 5018 10963 15981 

3 6 1706 356 1968 5458 7426 

-J 
40 6057 1019 7116 16585 23701 

•J 
254 9924 6407 16585 

*r 
294 15981 7426' 23701 
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TABLE E.3 

X * 2  
ij 1 2 3 X* 2  

xi* y*2 
Ji *r 

1 58 760 10 828 932 1760 

2 168 2431 235 2834 860 3694 

3 15 119 31 165 1801 1966 

241 3310 276 3827 3593 7420 

•Î 1519 384 1690 3593 

1760 3694 1966 7420 
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12 include imports from Melbourne (mj ). Imports from interstate and abroad 

1 2 are included in primary inputs (v. or v.), and exports to interstate and 
J  J  

*1 *o 
abroad are included among final demands (y.. and y^ ). 

12 21 12 21 Preliminary estimates of » { y.j } anc' {y-j ) have 

3 focussed on the four basic assumptions concerning intraregional demands. 

Results of the corresponding contingency table computations are summarized 

4 in Tables E.4 to E.7. These interregional tables specify the flows bet

ween Melbourne (region 1) and the rest of Victoria (region 2). They pro

v i d e  a m p l e  e v i d e n c e  o f  t h e  a l l o w a n c e  f o r  c A o à ò - h a w L L n g ,  w h i c h  i s  a n  i n -

5 herent characteristic of the chosen methodology. 

Further insight into the intraregional estimation problem may be gained 

11 22 1* 2* by examining the estimates of j> , -fx^j} , {y. } and { y^ } . 

For example, the resulting dog-leg input-output tables for Melbourne 

under each of the four assumptions about intraregional demands are de

picted in Tables E.8 to E.ll. If we now refer back to the original flow 

table for Melbourne (Table E.2), some interesting differences arise. The 

original table, based on the RAS and GRIT p rocedures, fails to distinguish 

between the intra- and interregional inputs to the Melbourne economy. In 

contrast, the INTEREG philosophy ensures that the technical requirements 

of local industries are separated from the interregional trade patterns 

of the economy. As a result of this distinction, the coefficients under

lying the intraregional transactions segments of Tables E.8 to E.ll can 

now be redefined as intraregional requirements coefficients; they denote 

the requirements for local products from sector i per unit of local output 

in sector j. 
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TABLE E.4 

X 1 2  i j  1 2 3 y } 2  

1 8. 45. 0. 78. 

2 137. 1912. 172. 4802. 

3 14. 510. 48. 2870. 

X 2 1  i j  1 2 3 y21 

1 8. 489. 8. 470. 

2 5. 809. 147. 1110. 

3 1. 247. 47. 760. 

TABLE E.5 

X 1 2  
i j  1 2 3 y12 

J i 

1 8. 45. 0. 133. 

2 137. 1912. 172. 699. 

3 14. 510. 48. 1424. 

X 2 1  i j  1 2 3 y21 

1  8. 489. 8. 141. 

2 5 .  809. 147. 2058. 

3 1. 247. 47. 1143. 
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TABLE E.6 

x!2 
ij 1 2 3 y } 2  

J-\ 

1 9. 116. 1. 126. 

2 130. 1508. 157. 1207. 

3 14. 511. 58. 972. 

x21  
ij 1 2 3 y2' 

1 0. 64. 1. 186. 

2 7. 902. 151. 1941. 

3 1. 247. 45. 1262. 

TABLE E.7 

X 1 2  
ij 1 2 3 y! 2  

1 9. 108. 1. 133. 

2 137. 1960. 205. 699. 

3 8. 112. 11. 1424. 

X 2 1  
ij 1 2 3 y21 

1 1. 108. 2. 141. 

2 5. 797. 140. 2058. 

3 2. 352. 57. 1143. 
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TABLE E.8 

>!] i 2 3 •]2 y!* *r 
1 i. 82. 1. 54 156 294 

2 23. 3498. 637. 2219 9604 15981 

3 2. 933. 179. 572 5740 7426 

$ 14 1544 202 

*! 254 9924 6407 

>r 294 15981 7426 

TABLE E.S ) 

Xn. xij 1 2 3 •i2 y!* ^ï* 
1 1. 82. 1. 54 156 294 

2 23. 3498. 637. 2219 9604 15981 

3 2. 933. 179. 572 5740 7426 

•Ï1 14 1544 202 

254 9924 6407 

-r 294 15981 7426 
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TABLE E.10 

A] i  2 3 A2 1* 
"1* 

1 0.  11. 0.  127 156 294 

2 30. 3902. 652. 1793 9604 15981 

3 2.  932. 169. 583 5740 7426 

•F 8 1212 198 

'i 254 9924 6407 

"J* 294 15981 7426 

TABLE E.11 

*!] 1 2 3 e!2 
y]* *r ' 

1 0.  18. 0.  120 156 294 

2 23. 3450. 604. 2300 9604 15981 

3 9.  1331. 216. 130 5740 7426 

8 1258 199 

•S 254 9924 6407 

«r 294 15981 7426 
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Following these early computations, more recent estimates have concentra

ted on formula tions wh ich include c onstraints containing weig hted sums 

of coefficients.  Cost coefficients of the type me ntioned in (5.40) have 

been examined. For example, Table E.12 contains a set of hypotkejtical 

cost coefficients which hav e been derived from the transport sector of 

the original flow tables,  and then reconciled to satisfy various flow 

sums. These co efficients are based on average relative trip distances 

of 1 within Mel bourne, 2 between Me lbourne an d the rest of Victoria, and 

4 within the rest of Victoria. 

12 12 Estimates o f the interregional tables containing {x-.} ,  {y- } ,  
I J  I  

21 21 ix..  } and {y. }have subsequently been repeat ed for these cost-sensitive 
I  J  I  

formulations. A typical entropy-maximizing solution is given in Table E.13 

for case (i) ,  which as sumes no a ptv iofvL kn owledge o f any intraregional 

demands. The resulting dog-leg input-output table for Melbourne under 

these revised conditions is depicted in Table E.14. A comparison o f Tables 

E.8 an d E.14 confirms our expectations concerning the influence of the 

cost constraints: intraregional flows have no w be en m aximized, at the ex

pense o f exports to,  and imports from, the rest of Victoria. 

Current research is focussed on the inclusion of nodal capacity constraints 

l ike (5.41) in our ent ropy-maximizing formulations. Owing t o the versati

l ity of Eriksson's algorithm, inequality constraints of this type can now 

be handled su ccessfully. Our principal attention is therefore directed 

towards suitable methods f or measuring the physical handling capabilities 

of each nod e or region. 
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TABLE E. 12 

cr s   
1 

s  = 1 s  = 2 

i  = 1 0.0073 0.0146 

r = 1 i  = 2 0.0115 0.0230 

i  = 3 0.1165 0.233 

i  = 1 0.0146 0.0292 

r = 2 i  = 2 0.0230 0.0460 

i  = 3 0.233 0.466 

C. i  

i  = 1 14 

i  = 2 181 

1 = 3 498 

E C. 693 
i  1  
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TABLE E. 13 

x!? ij  1 2 3 y 12 
i  

i  10. 5.  0.  40. 

2 144. 2081. 175. 7366. 

3 15. 398. 32. 3968. 

X2"! ij  1 2 3 y 12 
i  

1 29. 755. 10. 845. 

2 0.  302. 59. 160. 

3 0 164. 31. 244. 

TABLE E . 14 

x "  1 ? e1 2  v1* X1* ij  1 l O  e i  y i  A  .  1 

1 4.  110. 2.  22 156 294 

2 5.  3601. 705. 2066 9604 15981 

3 1 .  1125. 212. 348 5740 7426 

30 1221 100 

•j  254 9924 6407 

i* X . 
3 
i* X . 
3 294 15981 7426 
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FOOTNOTES F OR APPENDIX E 

1 See Eriksson (1978) for the original details of 
his algorithm, and Eriksson (1980) for a later version 
developed t o handle formulat ions whi ch contain inequality 
constraints.  

2 The RAS approach i s  described in Cruickshank (1979), 
whereas the GRIT tec hnique is outlined by Jens en et al.  (1979). 

3 See Section 5.4.2. 

4 These re sults correspond to the formulations given 
in Section 5.4.3. 

5 For heterogeneous commodity c lasses l ike those in 
our present exam ple, Nijkamp (1975) has suggested that entropy 
models,  which lead to a considerable dispersion of flows 
within the system, m ay giv e more ad equate results for cross-
hauling am ongst interregional shipments. 
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